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FOREWORD

2

019 - the end of another decade and the end another ten years of great Garland
events and media. We went from DVDs to HDTVs & Blu-rays to 4KTVs & 4K
discs. Streaming became the main means of media watching with the rise of app and
browser-based content providers such as Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime, Apple TV, Roku,
and recently, Disney+. 2019 also saw the only two major theatrical film releases of the
decade, the documentary Sid & Judy, and the biopic Judy.

T

here were a couple of anniversaries in 2019, as there are almost every year. The
biggie was the 80th anniversary of The Wizard of Oz. The film was released in
theaters and also in a brand new dazzling 4K edition on disc and digital download. The
film was re-scanned and remastered in 8K for this 4K release. It was worth it!

M

eet Me in St. Louis’s 75th anniversary flew under the radar but it’s no less a
milestone. To celebrate, the 2019 edition of Garlands for Judy featured an
article that focused on the film’s glorious soundtrack.

T

he Judy Room had its 20th anniversary in 2019. It was the spring
of 1999 when the new site went live. It’s been a great ride ever since
with lots of highs and lows but thankfully, more highs. The site’s web
presence increased throughout the 2010s with the rise of social media
as well as the news blog, JudyGarlandNews.com. See the Stats Page at
the end of this document for details.

T

his edition of the “Year in Review” features highlights from 2019
and the years from 2010 through 2018. I hope you enjoy looking
back at the fun and wonderful things the fan community has been
blessed with over the last 10 years.
Sincerely,
Scott Brogan
The Judy Room
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2019 - World Premiere

Judy Garland performed the novelty song “You Couldn’t Be Cuter” as part of her weekly appearance on the “Good News of 1938” radio show, broadcast
live by NBC Radio on April 28, 1938. This previously unknown and unreleased performance only extant performance from this April 28, 1938, episode.
The song was written for the film Joy of Living (1938) by Jerome Kern and Dorothy Fields. Irene Dunne introduced it in the film. Read the text in the
video above for more details about this broadcast.
A big thanks to collector David Plotkin for sharing this gem from his collection and providing the digital transfer; John H. Haley, Harmony Restorations,
LLC, for his expert restoration and remastering; and Lawrence Schulman for his guidance and assistance with photos.
Check out The Judy Room’s “Judy Sing! On The Radio” section for more Garland radio performances and The Judy Garland Online Discography’s
“Miscellaneous” section for details about Judy’s radio performances available on CD and other home media formats.
The video above plays in the interactive version and most PDF viewers. If either of those don’t work,
simply click on YouTube icon here or go to The Judy Room’s YouTube Page to view it.
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2019 - Project Completed!

In 2018, over at the blog (JudyGarlandNews.com), I began a new series titled “On This Day In Judy Garland’s Life And
Career...” I finished it in 2019.
The goal of the project was to feature everything of note that happened in Judy Garland’s life and career on a daily basis.
Consider it the online equivalent and update of the late Scott Schechter’s fantastic book published in 2002, “Judy Garland The Day-by-Day Chronicle of a Legend” which is where much of the data in the pages come from.
Being that Scott’s book was published in 2002, it was prior to a lot of information becoming available. As it turns out, much
information from books and other sources have incorrect dates (even the dates on many Getty images online are incorrect).
Thanks to newspaper archives and other resources I was able to clarify much of the misinformation and confusion around
specific events and have found new information previously unknown. It’ an ongoing process even though it’s “finished” as I
find new information or it’s shared with me by one of the many generous Garfans out there.
I can’t thank everyone enough for all of the contributions and support. It was tough but worth it!
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2019 - Two New Theatrical Releases
T

he decade ended with two major theatrical releases, the documentary Sid & Judy
and the biopic Judy.

Sid and Judy had a limited theatrical run mostly at film festivals before premiering on
the Showtime Channel on October 18, 2019. It’s a fantastic documentary that features
actors John Hamm and Jennifer Jason Leigh expertly reading as Sid and Judy from
their own words. Naturally, the doc focuses on the relationship of Sid and Judy but
it also gives background into both of their lives before they met. It’s by far the best
documentary about Judy Garland since By Myself. The doc presents Judy’s life (and
famous troubles) in a very clear and level
manner while delighting fans with rare
audio and film footage (most courtesy
of collector Mike Siewert). It’s a “mustsee” and will be a “must-have” when it’s
released on disc.

Read my review at
JudyGarlandNews.com
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2019 - Two New Theatrical Releases
J

udy had an oddly short theatrical release. Reviews were mixed about the
quality of the film’s script and production. Most of the accolades (and some
complaints) went to the film’s star, Renee Zellweger, who played Judy Garland
during her engagement at the Talk of the Town in London in 1969.
To say that Judy polarized Garland fans is putting it mildly. Never before has
any one film, performance, or project created such consternation among the
fans. Those who supported the film did so with an obsessiveness and at times
unhealthy adulation not seen since the real Judy Garland’s concerts in the late
1960s created similar fanatical behavior. Those supporters of the film took
to social media to aggressively attack those who didn’t like it or Zellweger’s
performance as though they were protecting the real Judy Garland and/or her
legacy. The only comparison is the insane arguments that the current political
climate fosters. Yes, it was that bad. The film’s fans simply could not handle
anyone saying anything negative. I shudder to think what it would have been
like at those late 60s concerts if social media had been around.
An associated of mine very wisely put the phenomenon in perspective: “Maybe
some of the fans’ craziness is really misplaced idolatry of Garland herself. Absent
Judy herself, they will worship any surrogate ... if you criticize the fake Judy,
they take it as criticism of the real one, which is anathema to them. How dare you
desecrate the holy memory of the divine one?”
Read my review at
JudyGarlandNews.com
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The Music of Meet Me in St. Louis

2

019 marks the 75th anniversary of the 1944 MGM musical
masterpiece, Meet Me In St. Louis. One of the biggest reasons
for its success and lasting legacy is the glorious combination of
songs and music which is as important as the direction of (and
attention to detail by) director Vincente Minnelli and, of course,
Judy Garland’s glowing performance. For this reason, I thought
it would be nice to honor the film’s anniversary by focusing on
its music.
A QUICK HISTORY

T

he genesis of Meet Me In St. Louis began with the publication
of articles written by Sally Benson about her childhood

in St. Louis, Missouri, in the early years of the 20th century.
Published by the New Yorker magazine as “5135 Kensington
Avenue” in 1941 the charming articles were compiled into book
format in 1942 titled "The Kensington Stories."
Meanwhile, the similarly themed “Life With Father” had
premiered on Broadway in 1939 and was a smash. MGM
producer Arthur Freed was unable to secure the film rights so he
went in search of something similar. Any film version of “Life
With Father” wouldn’t happen for several years due to the play’s
hugely successful run so any adaptation was a way off. It still
holds the record as the longest-running non-musical play on
Broadway.
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The Music of Meet Me in St. Louis
Freed had served as an uncredited co-producer on 1939’s The
Wizard of Oz. Before that film was finished he was made a
producer and immediately put Babes in Arms into production.
For the next several years Freed built his own “musical unit”
at MGM, bringing in talent from the Broadway scene, mostly
making screen adaptations of Broadway musicals. By 1943
when Meet Me In St. Louis went into production, everything was
in place. Freed was ready to move into making original film
musicals with integrated scores, whether in full or in part.
It took some doing to convince the studio and Judy Garland
that the film “with no plot” could be a hit and could advance
her career. Judy was rightfully concerned that playing another
teenager would be a setback in her career. She had just begun
the tricky transition into adult roles and didn’t want to
backtrack. Freed and director Vincente Minnelli was able to
convince the studio and Judy that the film if made right, would
be a success. The story goes, whether true or not, that Judy went
to Minnelli and said “It’s not very good, is it?” to which Minnelli
replied, “I think it’s magical.” Judy’s response, “Oh, I’ve already
done ‘magical.’” Minnelli was able to help Judy see how the role
was perfect for her and that it would advance her career. He also
assuaged her fears that it would become “Margaret O’Brien film"
(O’Brien played younger sister “Tootie”).

Snapshot of Judy on the set reading what appears to be the film's script.
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The Music of Meet Me in St. Louis
THE SONGS

O

nce work began on the film, Freed, along with his right-hand
man, Roger Edens, and Minnelli, decided on the music. The
first decision was to create an “integrated” musical in which the
songs advanced the character and the plot in an organic way.
Four songs were written specifically for the film: “The Trolley
Song,” “The Boy Next Door,” “Have Yourself A Merry Little
Christmas,” and “You and I.” The first three were written by
Hugh Martin and Ralph Blane, the fourth was written by Freed
and his longtime songwriting partner Nacio Herb Brown. The
fact that Freed entrusted the bulk of the song score to Martin
and Blane is a good example of his willingness to take chances
on relatively unknown musical talent. Martin & Blane came
to MGM via the Broadway stage when Freed produced the film
version of “Best Foot Forward,” the popular musical for which
they provided the songs including the minor hit “Buckle Down
Winsocki.” At any other studio, a project as delicate as Meet Me
In St. Louis would have been given to a more proven songwriter
or team, such as Irving Berlin, Cole Porter, or possibly Al Dubin
& Harry Warren. But Freed had autonomy over his “unit” of
musical filmmakers at MGM. He was almost a genius in his
ability to pick the right people for the right projects.
Martin and Blane delivered the goods. All three of their songs
have become enduring standards. They might not be perfect
Victorian era popular songs but they’re close enough to be

believable and they fit perfectly in context of the film and
popular enough for success on The Hit Parade, especially “The
Trolley Song,” which was covered by singers and bands including
The Pied Pipers whose single actually outperformed Judy’s.
Freed decided to include the Rodgers & Hammerstein song,
“Boys and Girls Like You and Me” in the score. The song was an
outtake from their score for “Oklahoma!” That mega-stage hit
was a property that Freed wanted to film and one that helped
move the stage musical to the integrate score format which
is precisely what Meet Me In St. Louis would do for the screen
musical. “Oklahoma!” was years away from being available for
a film adaptation, and perhaps Freed’s decision to include this
Broadway outtake was due to his admiration for the show and
his friendship with the songwriters. The truth is unknown,
but the song does fit perfectly in the segment in which it was
placed, the visit to the World’s Fair fairgrounds by Esther Smith
(Garland) and her beau, John Truett (Tom Drake).
The inclusion of the Rodgers & Hammerstein song did not sit
well with Martin and Blane. They deduced that a Rodgers &
Hammerstein song would overshadow their contributions.
These concerns make sense. At the time, Martin & Blane were
not well known and the songs they provided were not known
yet. Years later, Blane incorrectly remembered that the song
was planned for the end sequence of the film when the family
attends the World’s Fair. He confused that with the World’s Fair
visit sequence earlier in the film. He said that he told Martin,
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The Music of Meet Me in St. Louis
“Let them have their fun with their prodigious Rodgers and
Hammerstein; the song is placed too late in the picture - people
will already be reaching for their hats - it’ll come out - you watch
and see!”
Oscar Hammerstein, who wrote the lyrics for “Boys and Girls
Like You and Me,” was also concerned, but for a different
reason. In surviving correspondence between him and Freed,
Hammerstein wrote:
Dick [Richard Rodgers] and I happened to look at communication
from your music department to our publisher. It contained this
description:
“The trolley arrives at the place where the World’s Fair is to
be built and the people get off the trolley. Esther wanders by
herself and Jon tries to find her so she won’t be late for the return
trolley. John sees Esther in a romantic setting - he comes up and
they walk and talk. As they come to a mud puddle John picks up
Esther in his arms, then she sings ‘Boys and Girls Like You and
Me.’”
We wouldn’t presume to make any criticism three thousand miles
away, but for whatever the comment is worth, we were disturbed
by the incongruous feeling of going into a song which talks about
girls and boys walking through the world with a girl held in the
arms of a boy and the public distracted by marveling at his feat
of strength, listening to the lyric and music and being enthralled
thereby.

Snapshot of Judy between takes during the filming of "Boys and Girls Like You and Me"
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For all we know, the number may never have been shot like this or
maybe hasn’t been shot at all yet. In case it hasn't been, we are
hereby recording our fears for this way of going into it.
I hear you are coming to town soon. Am looking forward to seeing
you.
As ever,
Oscar
Freed replied with:
I patent to reply to your letter
about the rendition of “Boys and
Girls,” and also to allay your fears
that the song was shot according to
the notice sent to the publishers,
which you quoted.
I am sure that you will be very
happy when you see the rendition
which we have photographed. It is done very simply, without any
superhistrionics, by Judy Garland to her boyfriend. The camera is
on Judy’s face throughout the whole rendition and all she does is
sing the tender philosophy of your lyrics.
Again I repeat that I am sure you and dick will feel very gratified
at the manner in which Vincente Minnelli so simply and

eloquently presented this wonderful song. I am anxious for you to
see it.
As always,
Arthur
The footage no longer survives
so it’s impossible to know if the
camera was on Judy’s face for the
entire song. It can be assumed that
Minnelli probably filmed it with the
focus on Judy while she and Tom
Drake walked around the unfinished
fairgrounds in a variety of camera
setups.
The drama surrounding the
inclusion of “Boys and Girls Like
You and Me” wasn’t the only
difficulty Martin & Blane faced
when writing the songs. Freed
asked the duo to provide a song
about a trolley for Scene 90 which was described as:
TROLLEY DEPOT - ST. LOUIS - LATE AFTERNOON
A trolley is there. Some youngsters on it, but a good number are
still outside, chatting gaily.
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The Music of Meet Me in St. Louis
trolley.” Whatever the truth is, the photo provided the right
inspiration for the song and Freed was finally happy, exclaiming
“That’s the song for Judy!”

Quentin (shouts) Let her go, motorman!
The trolley starts and the crowd starts to sing.
Martin & Blane wrote “Know Where
You’re Going and You’ll Get There” that
according to Blane was “a marvelous
song that would be great to sing on
the trolley.” They felt a song about
a trolley would have been too corny.
Freed pushed back, telling them he
wanted a song about a Trolley. Blane
reported that each time they went to
Freed with a new song for the spot
(four total according to Blane), each
time Freed told them he’d use them
“in the Follies” (his pet project that
became Ziegfeld Follies of 1946) and
told them to go back and write a song
about a trolley. Blane was frustrated,
so he went to the Beverly Hills Public
Library to research old St. Louis and found a photo of a trolley,
“Believe it or not, under the picture was written ‘Clang, Clang,
Clang, Went the Trolley.’ Well, I dashed back - told Hugh the
title and we wrote it in about ten minutes.” The story has been
told many times over the years with slight variations such as the
photo caption being “Clang, Clang, Clang went the jolly little

Another obstacle faced another
one of their songs, specifically for
Martin. He had written some very
depressing lyrics for “Have Yourself
A Merry Little Christmas.” Those
lyrics are now almost as famous as
those used in the film due to anecdotal
interviews done by Martin for articles
and documentaries. Martin’s original
lyrics were:
Have yourself a merry little
Christmas,
It may be your last.
Next year we may all be living in the
past.
Have yourself a merry little Christmas,
Make the Yuletide gay.
Next year we may all be many miles away.
No good times like the olden days, happy golden days of yore.
Faithful friends who were dear to us will be near to us no more.
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But at least we all will be together,
If the fates allow.
From now on we’ll have to muddle through somehow.
So have yourself a merry little Christmas
now.
As Martin noted, the lyrics fit the mood
of the scene. The family was leaving their
beloved St. Louis right after Christmas.
It’s Christmas Eve and Esther (Judy
Garland) finds herself consoling younger
sibling Tootie (Margaret O’Brien). Esther
begins to sing in an effort to make Tootie
feel better, trying to be hopeful in the
face of a seemingly hopeless situation.
Judy loved the melody but was concerned
that the lyrics were too sad, afraid that
audiences would think she was “a monster”
singing such sad lyrics to Margaret
O’Brien. The lyrics were too on the nose in
their sadness, on top of a melancholy (and
lovely) melody, on top of that seemingly
hopeless situation. It really was too much
sadness for audiences to endure and Judy’s
instincts knew it.

Years later, Martin said that he was stubborn and refused to
change the lyrics. At that time Martin had little clout. His
stubbornness to a star of Judy’s caliber was bold. He later
attributed it to his youthful arrogance.
Martin told Judy he would write another
song for her for that spot in the film
and that she said: “but I liked that one.”
Tom Drake, who played boy-next-door
John Truett, took him aside and told
him to stop being a “son of a bitch” and
rewrite the lyrics. Martin finally did
and a Christmas classic was born. Years
later, at Frank Sinatra’s request, Martin
revised the lyrics again, this time to
be more holiday sounding rather than
script-driven. For example, “Until then,
we’ll have to muddle through somehow”
became “Hang a shining star upon the
highest bow.” In 2001 an older Martin was
wrongly influenced to co-write some banal
secular and overtly religious lyrics that
are best forgotten, as is the updated tile
“Have Yourself A Blessed Little Christmas.”
Thankfully, the original and the Sinatra
versions are the two that prevails, which is
as it should be.
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The Music of Meet Me in St. Louis
The third original song Martin & Blane wrote for the film, “The
Boy Next Door,” luckily did not experience any issues in its
creation. The duo also revised their adaptation of the folk song
“Skip To My Lou” for the film. The song was originally written
in the 1840s and had become a party standard in the years
since. Martin & Blane created their own arrangement in the
early 1940s and can be seen performing it as “The Martins” in a
1941 “Soundie” short film titled appropriately, Skip To My Lou.
The arrangement is basically the same as it is in Meet Me In St.
Louis. That short is available as part of the extras with the film’s
DVD and Blu-ray releases.
Although Blane is listed as co-composer, and throughout Blane’s
life Martin never said a word, the fact of the matter is that
Martin wrote the lyrics and the music for all of their original
songs in Meet Me In St. Louis. It wasn’t until after Blane’s death
that Martin revealed the truth, “. . . all of the so-called Martin
and Blane songs, (except for Best Foot Forward), were written
entirely by me (solo) without help from Ralph or anybody else.”
He went on to explain, “"I was reasonably content to let him
receive equal screen credit, sheet music credit, ASCAP royalties,
etc., mainly because this bizarre situation was caused by my
naive and atrocious lack of business acumen.”
CONRAD SALINGER

O

nce the songs had been decided on, the task of scoring the
film went to Conrad Salinger. His knowledge of music and

ability to provide arrangements that were unique and brilliant
in their “simple complexity” made him a legend in his own
time among film arrangers and composers. His compositions
were deceptively simple to the general public because they
added layers of music that accompanied and enhanced the
vocals but were actually quite complex. Officially, Salinger was
the orchestrator of the music with Georgie Stoll and Lennie
Hayton providing the task of conducting those orchestrations,
under the guidance of Roger Edens who provided the musical
adaptation (and was an uncredited associate producer). But it’s
Salinger who, via his orchestrations, provided the unique sound
for this and all of the musicals he worked on. That distinctive
sound that MGM musicals had can be attributed chiefly to
Salinger.
Unfortunately, during Salinger’s tenure at MGM, it was the
musical directors and conductors who received the Academy
Award nominations for the scoring of musical films, not the
“orchestrators” which ignored the fact that orchestrators of
Salinger’s caliber were responsible for the sound of the scores
that received the nominations in the first place. Salinger was
only nominated once, for 1951’s Show Boat. That film lost
to another big mom musical, An American in Paris. Salinger
worked on both, but in the case of Paris, only the film’s music
conductor, Johnny Green, received the nomination and eventual
win.
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Download the
complete set of Daily
Music Reports for
Meet Me in St. Louis
here (PDF format).

MGM Daily Music Report for the December 2, 1943, recording session.
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The Music of Meet Me in St. Louis

Download the
complete set of Daily
Music Reports for
Meet Me in St. Louis
here (PDF format).

MGM Daily Music Report for the December 4, 1943, recording session.
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Salinger preferred to work with an orchestra half the size of
the usual studio orchestra, feeling that the standard studio
orchestra was too large. He was more than capable of creating
the same sound with half the musicians. This made
a difference in the pre-tape era when film music
was recorded on optical film. Optical film had
a low fidelity the result of which sometimes
created some distortion on the
soundtrack. They were just too big and
loud. Salinger’s music sounded better
because of his insistence on using the
smaller orchestra and chorus.
PRE-RECORDINGS

T

he first pre-recording session
took place on November 30,
1943. Three songs were pre-recorded,
“Boys and Girls Like You and Me,”
“Over The Bannister,” and “You and I.”
Judy soloed on both “Boy and Girls” and
“Over The Bannister,” with Tom Drake on
hand to provide his spoken intro. Producer
Arthur Freed and singer Denny Markas provided
the vocals for “You and I.” Freed co-wrote the song
with Nacio Herb Brown and it was decided that his untrained
voice would sound better for Leon Ames’s father character,

“Alonzo Smith,” and the scene. Three takes of “Boys and Girls
Like You and Me” were printed (kept for use in the final mixing
for the playback discs) and four were printed for “Over The
Bannister.”
On December 1, 1943, Joan Carroll and Harry
Davenport pre-recorded their vocals for
the title song that opened the film. The
following day, Judy went in to prerecord “The Trolley Song.” The original
title of the film, per the Daily Music
Report, was “Clang, Clang, Clang
Went The Trolley.” Takes 1 & 2
were printed. In his definitive book
about The Freed Unit, “The World
of Entertainment! Hollywood’s
Greatest Musicals” (republished
as “MGM’s Greatest Musicals - The
Arthur Freed Unit"), author Hugh
Fordin relayed the story that day’s prerecording session:
Even after the Orchestra’s first reading
of [Salinger’s] arrangement of “The Trolley
Song,” an excitement spread among those playing
and listening. Then, when Judy came in with her dead-sure
instinct of what she was to deliver, the ceiling seemed to fly
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off the stage. Take 1 was a print! Blane interfered. “But
Roger, Judy sang a wrong lyric!”

“The Trolley Song” and “The Boy Next Door” newly recorded in
stereo for the first time.

“She’ll never do it like that again,” replied Edens. “No one
will ever know the few words she
changed - she’ll simply synchronize
them!”

The rest of the songs were pre-recorded as follows:

Salinger’s arrangement was a
masterpiece. It conveyed all the
color, the motion, the excitement
that eventually was going to be seen
on the screen. With the remaining
numbers and the background scoring
for this film as well as al the work
to do thereafter, Salinger always
maintained sonority and texture in
his writing, which made his a very
special sound and type that has
never been equaled in the American
movie musical.

December 3, 1943: “Skip to My Lou”
and “Meet Me In St. Louis (Rose and
Esther)”
December 4, 1943: “Have Yourself A
Merry Little Christmas” and “The Boy
Next Door”
December 17, 1943: “Under the
Bamboo Tree”

Salinger’s brilliant arrangement is
still used and recorded today. In 1957
MGM Records, via their “Verve” label,
released an instrumental LP titled “A Lovely Afternoon - The
Conrad Salinger Orchestra” which included his arrangements of

January 13, 1944: “You and I” (no
vocalists are noted so it’s unclear if this
was another session with Freed and
Markas or not)
It was standard, as it is now, for most
(if not all) of the underscoring for
films to be recorded after principal
photography was completed and a
rough cut of the film was available. The
bulk of the underscoring sessions for Meet Me In St. Louis took
place on May 25 & May 26, 1944.
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Additional sessions took place on May 29, June
24, July 27, and August 18, 1944.
Songs from the era portrayed in the film (the
early 1900s) were used as background scoring.
These included “Goodbye My Lady Love,”
“Under the Anheuser Bush,” “Hiawatha,” “Little
Brown Jug,” and “Auld Lang Syne.” The use of
public domain songs from the era was common
practice in period films. The general public’s
familiarity with them added another layer of
nostalgia.
BOYS AND GIRLS LIKE YOU AND ME

B

lane turned out to be correct when he
postulated that the Rodgers & Hammerstein
song, “Boys and Girls Like You and Me,” would
end up on the cutting room floor. When a rough
cut of the film was ready it was clear that it was
too long. Something had to be cut. The nonmusical Halloween sequence, which was a tour
de force for Margaret O’Brien, was almost cut.
Freed and Minnelli fought to keep it. It came
down to deciding whether to cut “Boys and Girls
Like You and Me” or “The Boy Next Door.” “The
Boy Next Door” was more integral to advancing

the plot, specifically by establishing Esther’s
crush on, and subsequent romance with, John
Truett. “Boys and Girls Like You and Me” was
redundant in that respect and the sequence
slowed down the film’s flow. Removing the
song meant that the entire sequence of Esther
and John at the fairgrounds would also be cut,
which was longer than “The Boy Next Door.”
That might have helped in keeping the lengthy
Halloween sequence intact as well.
Frank Sinatra’s name is curiously linked to
Meet Me In St. Louis even though he was never
a part of the project. He famously requested
new lyrics to “Have Yourself A Merry Little
Christmas.” He also recorded his own version
of “The Boy Next Door” with an obvious gender
change. “Boys and Girls Like You and Me” was
resurrected for him to sing to Betty Garrett in
the 1949 MGM musical Take Me Out To The Ball
Game. It was filmed but ultimately cut, again
because it slowed down the flow of the film. The
footage remains and it’s nice enough but it’s
obvious that as lovely as the song is, it doesn’t
work on screen. The lyrics are such that the
only way it can logically be filmed it is to have
the singer walking along singing it to the object
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of their affection. It could possibly be sung in a more intimate
way with the singer singing to a photo of their love interest.
Either way, it slows down the narrative. The footage of Judy
singing the song in Meet Me In St. Louis has been lost but the
pre-recordings remain, in stereo.
THE CAST ALBUM

M

eet Me In St. Louis was made before the soundtrack album
market opened (thanks to MGM Records) in 1947. At
the time it was standard for film musical stars to make studio
singles of songs from their films. These singles were usually
completely different than the versions introduced in the films.
Judy had a recording contract with Decca Records and recorded
the film’s songs, including “Boys and Girls Like You and Me,” for
their “Cast Album” to the film. As was the standard at the time,
the album consisted of four 78 rpm records featuring a total
of eight songs: “Meet Me In St. Louis,” “The Boy Next Door,”
“Boys and Girls Like You and Me,” “Have Yourself A Merry Little
Christmas,” “The Trolley Song,” and “Skip to My Lou.”
The album was the second of Decca’s Judy Garland cast albums.
It reached the #2 spot on Billboard's new "Best Selling Popular
Record Albums" chart in early 1945. The single of “The Trolley
Song” peaked at the #3 spot on the singles chart. These Decca
versions feature slightly different orchestrations conducted
by the film’s conductor Georgie Stoll. The exception is “Have

Yourself A Merry Little Christmas” which is nearly identical to
the film version.
No soundtrack recordings were released until 1962 when MGM
Records released the compilation record “The Judy Garland
Story Vol. 2 - The Hollywood Years!” That release included
predominantly previously unreleased Garland soundtrack
performances featuring two songs from Meet Me In St.
Louis, “The Boy Next Door” and “The Trolley Song.” These
performances were derived from the actual film soundtrack
and not the pre-recordings. Oddly enough, the record did
feature three pre-recordings from other Garland films, each
one an outtake. The film soundtrack version of ‘Under the
Bamboo Tree” was part of the 1974 MCA soundtrack to That’s
Entertainment! and an abridged version of “Have Yourself A
Merry Little Christmas” was released on the sequel soundtrack
in 1976, That’s Entertainment, Part Two.
The first Meet Me In St. Louis soundtrack album appeared in
1981 on the bootleg label, “Hollywood Soundstage.” That record
was also recorded directly from the film’s soundtrack. The
sound quality was decent for a bootleg album of that era.
In 1994, MGM/UA released a special 50th-anniversary edition of
Meet Me In St. Louis in the laserdisc and VHS tape formats with
an accompanying CD soundtrack in stereo. The set featured an
alternate audio track of the isolated music-only track for the
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entire film (including music-only tracks of the songs) and the
option to listen to the existing prerecording sessions for the
songs. These features have been copied over to the subsequent
DVD and Blu-ray releases of the film.
The stereo CD was on the MGM Records label and was the nextto-last soundtrack ever released by that label (Ziegfeld Follies
of 1946 also released in 1994 was the last). Miraculously, all of
the pre-recordings of the songs and music for the film survived
in stereo allowing the film to be remastered in true stereo. The
CD was also in stereo. It was re-released the following year on
the new Rhino Records "Turner Classic Movies" music label,
the first in a long line of MGM soundtrack CDs released by
Rhino. The only difference between the two CDs is the removal
of the MGM Records and Turner logos, the disc artwork, and
inner tray artwork and the addition of the Rhino Records
and Turner Classic Movies Music logos. The contents and the
booklet remained the same. That's the last official release of the
soundtrack although there have been bootleg CD copies (most
with poor sound and some inexplicably mixed down to mono)
from European labels that are not worth purchasing. The Rhino
soundtrack is currently available on iTunes.
In 2017 the marvelous "Soundtracks" 2-CD set featured newly
remastered versions of "The Boy Next Door," "The Trolley Song,"
and "Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas."
New! Special edition complete soundtrack!
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Meet Me In St. Louis premiered, naturally, in St. Louis, Missouri,
on November 22, 1944. It was an instant hit, becoming MGM's
biggest hit of the year and their top moneymakers for several
years afterward. The film cost $1,707561.14 to make and
grossed over $7,566,000 on its initial release.
"The Trolley Song" and "Have Yourself A Merry Little
Christmas" were the breakout song hits. The latter has
become the second most recorded holiday song of all time,
behind "White Christmas." When the Oscar nominations were
announced, Meet Me In St. Louis was nominated for Best Song
("The Trolley Song") and Best Scoring of a Music Picture and
Best Cinematography, Color. Oddly enough the film did not
get nominated for Best Art Direction, Color or Best Sound
Recording.
There were twelve songs (!) nominated for Best Song of 1944.
The competition was stiff, what with songs written by the
likes of Jerome Kern, Ira Gershwin, Harold Arlen, James Van
Heusen, Jimmy McHugh, and more. This was the heyday of the
movie musical and there were quite a lot of musicals to choose
from. The winner was "Swinging on a Star" written by James
Van Heusen and Johnny Burke for the Bing Crosby hit Going My
Way. That's not surprising when one considers that Going My
Way was the big Oscar winner that year snagging Best Picture,
Actor (Crosby), Supporting Actor (Barry Fitzgerald), Director
(Leo McCarey), Screenplay (Frank Butler and Frank Cavett,

based on a story by Leo McCarey), and Best Original Motion
Picture Story (Leo McCarey)among other wins.
Meet Me In St. Louis has endured over the decades as a timeless
masterpiece. It's not dissimilar to Judy's previous masterpiece,
The Wizard of Oz. Both make brilliant use of Technicolor. Both
transport the viewers to another world of beauty and music and
song with just enough conflict to be resolved before the happy
ending where our heroine ends up back home (whether being
sent back or being able to remain) and exclaiming that "There's
no place like home," or specifically ". . . right here where we
live, right here in St. Louis!"). It's safe to assume that the film
will continue to cast its magic spell on audiences as long as it's
available for people to see.
MUSIC CREDITS

N

ote: Although Hugh Martin later admitted that he wrote
the music and lyrics to the original songs in Meet Me In
St. Louis, Ralph Blane is still listed as a co-author as that is the
official credit on the songs. All of the Martin and Blane songs
were written in 1943, copyrighted in 1944.
"Meet Me in St. Louis"
Music by Kerry Mills, Lyrics by Andrew B. Sterling (1904)
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"The Boy Next Door"
Music and Lyrics by Hugh Martin and Ralph Blane
"Skip To My Lou"
Traditional folks song, original music, lyrics, and arrangements
written by Hugh Martin and Ralph Blane
"I Was Drunk Last Night"
Traditional folk song

Incidental songs used in the background scoring:
"Under the Anheuser Bush" (1903)
Music by Harry von Tilzer
"Good-bye My Lady Love" (1904)
Music and Lyrics by Joe Howard
"Little Brown Jug" (1869)
by Joseph Eastburn Winner

"Under the Bamboo Tree" (1902)
Music and Lyrics by Bob Cole
"Over the Bannister" (1944)
Music and Lyrics by Conrad Salinger and Roger Edens
"The Trolley Song"
Music and Lyrics by Hugh Martin and Ralph Blane
"Boys and Girls Like You and Me" (Outtake) (1943)
Music by Richard Rodgers, Lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II
"You and I" (1944)
Music by Nacio Herb Brown, Lyrics by Arthur Freed
"Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas"
Music and Lyrics by Hugh Martin and Ralph Blane

"Home Sweet Home" (1823)
Music by Sir Henry Bishop, Lyrics by John Howard Payne
"Auld Lang Syne" (c 1788)
Scottish folk song
FILM MUSIC CREDITS
Musical Director: George Stoll
Uncredited Musical Director: Lennie Hayton
Musical Adaptation: Roger Edens
Orchestration: Conrad Salinger
Original Songs & Music: Hugh Martin, Ralph Blane; Arthur
Freed, Nacio Herb Brown
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Check out The Judy Room's Extensive Spotlight on
Meet Me in St. Louis here.
Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography's
Meet Me In St. Louis (Decca versions) here.
Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography's
Meet Me In St. Louis (Soundtracks) here.
Information in this article was provided in part by:
“The World of Entertainment! Hollywood’s Greatest Musicals”
written by Hugh Fordin (republished as “MGM’s Greatest
Musicals - The Arthur Freed Unit")
"Meet Me In St. Louis" (BFI Film Classics) written by Gerald
Kaufman
"Judy Garland The Day-by-Day Chronicle of a Legend" written
by Scott Schechter
The MGM Daily Music Reports from the author's personal
collection.
Photos from the author's personal collection.
New! Special edition complete soundtrack!
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2019 - Lost Tracks 2
The long-awaited sequel to 2010’s groundbreaking 4-CD set “Judy
Garland Lost Tracks: 1929-1959,” titled “Judy Garland Lost
Tracks 2 - 1936-1967,” (both expertly compiled and spearheaded
by Lawrence Schulman) features a whopping 40 new-toCD tracks. In the years between the two releases many new,
previously unreleased and/or thought-lost Garland recordings have
been discovered. Also during that time, audio restoration software
has advanced to the point that, as in the capable hands of audio
engineer John H. Haley, “old” recordings can now sound better
than ever thought possible.
There are many previously unreleased and new-to-CD radio
performances that just a little over a year ago were thought
lost. Thanks to the generosity of John Newton (his collection is
the source of most of the radio tracks) we’re able to enjoy these
performances. And amazing they are! Rounding out the collection
are several live performances, outtakes, alternate takes, and
rehearsals. They all make for a great listening experience.
There is something here for everyone. Fans of Judy’s early years
will enjoy the many rare radio recordings. Fans of Judy’s films will
enjoy the outtakes, alternates, and extended takes of some of her
most popular movie songs. Fans of Judy’s later years will enjoy the
concert, studio , and television performances most of which are
also making their CD debuts on this set.
Every track here is a treasure (I’m biased, of course, because I think
all of Garland’s recordings are treasures), but the following are
details on some of the highlights:

Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.
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2019 - Lost Tracks 2
Hold That Bulldog & Pennies From Heaven
Judy barks! Both performances are from Judy’s appearance
on Jack Oakie’s College radio show on January 5, 1937.
Judy prerecorded “Hold That Bulldog” for 20th CenturyFox in the summer of 1936 for her feature film debut
in Pigskin Parade (1936). The number was cut and the
footage (if it was filmed) and prerecording are lost.
This radio performance is the only extant recording
of Judy singing this novelty song giving us an idea
of how it might have been performed in the film. At
14 years old, she handles it like a seasoned pro while
putting her unique mark on it. Judy encored with a
flawless rendition of “Pennies From Heaven” in which
she’s given some special material (probably by Roger Edens)
that showcases her range of styles with a fun jazzy ending.
Johnny One Note & Always
Judy’s April 20, 1937, performance of “Johnny One
Note” just might be the first nationwide public radio
performance of the then-new song by Rodgers and Hart.
The song premiered on Broadway on April 14, 1937,
in “Babes In Arms” which was just six days prior to
Judy’s performance on “Jack Oakie’s College” radio
show. Cut from (and never recorded for) the 1939 film
version of the show starring Judy and Mickey Rooney,
Judy performed the song as her encore in 1948’s Words
and Music. For decades fans wondered what the “Young
Judy” version would sound like. Now we know: fantastic!
As an encore, Judy again put her mark on what even then
an Irving Berlin chestnut of a standard, “Always.” This is

the only known recording of Judy singing the lovely song which
Berlin wrote for his wife. The love Berlin had for his wife
permeate the lyrics and come through via Judy’s emotional
rendition.
(Dear Mr. Gable) You Made Me Love You
This classic Garland performance from Broadway
Melody of 1938 (1937), is a welcome addition to any
CD set. This is Take 3 which is a partial alternate
without Judy’s spoken recitative which was recorded
live on the set when the song was filmed. The music
that provides the background to that spoken bit is
lovely.
A Shine On Your Shoes
On May 25, 1937, Judy put her unique vocal stamp on this
wonderful song predating Fred Astaire’s famous performance
of it in the 1953 MGM musical The Bandwagon. This
version is decidedly more “jazzy” and brilliantly shows off
Judy’s vocal abilities. It’s hard to believe she was only
14-years-old!
Where Are You?
Here is a previously thought lost radio performance
from Judy’s appearance on Jack Oakie’s College
radio show on June 1, 1937. This is another one of
Judy’s “recitative songs” in which she delivers a short
monologue in the middle of the song, most likely written
by her mentor, Roger Edens.
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Swing Low, Sweet Chariot
Here is the complete version of this song from the soundtrack
of Everybody Sing. In the film, the song is trimmed. The
song was previously thought to have been prerecorded
on October 24, 1937, but according to the surviving
MGM “Daily Music Report,” it was prerecorded on
November 8, 1937. The liner notes for this set were
printed before this new information was discovered.
Blue Skies
Here is another rarity, and another previously
thought lost performance, this time from Judy’s weekly
appearances on “The Pepsodent Show Starring Bob Hope,”
on January 16, 1940. It is a delight and the only known
recording of Judy singing this Irving Berlin standard. Once
again, Judy makes the song her own. Listeners will note that the
intro chorus is almost identical (save a few words at the end)
to the chorus for “Pennies From Heaven” performed by
Judy in 1937 and also included on this set. This intro is
another Roger Edens creation written solely for Judy.
Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas
This alternate prerecording for Meet Me In St. Louis
was recorded on December 4, 1943, and makes its CD
debut here. I have always preferred this version to the
one used in the film, even though both are quite lovely.
The differences in the two versions are subtle and an
example of how seemingly minor subtleties can make for a
different listening experience.

Someone At Last
The soundtrack album to Judy’s film masterpiece A Star Is
Born (1954) has never been out of print. Included on
that album is her now-famous tour de force “Someone
At Last.” In fact, the working title of the number
was “tour de force.” The version on this set is the CD
debut of an alternate take without the dialog, effects,
and studio chorus plus a great ending not heard in
the final film or the soundtrack album. Also, there’s
no “Wilhelm Scream” effect. Talk about a unique
listening experience. Judy’s vocals are front and
center, and her full throttle ending is hair-raising. Its
deletion from the final film is a puzzle.
Over The Rainbow
It’s hard to believe, but Garland’s famous 1955 television
rendition of “Over the Rainbow” from the Ford Star Jubilee
special has never been restored and remastered for CD.
Come Rain Or Come Shine
Judy returned to television in 1956 for CBS-TV’s
“General Electric Theater.” While some of the
performances in the special were prerecorded, Judy
sang “Come Rain Or Come Shine” live. The song was
fairly new to her repertoire and it became another
Garland standard.
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2019 - Lost Tracks 2
Down With Love
Judy’s recordings for Capitol Records are some of her finest, so any new
discovery from these sessions is a rare treat. Judy’s talent was so great
that even her alternates are worth releasing. Presented here for the first
time from the collection of Raphael Geroni is an alternate take of “Down
With Love” recorded in 1960 for the classic “That’s Entertainment!”
album. For many fans, this is the greatest of all her Capitol albums and
with good reason. It’s as perfect as anyone can get on an LP of standards.
It also brings to mind the fact that it must have been tough to decide
which takes of songs ended up on the final releases of albums.

parody. Judy didn’t want to record it, preferring “Get Off Looking Good.”
But ever the trouper she recorded it and against the odds she makes it
sound better than it is. Only a talent of her caliber could have pulled that
off. Garland never completed the film and the song was re-recorded by
Margaret Whiting for Susan Hayward (the new “Helen Lawson”) to lipsynch to. A mono version with very bad audio appeared on LP in the late
1970s, and this stereo version has been traded by collectors for several
decades. Here it’s finally remastered and presented on CD for the first
time.

What Now My Love
At this time in her career, Judy alternated between the concert stage,
television, and a few films. More new-to-CD performances from this era
are presented, finally remastered after years of floating around collector’s
circles. A standout is this previously unreleased rehearsal recording of
“What Now My Love?” for Judy’s concert with daughter Liza Minnelli at
the London Palladium in 1964. Judy was suffering from vocal issues but
that didn’t stop her from giving a great performance, even in rehearsal.
For comparison, this is followed by her triumphant rendition of the
same song in 1966 on NBC-TV’s “Kraft Music Hall” with full orchestral
accompaniment.
I’ll Plant My Own Tree
Judy delivered more than anyone else could have when she recorded the
final track on this set. “I’ll Plant My Own Tree” was written for Judy to
sing as “Helen Lawson” in the film version of Valley of the Dolls (1967).
The song is meant to show off the superstar quality of the character.
Sadly, it’s not a good song. Out of context, it could be mistaken for

The video above plays when viewing in the
interactive version. If not, go to The Judy Room’s
YouTube Channel to watch it.
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2019 - FOUR CLASSIC ALBUMS
AVID Easy continued its Classic Album series with a second 2-CD
set of remastered Capitol Records albums titled Judy Garland – Four
Classic Albums – Second Set.
Purchase from Amazon
The albums featured are: Judy In Love; Judy Garland At The Grove;
That’s Entertainment and The Garland Touch – plus 6 bonus tracks.
New liner notes were provided by Garland historian and producer
Lawrence Schulman.
THE ALBUMS:
JUDY IN LOVE (1958 Capitol Records Album)
Zing! Went The Strings Of My Heart
I Can’t Give You Anything But Love
This Is It
More Than You Know
I Am Loved
I Hadn’t Anyone Till You
I Concentrate On You
I’m Confessin’ That I Love You
Do I Love You?
Do It Again
Day In – Day Out
Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.
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GARLAND AT THE GROVE (1959 Capitol Records Album)
Garland Overture:
The Trolley Song/Over The Rainbow/The Man That Got Away
When You’re Smiling (The Whole World Smiles With You)
Zing! Went The Strings Of My Heart
Purple People Eater
Medley:
You Made Me Love You
For Me And My Gal
The Trolley Song
When The Sun Comes Out
Rock-A-Bye Your Baby With A Dixie Melody
Over The Rainbow
After You’ve Gone
A Pretty Girl Milking Her Cow
Swanee
THAT’S ENTERTAINMENT! (1960 Capitol Records Album)
That’s Entertainment!
Who Cares?
I’ve Confessed To The Breeze
If I Love Again
Yes
Puttin’ On The Ritz
Old Devil Moon
Down With Love

How Long Has This Been Going On?
It Never Was You
Just You, Just Me
Alone Together
THE GARLAND TOUCH (1962 Capitol Records Album)
Lucky Day
I Happen To Like New York
Comes Once In A Lifetime
Judy At The Palace
Shine On Harvest Moon
Some Of These Days
My Man
I Don’t Care
Happiness Is A Thing Called Joe
Sweet Danger
You’ll Never Walk Alone
It’s A Great Day For The Irish
BONUS TRACKS
It’s Lovely To Be Back In London (Capitol Single)
Zing! Went The Strings Of My Heart (Mono version from “Judy In Love”)
Little Drops Of Rain (from the soundtrack album of Gay Purr-ee)
Take My Hand, Paree (from the soundtrack album of Gay Purr-ee)
Paris Is A Lonely Town (from the soundtrack album of Gay Purr-ee)
Roses Red, Violets Blue (from the soundtrack album of Gay Purr-ee)
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2019 - Summer Stock on Blu-ray
The Warner Archive Collection released Summer Stock on Blu-ray on April 30, 2019.
The film was remastered and presented in a “New 2019 1080p HD Master.” That’s no
joke. The film looks and sounds amazing, so much more than ever before.
NOTE: The poster artwork originally planned for the cover (below) was from a
Belgian release of the film and is the
only time Gene Kelly’s name was billed
over Judy’s. All of the other posters and
advertisements gave Judy top billing,
usually with a tagline that began “Judy and
Gene!” It’s odd that the Warner Archive
would have chosen that particular cover
art but apparently they listened to the
fans and the final artwork used for the
release has been PhotoShopped, placing
Judy’s name first. It’s nice to know that
they seem to listen, at least sometimes.
Extras ported over from the DVD release:
Featurette Summer Stock: Get Happy!; Classic MGM cartoon The Cuckoo Clock; Vintage
Pete Smith Specialty Short Did’ja Know?;Audio-only bonus: outtake song “Fall in Love”;
Theatrical trailer.
Order from Amazon here.
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2019 - The Wizard of Oz in 4K
The big home media release of 2019 was the new 4K version of The Wizard
of Oz released October 29, 2019, which was released in theaters as well in
celebration of the film’s 80th anniversary. If you thought it couldn’t look
any better after the HD and 3D versions, well, think again. This new 4K
version was newly created from a new 8K scan of the original Technicolor
camera negative in HDR10 and Dolby Vision both of which are be included
on the 4K disc.
Per the press release, “The process was supervised by MPI colorist Janet
Wilson, who has overseen every remaster of The Wizard of Oz for the past
20 years.”
The 4K disc includes the extras from the previous Blu-ray release, in
standard definition.
Purchase from Amazon here.
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2019 - The Wizard of Oz in 4K
A few screenshots from the new transfer.
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2019 - The Wizard of Oz in 4K
Two more editions of the new 4K version were released. On the left, the steel case version available only
from Best Buy. On the right, the only boxed set version released was this UK “drawer” set that featured popup art, photos, a mini-poster, and a map, all with the new logo unique to this set.
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The Judy Room's 20th Anniversary!
It's hard to believe it's already been 20 years since I first started on what
became an incredible journey. When I created The Judy Room site in
1999, I had no idea it would blossom into what it is today. Originally,
it was created to share photos of my "Judy Room." The room was a
cornucopia of Judy Garland collectibles mixed with tie-dyed sheets,
multi-colored lights, and various other psychedelic-ish accents. It was
quite the Zen Room and a lot of fun to hang out in! In 1999, the Internet
was much different than it is today. Creating personal websites to
share things was all the rage (this was long before blogging and social
media). Someone suggested that I
take photos of the room and share
them online, thinking that other
fans would enjoy it.
The Judy Room first appeared in
1998 on Jim Johnson's now-defunct Judy Garland Database. After
that, I was encouraged to start my own site. At that time, one had to
learn some basic HTML coding. "WYSIWYG" programs were not yet
available. Microsoft and a few other companies had web programs
but they were quite limiting. Sites like Geocities hosted websites
and had some browser-based tools that, while sometimes helpful, are
prehistoric compared to what we have now. In hindsight, learning the
HTML coding was a blessing and would come in handy later as the site
grew.

timelines which were the genesis of the current "On This Day" blog
series. I added news and events along with a variety of sections, some
that were successful, some that weren't. The look and navigation also
changed as times changed. For example, rollover effects were all the
rage. Animated gifs were also popular. There were trends that came
and went in web design. At the same time, the content became more
involved and complex. The biggest feature began in 2005, the addition
of The Judy Garland Online Discography. With the help of many
collectors, the Discography grew to several thousand pages that detail
the many Garland audio releases and
rereleases (with some other media
thrown in). It's still the main focus
of the site and continues to grow with
each new release.
In addition to the site, I now have the blog (JudyGarlandNews.com)
and the standard social media outlets (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube).
It's a sort of network now, always growing and changing as the online
landscape continues to grow and change. I hope it lasts another 20
years, whatever those years might bring!
I sincerely thank everyone who has helped The Judy Room in any way
over the last 20 years. I couldn't have done it without you!

The following pages feature the changes and highlights of the site over
The first version of the site featured photos of The Judy Room and the last 20 years. For more, check out The Judy Room's Archive Section
little else. As time went on I began to add more features. First, it was which has even more archival material including a virtual "tour" of the
photos of other people's collections. Then the focus was on detailed original Judy Room.
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The Judy Room's 20th Anniversary!
Here is the original homepage created in 1999. As you can see it’s vastly different than what we have today
but at the time it wasn’t any different than most personal sites out there.
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The Judy Room's 20th Anniversary!
November and December 1999: It didn't take long
before I began to experiment with different homepage
designs.
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The Judy Room's 20th Anniversary!
In April 2001, I changed the design to reflect the latest trend in websites: frames. The frame
(column) at the far left in the screenshot at the left stayed static while the larger frame on
the right was scrollable up and down. The screenshot at the right shows some of that hidden
content that was seen when the visitor scrolled down. Watch it work here. Note that I was
still using that animated rainbow gif!
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The Judy Room's 20th Anniversary!
2001 was a busy year for me and homepages. Here's another one, from
July, with a completely new design. The big addition was the Judy
Room email service. You could sign up for free email, with yourname@
thejudyroom.com. And still sporting that animated rainbow gif!
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The Judy Room's 20th Anniversary!
2002 saw these two versions. The menu in the screenshot
at the top right was a frame window which scrolled
independently. Watch it work online here.
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The Judy Room's 20th Anniversary!
That late 2003 design didn't work very well. So in 2004 I created the design seen below, which changed slightly with different
featured photos and polls. The link "buttons" (which were also popular) featured rollover effects. When you moved your
mouse over the text, the color would change. Rollover effects were incredibly popular at the time.
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The Judy Room's 20th Anniversary!
2005 saw the addition of The Judy Garland Online Discography which
to this day continues to be the main focus of the site with over a
thousand pages! Also in 2005, I began a partnership with the newly
created Judy Garland Message Board. That partnership lasted six
years. On the right is a new design unveiled in 2006. Unfortunately
is was very unpopular. That surprised me because I really liked it!
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The Judy Room's 20th Anniversary!
In 2006 I went in an entirely new direction with the homepage. I began to create
"magazine covers." The headlines were rollover links to those sections on the site.
This lasted into 2010 before the next redesign.
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The Judy Room's 20th Anniversary!
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The Judy Room's 20th Anniversary!
The site was redesigned in 2010. That redesign lasted until the summer of 2012. The screenshot on the
left is from 2010 and the one on the right is from June 2012 when the first edition of the new "Garlands for
Judy" went live.
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The Judy Room's 20th Anniversary!
In 2012 the entire site underwent a major overhaul. The
Discography pages stayed the same, and became the site until
the new pages were completed. This created a lot of confusion
since all of the non-Discography pages were gone.
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The Judy Room's 20th Anniversary!
Almost a full year later in May of 2013, the completely redesigned website debuted. Since that time the site has remained the same
overall, save for some various updates as new things have been released like rare audio and video and of course information about new
home media releases. The second image is from September 2013 and is an example of the slight changes to the homepage that continue
to reflect the latest news and Garland products.
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2019 - Auctions
T

he 2010s seemed to be the decade during which every Dorothy dress that survived
went up for auction. On September 25, 2019, this wonderful “transition” dress
was auctioned by Profiles in History. It’s the dress seen as Dorothy opens the door
to Munchkinland, actually worn by Judy’s “camera double” Barbara “Bobbie” Koshay
who opens the door, then backs out of frame and Judy walks into frame in color. It’s
quite the simple, yet very effective, effect. It’s the only black and white version of the
pinafore known to exist.
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2019 - Auctions
O
n December 17, 2019, Profiles in History
auctioned of these two Dorothy dresses
which the third time in the 2010s that they
went up for auction! The apron on the right
was originally auctioned with the dress (seen
in the pic below). See the auction pages in the
“Highlights from the 2010s” for details about
those previous auctions.
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T

2019 - Auctions
he only other auction of major Garland items were a few sets of ultra-rare behind-the-scenes photos from The
Wizard of Oz, auctioned by Julien’s on June 13, 2019. Here are a few highlights.
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2019 - Auctions
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2019 - Auctions
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2019 - Auctions
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2019 - Auctions
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 2010s
The past decade has seen many advances in home media. We went from DVDs to HDTVs and
Blu-ray discs to 4KTVs and 4K discs. Likewise, the way we get that content has changed.
Streaming has become the most popular mode for video and audio content whether we
get that on our TVs or computers or mobile devices. Social media exploded as well. Now,
anyone who’s curious about Judy Garland will most likely Google her and then check out
YouTube, look at photos, and go to one or more of the major social media outlets. For
example, there are many Judy Garland groups and pages on Facebook. Amazon is the main
source for fans to purchase physical media such as music downloads (as is iTunes), books,
CDs, Blu-rays, fan events, and again, streaming media. More recently we’ve been treated to
two theatrical releases, a “biopic” and a documentary.
The following pages look back at the highlights of the past decade that Garland fans enjoyed.
These are just highlights (excepting 2019). If you want to see more for each year, check out
The Judy Room’s “Year in Review” page for links to each year’s edition.
Who know what treasures will become available to us in the 2020s? If the past decade is any
indication, the sky’s the limit!
The Judy Room - 2019 Year In Review
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 2010s

CDs
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2010 - Lost Tracks 1929-1959

The money number is Garland’s amazing performance of ‘Bill’ from ‘Show Boat.’ … The rest of the four-CD set—100 tracks total—is well worth owning. The
first three discs otherwise consist of radio performances from 1935 to 1953; the last volume is a fascinating assemblage of live concert cuts as well as three
prehistoric talkie soundtracks by the Gumm Sisters trio recorded in 1929 … Nothing astonishes more than that 1935 ‘Bill,’ which shows that even at age 12,
Judy Garland was already larger than life.” - Will Friedwald, The Wall Street Journal
The biggest audio release of the entire decade
happened at the very beginning, in 2010. The very
first studio recordings made by one of the greatest
voices of the 20th Century and thought to be lost, had
been discovered and released in this fantastic 4-CD
set, “Judy Garland - Lost Tracks - 1929-1959.” Judy
was only twelve years old when she recorded the tests
for Decca records, with her mother accompanying her
on piano (they’re also the only extant recordings of
Ethel at the piano). The fact that the recordings were
thought to have been lost forever for over 70 years
before being discovered and put up for auction in
2006 adds a veneer of mystique to something already
momentous. I can’t think of any Garland release of
the 2010s that had been so anticipated, and fraught
with its own drama and a bit of mythology, as these
two very rare recordings. We’ve had many unreleased
MGM studio recordings (thank you, Rhino Records!)
that have been historical in their own way, but these
two Decca tests are by far the most monumental.
Here is “Judy unplugged.” The only surviving record
of Judy’s raw talent before it was shaped by the great
Roger Edens. Another caveat is that they’re the only
known recordings of Judy singing these particular
songs.

A contract never materialized and Judy would not
make another studio recording until a second audition
session for Decca on November 27, 1935 (those tests
were also rejected by the label). In the interim she
signed a standard studio contract with M-G-M Studios
and immediately began training with Edens. This
second audition was a “tag” on the end of a recording
session that Decca musical director Victor Young was
conducting with Johnny Mercer and Ginger Rogers.
Young was the orchestra leader for “The Shell Chateau
Hour” on NBC Radio where Judy was enjoying great
success. Young liked Judy and arranged for this
second audition, conducting as Judy sang “All’s Well
(Down In Coronado By The Sea)” and “No Other One”.
Unfortunately, these records have not survived, that
we know of.
This JSP set includes much more than the Decca tests.
The remainder of the four discs feature previously
unreleased radio and live performances, all remastered
to the best sound quality possible. The set harks back
to the glory days of deluxe CD boxed sets with each
disc getting its own jewel case with liner notes and are
housed in a nice, sturdy slip cover.

Records. Together they cut “Moonglow” (still lost)
while Judy (at that time still known as “Frances”) cut
two solos: “Bill” and a medley of “On The Good Ship
Lollipop/The Object of My Affection/Dinah.” “Bill” was
given a master number of “DLA 158” and the “Medley”
was given a master number of “DLA 159”. It’s likely
that “Moonglow” was given the master number “DLA
157”, but this record is still thought to be lost so we To read more about the records, their discovery in
On March 29, 1935, Judy Garland and her sisters can only speculate that it was most likely recorded 1960, rediscovery in 2004 and subsequent history,
(Virginia & Mary Jane), known professionally as first.
check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
“The Garland Sisters,” recorded three tests for Decca
“Lost Tracks” page.
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2010 - Lost Tracks 1929-1959
JSP Records #JSP 965 “Judy Garland - Lost Tracks - 1929-1959”
Release date: August 2, 2010 (United Kingdom) - August 10, 2010 (United
States)
Produced by: John Stedman
Compiled by: Lawrence Schulman
Sleeve notes for CD A and B by: Scott Brogan and Lawrence Schulman
Sleeve notes for CD C and D by: Lawrence Schulman
Restoration of the 1935 Decca test records by: Gary Galo
Transfer and restoration of the Presto Lacquer disc of the 1939/1940 “Ma (He’s
Making Eyes at Me)” by: Gary Galo
The 1940 “Alice Blue Gown” from the collection of: Eric Hemphill
Transfer of the 1941” Strike Up the Band” by: Wendell Oppewall and Gary Galo;
restoration by Gary Galo
The 1948 “Blue Skies/How Deep Is The Ocean?” and “It Only Happens When I
Dance With You” from the collections of: Jerry Waters and Fred McFadden
Remastering by: Peter Rynston of Tall Order Studios
* First time on CD
+ Based on new transfer from transcription disc
^ First time with complete introduction
Disc 1: 1935 - 1939
1935 BILL * (with Ethel Gumm at the piano) Decca DLA-158A
1935 MEDLEY: ON THE GOOD SHIP LOLLIPOP/THE OBJECT OF MY AFFECTION/
DINAH * (with Ethel Gumm at the piano) Decca DLA-159A
1935 BROADWAY RHYTHM ^
(“The Shell Chateau Hour” - Introduction by Wallace Beery)
1935 ZING! WENT THE STRINGS OF MY HEART ^
(“The Shell Chateau Hour” - Introduction by Wallace Berry)
1937 SMILES (“Jack Oakie’s College”)
1937 THEY CAN’T TAKE THAT AWAY FROM ME (“Jack Oakie’s College”)
1938 COLLEGE SWING (“Good News of 1938”)
1938 CRYIN’ FOR THE CAROLINES (“Good News of 1938”)
1938 GOD’S COUNTRY * (“Good News of 1938”)
1938 FRANZ SCHUBERT’S SERENADE * (“Good News of 1938”)

CLICK HERE to download the printable PDF

1938 HOW DEEP IS THE OCEAN? * (“Good News of 1938”)
1938 MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME * (“American Calling”)
1939 or 1940 ARE YOU HAVING ANY FUN? *
(“The Pepsodent Show with Bob Hope”)
1939 or 1940 DARDENELLA * (“The Pepsodent Show with Bob Hope”)
1939 or 1940 OH JOHNNY, OH JOHNNY, OH! *
(“The Pepsodent Show with Bob Hope”)
1939 or 1940 MA (HE’S MAKING EYES AT ME) *
(“The Pepsodent Show with Bob Hope”)
1939 SWEET OR SWING? * (“Hollywood Screen Guild Theater”)
1939 FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT JONES * (“The Pepsodent Show with Bob Hope”)
1939 SWEET SIXTEEN * (“Tune Up Time”)
1939 COMES LOVE (“Arrowhead Springs Hotel Opening” broadcast)
1939 SILENT NIGHT * (“The Pepsodent Show with Bob Hope”)
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2010 - Lost Tracks 1929-1959
Disc 2: 1940 - 1944

Disc 3: The Radio Years 1944 - 1953

1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1941
1941
1941
1941
1941
1941

1944 THE TROLLEY SONG + (“Mail Call #91”)
1944 DIXIELAND BAND + (“Command Performance #122”)
1944 SOMETHING TO REMEMBER YOU BY +
(“Command Performance #122”) (with Bing Crosby)
1944 LONG AGO (AND FAR AWAY) + (“Command Performance #129”)
1944 I MAY BE WRONG (BUT I THINK YOU’RE WONDERFUL) +
(“Command Performance #134”)
1945 LOVE + (“Mail Call #140”)
1945 MEDLEY: WE’RE OFF TO SEE HERR HITLER/I’VE GOT SIXPENCE/
WHEN WE GO ROLLING HOME/BLESS THEM ALL *
(“AFRS VE-Day Program”)
1945 GOTTA BE THIS OR THAT (“The Danny Kaye Show”) (with Frank Sinatra)
1945 MY ROMANCE (“The Danny Kaye Show”) (with Frank Sinatra)
1945 IT CAME UPON A MIDNIGHT CLEAR
(“Command Performance - Christmas Special”)
1946 I’VE GOT THE SUN IN THE MORNING + (“Command Performance #241”)
1946 LIZA + (“The Bing Crosby Show - Philco Radio Time”)
1947 CONNECTICUT * (“Philco Radio Time” Dress Rehearsal) (with Bing Crosby)
1947 I’VE GOT YOU UNDER MY SKIN + (“Philco Radio Time”)
1948 BLUE SKIES/HOW DEEP IS THE OCEAN? * (“The Tex and Jinx Show”)
1948 IT ONLY HAPPENS WHEN I DANCE WITH YOU * (“The Tex and Jinx Show”)
(with Fred Astaire)
1948 PRETTY BABY (“The Kraft Music Hall”) (with Al Jolson)
1951 (I’M IN LOVE WITH) A WONDERFUL GUY (“The Bob Hope Show”)
1951 GET HAPPY * (“The Big Show”)
1951 MEAN TO ME (“The Bing Crosby Show”)
1951 I WANT TO GO BACK TO MICHIGAN (DOWN ON THE FARM) *
(“Gulf Screen Guild - Easter Parade”)
1951 EASTER PARADE * (“Gulf Screen Guild - Easter Parade”) (with Fred Astaire)
1952 MEDLEY: YOU MADE ME LOVE YOU/FOR ME AND MY GAL/THE BOY
NEXT DOOR/THE TROLLEY SONG * +
(Guest Star - U.S. Treasury Department Public Broadcast)
1952 A PRETTY GIRL MILKING HER COW * +
(Guest Star - U.S. Treasury Department Public Broadcast)
1952 ALEXANDER’S RAGTIME BAND ^ (“The General Electric Show”)
1953 THIS IS NEW * (“The Lux Radio Theatre - Lady in the Dark”)
1953 MY SHIP (HAS SAILS THAT ARE MADE OF SILK) *
(“The Lux Radio Theatre - Lady in the Dark”)

1941
1941
1942
1942
1942
1942
1942
1943
1943
1943
1943
1943
1944
1944
1944
1944

ALICE BLUE GOWN * (“The Pepsodent Show with Bob Hope”)
TOO ROMANTIC * (“The Pepsodent Show with Bob Hope”)
IT’S A HAP, HAP, HAPPY DAY + (“Command Performance #18”)
ALL THE THINGS YOU ARE (“The Pepsodent Show with Bob Hope”)
MY WONDERFUL ONE, LET’S DANCE * (“The Pepsodent Show with Bob Hope”)
I AIN’T GOT NOBODY (“The Lux Radio Theatre - Strike Up The Band”)
DRUMMER BOY (“The Lux Radio Theatre - Strike Up The Band”)
AULD LANG SYNE * (“Bundles for Britain”)
I HEAR A RHAPSODY * (“Bundles for Britain”)
(AMERICA) MY COUNTRY ‘TIS OF THEE * (“Academy Awards”)
CHIN UP, CHERRIO, CARRY ON * (“Young America Wants to Help”)
STRIKE UP THE BAND *+ (“Millions for Defense”)
HOW ABOUT YOU? (“The Lux Radio Theatre - Strike Up The Band”)
(with Mickey Rooney)
THE PEANUT VENDOR (“The Lux Radio Theatre - Strike Up The Band”)
ABE LINCOLN HAD JUST ONE COUNTRY* (“The Treasury Hour”)
MINNIE FROM TRINIDAD + (“Command Performance #18”)
OVER THE RAINBOW + (“Command Performance #24”)
IT’S A GREAT DAY FOR THE IRISH + (“Command Performance #35”)
ON THE SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET + (“Command Performance #35”)
I’LL REMEMBER APRIL + (“The Lux Radio Theatre - Morning Glory”)
ZING! WENT THE STRINGS OF MY HEART +
(“Command Performance #58”)
HOW YOU GONNA KEEP ‘EM DOWN ON THE FARM?
(“Screen Guild Players - For Me And My Gal”)
I NEVER KNEW
(“Command Performance #61”)
THIS IS THE ARMY, MR. JONES
(“The Pause That Refreshes on the Air”)
PEOPLE WILL SAY WE’RE IN LOVE +
(“Command Performance #81”) (with Bing Crosby)
THE BOY NEXT DOOR * +
(“Armed Forces Radio and Television Services Basic Music Library
- ‘P’ Series: P-226)
SPEAK LOW + (“Mail Call #72”)
EMBRACEABLE YOU
(“Command Performance #106”) (with Frank Sinatra)
CAN DO, WILL DO (THE SONG OF
THE SEABEES) (“Mail Call #91”)
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2010 - Lost Tracks 1929-1959
Disc 4: On Stage & The Gumm Sisters
1940 OVER THE RAINBOW (Carousel of American Music - San Francisco)
(with Harold Arlen at the piano)
1941 IT’S A GREAT DAY FOR THE IRISH (Greek Relief Fund - Shrine Auditorium,
Los Angeles) (David Rose - Conductor)
1944 THE TROLLEY SONG * (Democratic Committee Dinner)
(Johnny Green at the piano)
1945 LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING * (Jerome Kern Memorial)
1946 LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING *
(A Tribute to Jerome Kern - Hollywood Bowl, Los Angeles)
1946 WHO? * (A Tribute to Jerome Kern - Hollywood Bowl, Los Angeles)
1946 THE RIGHT ROMANCE * (Hollywood Bowl Symphony Rehearsal,
Motion Picture Academy Night - Hollywood Bowl, Los Angeles)
(Alfred Newman - Conductor)
1946 ALL THROUGH THE DAY * (Hollywood Bowl Symphony Rehearsal,
Motion Picture Academy Night - Hollywood Bowl, Los Angeles)
(Alfred Newman - Conductor) (with Gene Kelly)
1951 AT LONG LAST HERE I AM * (London Palladium)
(Buddy Pepper at the piano)
1951 JUST ONE OF THOSE THINGS * (London Palladium)
(Buddy Pepper at the piano)
1951 LOVE IS SWEEPING THE COUNTRY * (London Palladium)
(Buddy Pepper at the piano)
1955 THE MAN THAT GOT AWAY * (Municipal Auditorium, Long Beach, CA)
1955 CAROLINA IN THE MORNING * (Municipal Auditorium, Long Beach, CA)
1955 A PRETTY GIRL MILKING HER COW *
(Municipal Auditorium, Long Beach, CA)
1955 AFTER YOU’VE GONE * (Municipal Auditorium, Long Beach, CA)
1955 OVER THE RAINBOW * (Municipal Auditorium, Long Beach, CA)
1955 LIZA * (Municipal Auditorium, Long Beach, CA)
1955 SWANEE * (Municipal Auditorium, Long Beach, CA)
1957 ME AND MY SHADOW * (The Dominion, London)
1959 ROCK-A-BYE YOUR BABY WITH A DIXIE MELODY *
(Friar’s Roast for Dean Martin, Los Angeles) (George Jessel - Introduction)
1929 THAT’S THE GOOD OLD SUNNY SOUTH ‡
(The Big Revue - Associated Films/Meglin/Mayfair Pictures)
(Optical soundtrack recorded by RCA Photophone)
(Filmed June 11, 12 & 13 - 1929) (with Virginia & Mary Jane Gumm)

1929 WHERE THE BUTTERFLIES KISS THE BUTTERCUPS GOODNIGHT ‡
(A Holiday in Storyland - First National/Vitaphone Pictures)
(1-reel Bichrome Technicolor short, Vitaphone #33824 + disc)
(Filmed November or December 1929 - released December 1929)
(with Virginia & Mary Jane Gumm)
1929 THE LAND OF LET’S PRETEND ‡
(Bubbles - First National/Vitaphone Pictures)
(1-reel Bichrome Technicolor short, Vitaphone #3898 + disc)
(Filmed November or December 1929 - released January 1930)
(with Virginia & Mary Jane Gumm)

Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.
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JSP RECORDS GOLDEN ERA

“Judy Garland - Lost Tracks 1929-1959” ushered in a golden era of fantastic Judy Garland CD sets from JSP Records. All of the sets feature
newly restored and remastered tracks and most of all, many previously unreleased and unknown recordings. Their dedication to the Garland
catalog has been a boon for Garfans everywhere. The sets are featured throughout the following pages, but you can click on the images here
to jump to each release.
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2010 - On Broadway Tonight!
On April 6, 2010, Savoy Jazz released the last of its popular series of CD compilations of performances
recorded from Judy’s TV series, “Judy - On Broadway Tonight! with Friends” which was sort of
sequel to 2008’s “Judy Takes Broadway! with Friends” compilation also released by Savoy Jazz.
Once again, this CD is way too short (45:54 minutes). Especially when you consider that not all the
material here is new to CD. The longest track, at 10:40, is the “Judy at the Palace Medley” which
was previously released on the 2007 “Greatest Hits Live” compilation. At the $15+ retail price it’s
not much of a bargain. However, if you purchase it on iTunes or Amazon, it’s less than $10 which
is definitely a great price. You don’t get the accompanying booklet, but in reality, the reason to get
these CDs are for Judy’s performances.
Speaking of which, the booklet had a nicer layout this time, with black text on a white background,
and a new font that’s easier on the eyes than previous editions.
Track Listing:
Give My Regards To Broadway
Comes Once In A Lifetime
Any Play I Hang My Hat Is Home
Whispering - with The Kirby Stone Four
Together Wherever We Go - with Liza Minnelli
I Gotta Right To Sing The Blues
“Duets” Medley - with Ethel Merman
If Love Were All (Outtake)
West Side Story Medley - with Vic Damone
Life Is Just A Bowl Of Cherries
“Judy At The Palace” Medley
BONUS:
Judy Talks Broadway with Barbra Streisand and Ethel Merman
There’s No Business Like Show Business -with Barbra and Ethel
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Check out The Judy Garland Online
Discography pages for details about
this release here.
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2010 - “Live” at the London Palladium
After many a start and stop (see “The Plagued History...” below) the last of Judy’s
original Capitol albums was released by DRG Records on April 20, 2010, produced
by Hugh Fordin with liner notes by Will Friedwald. Although it’s not the complete
2-CD set proposed in the spring of 2009, it IS an expanded version of the original
2-LP set, wonderfully remastered. This release adds “Once In A Lifetime” and
“Just In Time” to the line up, as well as moving “The Man That Got Away” to it’s
proper place (why the original album began with Judy soloing on “The Man That
Got Away” never made any sense, Judy never started off a concert with such a
serious song).

Check out The Judy Garland
Online Discography pages for
details about this release here.

To learn more about the convoluted history of the recording, check out:
The Plagued History of
Judy Garland and Liza Minnelli “Live” at the London Palladium, 1965-2009
by Lawrence Schulman
First published in the Fall 2009 issue of the ARSC Journal (Volume 40, No. 2).
Click here to read the article (PDF)
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2011 - Smilin’ Through
This deluxe 4-disc set, another great one from JSP Records,
was released on September 5, 2011, is the first-ever complete
anthology of Judy’s singles recorded for Decca Records that
includes all of her master takes and known alternates. Seven
alternate tracks made their CD debut here.
Note: The two surviving test records Judy cut for Decca in 1935
(“Bill” and a medley of “On The Good Ship Lollipop/The Object of
My Affection/Dinah”) are not included as they were test that were
not recorded as “singles” and were rejected. Both recordings can
be found on the 2010 JSP Records release “Judy Garland - Lost
Tracks.”
After this set went into production, the International Bing Crosby
Club came out with the revelation that there were additional
takes of “Mine” (a C take) “Yah-Ta-Ta,” (a B take). The set already
included the extra T take of “Yah-Ta-Ta” but the fact that there
were two more alternate takes was wonderful news! It’s also
puzzling that none of the Garland “experts” out there was aware
of these alternates – until now.
Download the additional “C Take” of “Mine” here.
Download the additional “B Take” of “Yah-Ta-Ta” here.
This is a definite “Must Have!”

Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.
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2011 - Smilin’ Through
Disc 1

Compiled and annotated by Lawrence Schulman,
the 4-disc deluxe set “Smilin’ Through - The
Singles Collection 1936-1947” is the most
complete anthology of Judy’s singles at Decca
Records ever released. Seven alternate tracks make
their CD debut here.
Until now, a few alternates were only available
on the 1984 LP “From The Decca Vaults.” Others
were mistakenly presented as the “A” takes when
released by Decca on LP. In 1994, MCA Records
released “Judy Garland - The Complete Decca
Masters (plus)” but even that was missing several
of these alternates. Additionally, the sound quality on many of the tracks on
that set was sub-par to what had previously been released on CD.
For this 2011 JSP Records release, all of the recordings were remastered by
Peter Rynston, making it the very best (and complete) compilation of Judy’s
Decca singles to date. The recordings sound the best they ever have, better
than ever though possible and much better than the 1994 boxed set. Each of
the four CDs are housed in their own jewel cases which are in turn housed in
a nice outer sleeve.

Stompin’ At The Savoy
Swing Mister Charlie
Everybody Sing
Everybody Sing (alt)
All God’s Chillun Got Rhythm
All God’s Chillun Got Rhythm (alt)
(Dear Mr. Gable) You Made Me Love You
(Dear Mr. Gable) You Made Me Love You (alt)
You Can’t Have Ev’rything
Sleep My Baby Sleep
Cry, Baby, Cry
Cry, Baby, Cry (alt)
Ten Pins In The Sky
It Never Rains, But What It Pours
Over The Rainbow
The Jitterbug
In Between
Sweet Sixteen
Zing! Went The Strings Of My Heart
I’m Just Wild About Harry
Fascinating Rhythm
Oceans Apart
Embraceable You
Swanee
Figaro
Figaro (alt)
Disc 2
(Can This Be) The End Of The Rainbow
I’m Nobody’s Baby
Buds Won’t Bud
Wearing Of The Green
Friendship
Friendship (alt)
I’m Always Chasing Rainbows
I’m Always Chasing Rainbows (alt)
Our Love Affair
A Pretty Girl Milking Her Cow
It’s a Great Day For The Irish
The Birthday Of A King
The Star Of The East
How About You?
Blues In The Night
Blues In The Night (alt)
F.D.R. Jones
The Last Call For Love
The Last Call For Love (alt)
Poor You
Poor You (alt)
On The Sunny Side Of The Street
Poor Little Rich Girl
For Me And My Gal
When You Wore A Tulip
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Disc 3
That Old Black Magic
I Never Knew
But Not For Me
I Got Rhythm
I Got Rhythm (alt)
Embraceable You
Embraceable You (alt)
Could You Use Me?
Bidin’ My Time
No Love, No Nothin’
A Journey To A Star
The Boy Next Door
Boys And Girls Like You And Me
Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas
Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas (alt)
The Trolley Song
Skip To My Lou
Meet Me In St Louis
You’ve Got Me Where You Want Me
Mine
This Heart Of Mine
This Heart Of Mine (alt)
Love
Connecticut
Connecticut (alt)
Disc 4
Yah-Ta-Ta, Yah-Ta-Ta (Talk, Talk, Talk)
Yah-Ta-Ta, Yah-Ta-Ta (Talk, Talk, Talk) (alt)
March Of The Doagies
Swing Your Partner Round And Round
On The Atchison, Topeka And The Santa Fe (alt)
On The Atchison, Topeka And The Santa Fe
If I Had You
If I Had You (alt)
You’ll Never Walk Alone
Smilin’ Through
It’s A Great Big World
In The Valley
On The Atchison, Topeka And The Santa Fe
Aren’t You Kind Of Glad We Did?
For You, For Me, Forevermore
Changing My Tune
Don’t Tell Me That Story
Don’t Tell Me That Story (alt)
There Is No Breeze
Nothing But You
I Wish I Were In Love Again
I Wish I Were In Love Again (alt)
Falling In Love With Love Out take
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2011 - The London Studio Recordings
Released on October 11, 2011, “Judy Garland - The London Studio
Recordings 1957-1964” featured a grand total of 14 previously
unreleased tracks (15 if you count the quick intro chat to the alternate
take of “It’s Yourself”). The two discs highlight Judy’s studio sessions
for Capitol Records at London’s famous Abbey Road Studios from 19571964, all newly remastered.
It’s worth pointing out that this is not a complete anthology of all of
the known takes from this time period. Some people assume it is. It’s
not, nor is it marketed or presented as such. The known alternates not
included in this release are:
• I Could Go On Singing - Another alternate was released on the 2002
CD “Classic Judy Garland - The Capitol Years 1955-1965.” According
to this disc’s producer Jonathan Summers, the “Garland Estate”
(aka “Heir’s Trust”) rejected the inclusion of this previously released
alternate take without explanation (!)
• Why Was I Born? - Another alternate take was released on the 2006
CD “The Essential Judy Garland,”
• Happiness Is A Thing Called Joe - Another alternate was released on
the 2006 CD “The Essential Judy Garland,”
• Over The Rainbow - Another alternate (Take 1) was released on the
2007 CD “The Very Best of Judy Garland,”
• Stormy Weather - Another alternate (Take 1) was released on the
2007 CD “The Very Best of Judy Garland”
The set ends in 1964, thereby excluding the 1965 studio recordings Judy
made with daughter Liza Minnelli to augment the “Live at the London
Palladium” recordings.

Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.
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2011 - The London Studio Recordings
It wasn’t planned this way, but a month after the release of the JSP Decca set, First Hand Records released
the perfect companion: “The London Studio Recording 1957-1964.” Of course, this release stands on its
own as well. Most of Judy’s recordings made for Capitol Records at the famous Abbey Road Studios from
1957 through 1964 have been remastered and presented here with previously unissued takes and one new
discovery: “Please Say ‘Ah!’” a demo recording for Judy’s last film I Could Go on Singing. The crystal clear
sound on this 2-CD set is phenomenal. Most of the recordings sound as though Judy recorded them recently,
not decades ago. The excellent liner notes by the CD’s producer Jonathan Summers are housed, with the CDs,
in a deluxe digi-book format. Nice and sturdy and great looking too!
It was hoped that since First Hand Records did such a great job with these recordings, they would be able to
tackle the rest of Judy’s Capitol Records recordings but that didn’t happen.

The promotional video above was created by First Hand Records.
It should play in all updated versions of Adobe Acrobat Reader.
If not, click on: YouTube.com/TheJudyRoomVideos

CD 1
1. It’s Lovely to Be Back in London
2. Lucky Day
3. I Can’t Give You Anything but Love
4. Stormy Weather
5. Medley: Judy at The Palace
6. You Go to My Head
7. Rock-a-Bye Your Baby
8. Happiness is a Thing Called Joe
9. It’s a Great Day for the Irish
10. I Happen to Like New York
11. Medley
12. Why Was I Born?
13. Do it Again
14. Come Rain or Come Shine
15. The Man That Got Away
16. Chicago
17. You’ll Never Walk Alone
18. San Francisco
19. After You’ve Gone
20. Swanee
21. Over the Rainbow
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Saul Chaplin and Judy

CD2
1. Hello Bluebird
2. By Myself
3. It Never Was You (previously unissued alt take)
4. I Could Go On Singing
5. The Land of Promises
6. It’s Yourself
7. Maggie May
8. There’s Only One Union
9. Lucky Day (take 1)
10. Stormy Weather (take 4)
11. Why Was I Born (take 6)
12. After You’ve Gone (take 3)
13. It’s a Great Day for the Irish (take 2)
14. You’ll Never Walk Alone (take 1)
15. It’s Yourself intro chat
16. It’s Yourself (take 6)
17. The Land of Promises (take 4)
18. Maggie May (take 1)
19. Hello Bluebird (take 9)
20. I Could Go On Singing (take 1)
interrupted partial take
21 It Never Was You intro talk to guitarist
22. Please Say ‘Ah’! (with Saul Chaplin)
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2012 - The Amsterdam Concert

eleased by First Hand Records on November 12, 2010 (UK) and November
13, 2010 (US) “Judy Garland - The Amsterdam Concert” is a unique
and thoroughly enjoyable time capsule. The oft used phrase “You are there”
is apropos here. This deluxe 2 disc CD release finally presents her 1960
Amsterdam concert complete and remastered from the original tapes.

Ageeth Scherphuis and Willem Duys, plus the pre-show interview with
conductor Norrie Paramor, and the intermission interview with Judy’s
husband Sid Luft. We also get a wonderful backstage interview with Judy by
Nikko van Fleet (this opens the set). Finally, the pre-concert host dialog and
pre-concert orchestral program are presented as originally broadcast.

At midnight on Saturday, December 10, 1960 Judy gave a knockout concert
at the Tuschinski Theater in Amsterdam, Holland.
The concert was broadcast live on AVRO (Algemene
Vereniging Radio Omroep [General Association
of Radio Broadcasting]). Because the concert
started at such a late hour, it was re-broadcast
the following Tuesday (December 13th) from 8 10:30 p.m. The concert has always been popular
with Garland fans as it’s almost identical to 1961’s
legendary “Judy at Carnegie Hall.” It’s also one
of the few audio documents that preserve a time in
Garland’s career when she was enjoying a meteoric
rise to new heights as a singer, performer, and yes legend.

There is a noticeable difference in sound quality from the radio studio (the
hosts) to the stage at the Tuschinski. This is not
a fault of the remastering; it’s due to the source
material. As noted in Jonathan Summer’s liner
notes: “...inherent in this original live broadcast
from a theatre and not from a radio studio are
level changes, a few balance problems and places
where Garland is either too near or too far
from the microphone.” But don’t worry, these
minor flaws do not impede the enjoyment of the
program. Garland’s voice, excitement and joy are
front and center throughout.

The concert first appeared on bootleg records in the
1970’s, and then on a 1996 budget release. Neither
of these were complete (they neglected to include
“Over the Rainbow”!) nor were they derived from
the original tapes.

Also explained in the booklet: “...the broadcast
began at midnight, but Garland did not appear
until nearer 12:30am. The intervening time was
fill with fifteen minutes of preliminary talk in
Dutch (which we have removed), followed by what
appears to be a live backstage interview with
Garland...The only other excisions are of organ
music played during the interval and the removal
of some long silences in the commentary before
the show.”

Produced and beautifully packaged by First Hand
Records, this release presents almost the entire
radio broadcast from that night for the first time.
Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
A few minor trims were made (see below) that
In short the CD is beautifully produced. The
pages
for
details
about
this
release
here.
don’t hinder the enjoyment of the CDs in any
liner notes by Jonathan Summers thoroughly
way. We’re presented with a radio and concert
detail Judy’s time in Holland and the sometimes
experience rolled into one. Included are chatter from the program’s hosts,
dramatic circumstances of the concert. This is another “Must Have.”
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2012 - Judy at Carnegie Hall
SP Records released “Judy at Carnegie Hall - The Historic Concert
Remastered” on February 6, 2012.

It’s hard to believe, but in the 30-plus years of the CD era the original
album version of “Judy at Carnegie Hall” has never been available in
digital format. From its first incarnation on CD in 1987 until now, every
CD release has strayed from that original two record vinyl album.
That’s not necessarily a negative thing. From
the 1989 CD release through the 2000 and 2001
CD releases, the “complete” (or in the case of
the 1989 CD, expanded) concert has been readily
available. Complete in that these releases
include the chatter and bits of spoken business
that, due to time restraints, were left out of the
original vinyl release.
It must be noted that the vinyl version is what
the legacy of “Judy at Carnegie Hall” was based
on for over 25 years, won the five Grammy’s, the
accolades and the enduring legend. However,
since 1987, an entire generation of fans has
grown up knowing only the experience of the
complete CD versions, and not the original
album. This 2012 JSP Records release brings the
recording full circle by premiering the original
mono album on CD. Fans who only know the
complete CD releases are in for a treat. The
original album is still a singular aural experience
like none other.

album in 2011. Fans hoped an anniversary edition boxed set would be
released that included both the previously released complete version and
the original vinyl version. Lucky for us, JSP Records has stepped in to
provide fans with the original vinyl version, newly remastered.
The album made its CD debut in 1987 when Capitol released an abridged
version. The outrage from fans was such that the label released a 2-CD set
in 1989 (#C2-90013), complete with most of that previously unreleased
dialog. In March 2000, the complete concert
(including all of Judy’s stories and chatter to the
audience) was released by DCC Compact Classics.
This 24 karat 2-CD set presented the concert as
recorded through the microphone that night,
with no auditorium reverb added. All the songs
were presented in the order of the concert.

Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.

Sadly, Capitol Records ignored the 50th anniversary of the concert and

ever caught on record.
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Capitol released their own complete, restored
and remastered version on a special 2-CD release
on February 27, 2001, to commemorate the
40th anniversary of the concert. The difference
between this and the DCC Compact version is
that this Capitol version has the added “hall”
sound, whereas the DCC version presents the
sound as recorded in Judy’s microphone. This
results in a sound that places Judy’s voice front
and center, with the rest of the hall in the
background. It’s a matter of taste as to which
one a fan prefers.
To this day, “Judy At Carnegie Hall” is
considered one of the greatest live performances
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2013 - Creations: 1929-1962

nother great Judy Garland compilation from JSP Records, “Judy
Garland - Creations: 1929-1962 Songs She Introduced,”
released April 1, 2013 (U.K.)]& April 9,
2013 (U.S.) is an all encompassing unique
compilation that focuses on, as the title notes,
songs Judy Garland introduced. It’s an array of
songs that reads like a list of the best of mid20th-century popular music.
There are a few new-to-CD (outside of some
terrible bootlegs) tracks here: “The Balboa”
from Pigskin Parade and “Laugh? I Thought I’d
Split My Sides” from Ziegfeld Girl. “The Balboa”
is presented with Judy’s two other numbers
from Pigskin Parade: “The Texas Tornado” and
“It’s Love I’m After.” All three together at
last, remastered to perfection. “Laugh” is a
fun novelty number that includes some clever
editing at the end.
The editing is akin
to what one would
expect from MGM
Records if they were
in the soundtrack
album business in
1940 when the song
was recorded.
The MGM Records versions of Judy’s soundtrack performances are
presented here along with pre-recordings and outtakes. In some

instances there are bits that were not included in subsequent “official”
releases of the expanded soundtracks or even in the films themselves.
Likewise, the soundtrack record versions of most
of Judy’s songs from A Star Is Born (1954) are
also presented.
Judy’s studio work is also
Check out The Judy
presented. Who knew she
Garland Online
introduced “Stompin’ At
Discography pages
for details about
The Savoy,” to name just
this release here.
one? The lovely “Oceans
Apart” is another highlight
as are all four of her 1953 Columbia tracks,
which appear to be the late Robert Parker’s
remastered versions.
Each disc has a separate essay from a separate
author: Christopher Finch (author of the muchloved biography
“Rainbow: The
Stormy Life of Judy
Garland); Will
Friedwald (author
and music critic);
John Meyer (author,
composer, and friend
of Judy Garland); and
Lawrence Schulman
(author and mastermind behind this new set). Each essay is, as would
be expected, excellent. This set is another “must have.”
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2013 - Ziegfeld Girl/Presenting Lily Mars
W

hat if MGM Records had expanded their popular “Those Glorious
MGM Musicals” soundtrack series to include complete soundtracks to
musicals previously unreleased by the label?
MGM Records released their first soundtrack album in 1947, well after
many of the studio’s greatest musicals had been made. This left a void
in their catalog. Some tracks from those pre-album films popped up on
various compilation albums over the years, yet the label did not produce any
complete soundtracks. When Rhino Records took over the catalog in the
1990s, they did provide several previously unreleased soundtracks, to the
delight of soundtrack lovers everywhere. Even so, several films still didn’t
make the cut and after some “glory years” Rhino Records ceased production
of this series.
This volume is the first in a new series of homemade soundtracks done in the
style of those vintage M-G-M Records releases that so many of us enjoyed.
Each of these homemade soundtracks release focuses on two or three films
while others are themed compilations. In each case, we’ll include as much
material as possible.
ABOUT THE RECORDINGS
Not all of the pre-recordings survive for both Ziegfeld Girl and Presenting
Lily Mars, but luckily most do. This gives us the chance to flesh out the
missing tracks by using a variety of sources including the soundtracks to
the films themselves and radio promotional records. Due to the fact that
MGM recorded their music in an early form of multi-track recording, what
they termed “stems,” many recordings can now be presented in true stereo.
In some instances, not all of the stems survive. In other instances, the
stems survive for only some sections of the recordings. We have used all
of these sources to provide the best possible presentation of these classic
soundtracks.

Download the entire album with cover and back cover artwork
and 34 page illustrated booklet here.
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2014 - The Wizard of Oz Special CD

his special edition CD of the soundtrack to The Wizard of Oz was only
available in the Costco edition of the film’s 75th anniversary boxed set,
sold for a limited time. The CD is yet another copy of the Rhino single CD
soundtrack that was first released in 1995. Considering how many times
the film has been remastered and upgraded, it makes one wonder why the
soundtrack hasn’t gotten the same attention. The technology used in 1995 is
prehistoric compared to what can be done now. So many
of the tracks could also be released in stereo either
as additions or integrated with newly remastered
mono tracks. At this point, the various CDs
and the digital downloads all sound flat and
“old.”

Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.
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2014 - Swan Songs, First Flights

ere is something really special! Judy’s final performances are at
last properly remastered (the March 25, 1969 Falkoner Centret,
Copenhagen concert has been remastered from the original reel-to-reel
tapes) and presented on CD for the first time, released by the Doremi/
Hallow label on December 8, 2014 (UK) & February 10, 2015 (US). To round
out the set, we’re also treated to Judy’s earliest known recordings. Many
tracks are finally getting their CD debut. To those who still believe that no
decent recordings from Judy’s legendary “Talk of the Town” appearances
exist, you need to get this set. Some of the highlights:
• John F. Kennedy Stadium, Philadelphia, July 20, 1968 (first time on CD)
• Rehearsal with John Meyer, New York, October 1968 (first time on CD)
(Re-edited based on “Heartbreaker” CD)
• Lincoln Center, New York, November 17, 1968 (first time on CD)
• Talk of the Town, London, December 30, 1968 – February 1, 1969
(first time on CD in the complete show)
• Talk of the Town outtakes (first time on CD)
• Sunday Night at the Palladium, London, January 19, 1969
(first time on CD)
• Falkoner Centret, Copenhagen, March 25, 1969 (first time on CD with
voiceover removed)(Based on a 2-reel ¼” 15-IPS copy of the master tape
provided by Danmarks Radio)
• Interview by Hans Vangkilde of Danmarks Radio, Copenhagen, March
26, 1969 (first time on CD)
• Rehearsal at Half Note Club, New York, June 15, 1969 (first time on CD)
• Judy’s earliest films recorded in November & December 1929 and
January 1930
• Three previously-unreleased soundtrack recordings (first time on CD)
• The “Lost Decca” tracks (first time on CD in new restorations based on
the original transfer from acetates)

A huge shout out to John H. Haley for his amazing work in the restoration
and remastering of these recordings.

Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.
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2014 - The Wizard of Oz Anthology

T

his new Released by Sepia Records on February 11, 2014,
this 75th anniversary anthology of songs from The
Wizard of Oz was the only major CD release that focused on
the film’s milestone anniversary. There was the CD included
with the Costco edition of the 75th anniversary Blu-ray/DVD
deluxe boxed set, but that’s a reprint of the Rhino Records
single CD release; and the WaterTower Music CD which was
the same version with a “75th Anniversary” logo added to
the .
What’s nice about this release is that it presents the
complete 1940 Decca album on CD for the first time. Plus,
it includes the 1939 radio show “The Making of The Wizard
of Oz” which sounds much better than the previous, and
out of print, CD releases. To top it all off we get a medley of
songs from the original 1956 MGM Records soundtrack LP
and Big Band versions of songs from the film which were all
recorded just prior to the film’s release in 1939!
Included is a wonderful 16-page booklet with great liner
notes by Marcus Bagshaw. This is a great addition to
everyone’s CD collection.
Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.
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2014 - The Wizard of Oz Anthology
Anthology Program:

NBC Good News Broadcast of Thursday, June 29th, 1939 The Making of
The Wizard of Oz
The Wizard of Oz
Decca Records Album No. 74
Decca presents the Musical Score from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s Motion
Picture Triumph The Wizard of Oz
Over The Rainbow
Munchkinland Musical Sequence:
(a) Come Out, Come Out, Wherever Your Are
(b) It Really Was No Miracle
(c) We Thank You Very Sweetly
(d) Ding-Dong! The Witch Is Dead
(e) As Mayor Of The Munchkin City
(f) As Coroner, I Must Aver
(g) Ding-Dong! The Witch Is Dead
(h) The Lullaby League
(i) The Lollipop Guild
(j) We Welcome You To Munchkinland		
Follow The Yellow Brick Road/We’re Off To See The Wizard
If I Only Had A Brain
If I Only Had A Heart/If I Only Had The Nerve
The Merry Old Land Of Oz
The Jitterbug
Big Band interpretations of the principle songs from The Wizard of Oz
released in early 1939 a few months ahead of the release of the film.

Over The Rainbow - Glenn Miller & his Orchestra with Vocal Refrain
by Ray Eberle.
Ding-Dong! The Witch Is Dead - Glenn Miller & his Orchestra with Vocal Refrain by Marion Hutton
If I Only Had A Brain
The Merry Old Land Of Oz - Frankie Masters & his Orchestra with Vocal Chorus by Frankie Masters & The Masters Voices
The Jitterbug Vincent Lopez & his Orchestra with Vocal Refrain by
Better Hutton
Selections from the 1956 M-G-M Records LP Musical and Dramatic Selections Recorded Directly from the 1939 Sound Track of M-G-M’s Technicolor Picture The Wizard of Oz featuring Judy Garland, Ray Bolger, Bert
Lahr & Jack Haley with the M-G-M Studio Orchestra conducted by George
Stoll.
Over The Rainbow
The Wizard of Oz Medley:
(a) If I Only Had A Brain
(b) If I Only Had A Heart
(c) If I Only Had The Nerve
(d) We’re Off To See The Wizard
Dialogue: Dorothy’s Farewell (“There’s No Place Like Home”)
End Title (Over The Rainbow)
V-Disc record (“V” for Victory) produced on the back of a morale-boosting
initiative involving the production of special recordings by arrangement
between the United States government and various record companies to
be played at United States military bases overseas. Recorded in 1944. Over The Rainbow - Judy Garland with Tommy Dorsey & His Orchestra
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2014 - The Wizard of Oz on Vinyl

he Wizard of Oz soundtrack came full circle in 2014 when the 1995 Rhino CD version was released, for one day only (Record Store Day,
April 19, 2014), on green vinyl as part of the 75th anniversary celebrations of the film. It was the first release of any version of the
soundtrack on vinyl since the late 1980s, and the first time the restored version of the soundtrack had ever been on vinyl. And on green
vinyl at that! Since 2014, this vinyl version has been re=released on the standard black vinyl, red vinyl, and a yellow splattered vinyl.
The soundtrack was also released on CD (see below) by WaterTower Music on January 28, 2014 (the label previously released it online in
2012). Both of those were also reissues of the late 1990s Rhino Records single-disc version of the soundtrack, just like the green vinyl.

Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography pages for details about these releases here.
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2017/2018/2019 - More Oz on Vinyl

he Wizard of Oz soundtrack was released on vinyl in 2017 (red left) 2018 (yellow right) and 2019 (picture disc middle). All
versions were copies of the 1995 Rhino CD edition, originally put on vinyl for one day only on Record Store Day, April 19, 2014
(then re-released without the green vinyl). Click on the images to go to The Judy Garland Online Discography’s pages devoted to
each release.
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2014- Variations

H

ere is a unique boxed set focused on comparing the songs
Judy recorded “more than once” in a deluxe 5-CD set. It
might sound gimmicky but it works. Hearing Judy revisit
songs over the years provides a showcase for her always
evolving vocal genius. Brilliant!

M

ost of the recordings have been available in various
compilations, but there are some new-to-CD tracks
included. Some are very similar, almost exactly the same,
while others are quite different. What makes this set special,
aside from the comparisons, is the fact that there are the
aforementioned new-to-CD tracks, plus everything has been
remastered to perfection. The fact that they’re all newly
remastered creates a seamless listening experience one
cannot achieve by making an iTunes playlist culled from a
variety of sources with varying sound dynamics.

R

ead the wonderful review by Joe Marchese of “The Second
Disc” (December 19, 2014) here.

Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.
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2015 - The Best of Lost Tracks 1929-1959
This single-CD released by JSP Records on November 20,
2015, features highlights from 2010’s “Lost Tracks” set
plus some new-to-CD tracks, all remastered and sounding
better than ever before. The compilation is a wonderful
mix that spans three decades of Judy’s fabulous career. It’s
another unique listening experience from our friends at
JSP Records.

TRACK LISTING
Bill
Medley: On The Good Ship Lollipop/The Object Of My Affection/Dinah
Broadway Rhythm
Franklin D. Roosevelt Jones
Comes Love
Minnie From Trinidad
Over The Rainbow
On The Sunny Side Of The Street
Zing! Went The Strings Of My Heart
The Boy Next Door
Speak Low
The Trolley Song
Long Ago (And Far Away)
I May Be Wrong (But I Think You’re Wonderful)
I’ve Got The Sun In The Morning
(I’m In Love With) A Wonderful Guy
Mean To Me
My Ship (Has Sails That Are Made of Silk)
Look For The Silver Lining
Who?
The Man That Got Away
The Land Of Let’s Pretend
BONUS TRACKS
On Revival Day*
Goody Goodbye
Ding, Dong, The Witch is Dead*
Over The Rainbow*
The Stars And Stripes Forever*

Check out The Judy
Garland Online
Discography pages
for details about this
release here.

*First time on CD
Audio Restoration and Remastering by Peter Rynston of Tall Order Mastering and John H.
Haley of Harmony Restorations LLC, except tracks 1, 2, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 by John H.
Haley alone. Tracks 1, 2, and 22 are used with the kind permission of DOREMI/HALLOW
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2015 - Judy Returned to Vinyl!
U

ME (Universal Music Enterprises) partnered with Hits Magazine to release new limited edition vinyl-only re-releases of three of Judy’s classic Capitol Records
LPs. Released on 180-gram vinyl, these are the first Judy Garland vinyl records to be released in years (excepting the vinyl edition of The Wizard of Oz in 2014)
and the first original albums to be re-released on vinyl since the 1980s.
There was a limited vinyl release in 2014 (The April 19, 2014 Watertower Music re-release the out-of-print Rhino Records version of the soundtrack to The Wizard
of Oz on green vinyl but that was a limited edition version only available in stores on “Record Store Day.” That vinyl release, minus the green, was made available
on Amazon on October 16, 2015. Excepting the fact that the audio has been remastered, these three vinyl releases are exact duplicates of the original LPs in the
song line-up and cover & back cover artwork. Yes, that means that the Palladium double LP kicks off with “The Man That Got Away” after the “Overture” just as it
did on the original album.
Miss Show Business
October 2, 2015
Originally released in 1955
New liner notes by Lorna Luft
Judy at Carnegie Hall
October 2, 2015
Originally released in 1961
New liner notes by Terrence McNally
Judy Garland and Liza Minnelli “Live”
at the London Palladium
September 25, 2015,
Originally released in 1965
New liner notes by Liza Minnelli
2015 also saw the first ever HD release of a Garland album with the August 7, 2105 release of 1955’s “Miss Show Business.” The HD version was mastered by
Robert Vosgien, Senior Mastering Engineer at Capitol Studios and it sounds great. That old sounding “flat” mono is gone. This is a “must have” for sure! Click
here to purchase and download this HD version.
Click here to read the ARSC review of the release by Lawrence Schulman. This review includes lots of great information about the release and the HD remastering.

Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography pages for details about this release here.
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2016 - Judy Garland Sings Harold Arlen
The only major Garland CD release of 2016 was a good one! Released by
JSP Records, “Judy Garland Sings Harold Arlen” is a wonderful 2-CD
compilation showcasing one of the greatest and most creative unions of
singer and songwriter: Judy Garland and Harold Arlen.
The set features Judy performing in the studio,
on screen, on the radio, and on stage between
1938 and 1968 with four tracks making their
CD debut. The release was remastered by
Peter Rynston, of Tall Order Mastering, with
John H. Haley, of Harmony Restorations LLC,
contributing restorations on several tracks.
Andrew Aitken of Aitken Design designed the
set.
From the press release:
The Garland-Arlen association began with the
1939 The Wizard Of Oz in which Garland sang
the classic “Over the Rainbow”, and other Arlen
songs were recorded for such films as her 1940
Andy Hardy Meets Debutante, 1948 In The Good
Old Summertime, 1950 Summer Stock, 1954 A
Star Is Born, 1962 Gay Purr-ee, and finally her
last film, the 1963 I Could Go On Singing. She
also recorded numerous Arlen tunes during her tenures at Decca Records
(1936-1947) and Capitol Records (1955-1965). On these sides, Arlen the
composer worked with some of the most distinguished lyricists of the era,
namely Ted Koehler, “Yip” Harburg, Johnny Mercer, and Ira Gershwin.
Produced by John Stedman, the 45-track 2 ½ hour anthology has been

compiled by the award-winning Garland historian, Lawrence Schulman,
who has also penned the sleeve notes and provided the discography. Noted
music journalist Joe Marchese, who heads the website The Second Disc
and Second Disc Records, and Garland discographer and scholar Scott
Brogan, who heads the websites The Judy Room and The Judy Garland
Online Discography, which are the leading
online sources of information concerning
Garland, have also contributed essays.
One of the highlights of the compendium is the
world premiere release of a newly-discovered
A Star Is Born prerecording from the collection
of Rick Smith of the complete version of
“Lose That Long Face,” which was transferred
from a lacquer playback disc and meticulously
restored by John H. Haley. The disc contains a
never-previously-heard chorus by Garland and
a refrain by Monette Moore that were cut from
the full sequence as originally filmed, for which
footage survives, although without sound…
until now. Also new to CD are an overture to A
Star Is Born by the late audio restorer Robert
Parker based on an amalgamation of two
takes, and two radio appearances from 1939
and 1943. A 1968 Lincoln Center appearance
based on collector Steve Gruber’s original source closes the set.
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Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.
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2016 - Judy Garland Sings Harold Arlen

CD 1:
Overture from A Star Is Born^+*

IN THE STUDIO:
Over The Rainbow
The Jitterbug
Buds Won’t Bud
Blues In The Night
That Old Black Magic
Over The Rainbow
Happiness Is A Thing Called Joe
Come Rain Or Come Shine
Last Night When We Were Young
Any Place I Hang My Hat Is Home
I Gotta Right To Sing The Blues
Down With Love
Stormy Weather
The Man That Got Away
Come Rain Or Come Shine
Over The Rainbow
Happiness Is A Thing Called Joe
SOUNDTRACKS:
The Jitterbug
Over The Rainbow
Buds Won’t Bud
Last Night When We Were Young
Get Happy
^From the collection of Lawrence Schulman
+Audio restoration by Robert Parker
*First time on CD

Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.

The deleted “Buds Won’t Bud” from Andy Hardy Meets Debutante (1940).
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2016 - Judy Garland Sings Harold Arlen
CD 2:
Here’s What I’m Here For
Gotta Have Me Go With You
The Man That Got Away
Someone At Last
It’s A New World
Lose That Long Face
Little Drops Of Rain
Take My Hand Paree
Paris Is A Lonely Town
Roses Red, Violets Blue
I Could Go On Singin’
(Till the Cows Come Home)

Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.

ON THE RADIO:
God’s Country *
That Old Black Magic
Over The Rainbow †*
Get Happy
BONUS TRACKS:
Over The Rainbow
Lose That Long Face (with Monette Moore) °~†*
When The Sun Comes Out
The Man That Got Away #~†
It’s A New World #~†
Get Happy #~†
Over The Rainbow #~†
^From the collection of Lawrence Schulman
+Audio restoration by Robert Parker
°From the collection of Rick Smith
#From the collection of Steve Gruber
†Audio restoration by John H. Haley
~Newly restored from original source
*First time on CD

I Could Go On Singing (1963)
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2017 - Soundtracks

T

his is the compilation that fans of Judy’s
film soundtracks have been waiting for!
Over the years there have been many different
versions of some of Judy’s most iconic film
performances released on various soundtrack
albums. This new set presents the definitive
versions of all of the included tracks. For
soundtrack geeks like myself it’s a dream come
true, made all the more sweet thanks to the
amazing sound quality of all the tracks!

Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.
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2017 - Soundtracks
This 2-CD set features not just a great compilation of Judy’s film
performances, but different versions of Garland film favorites
including many album versions, film versions, and stereo versions
previously unavailable on CD.
CD premieres and highlights are as follows. More details on each
recording and how some of the audio magic of these tracks was
accomplished, can be found here: www.mint-audio-restoration.co.uk,
with detailed notes by audio engineer, and producer of the set, Richard
Moore, about the remasterings, restorations, and reconstructions
contained in this set.
Everybody Sing (Broadway Melody of 1938 - 1937) - This is the edited
version as heard in the film, newly remixed from a combination of the
film soundtrack and the pre-recording.
In Between (Love Finds Andy Hardy - 1938) - This is the premiere
release of the remastered film version which is superior to the prerecording due to the “print through” (echo) effect that mars the prerecording even though it’s in stereo.
Zing! Went The Strings Of My Heart (Listen Darling - 1938) - This is
the complete ballad version newly remastered.
Over The Rainbow (The Wizard Of Oz - 1939) - This is the film version
with the original musical intro presented here for the first time. An
alternate take of that intro has been used on all of the previous Rhino
Records CD releases (except “The Story And Songs” CD in which it’s
partially hidden by extraneous noises due to its being taken directly

from the film soundtrack).
Additionally, this version
does not have that volume
increase on the “where” of
the second “somewhere.”
That volume jump is a flaw
resulting from the shoddy
remixing of the song that’s
included in all of the Rhino
CD releases, with the same
exception noted above.
I Cried For You (Babes
In Arms - 1939) - The film
soundtrack version was
originally released on LP (long playing record) by MGM Records in
1962. The stereo pre-recording that has been issued on CD is not the
same as that heard in the film because it is a combination of multiple
takes. The version here is a new mix of the film version culled from a
combination of the film soundtrack, the MGM Records version, and the
pre-recording.
Danny Boy (Little Nellie Kelly - 1940) - This is the version with an
alternate lyric that was originally released by MGM Records on LP in
1962, a couple of 1990s CD copies of that LP, and the 1995 laser disc
set but it’s never been remastered. Here it’s finally remastered.
Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.
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2017 - Soundtracks
Singin’ In The Rain (Little Nellie Kelly - 1940) - Per Richard Moore
(the audio engineer for this set): “This song is a partial prerecording and a partial live on-set recording (opening verse). This
version is a combination of the best versions of both sections.”

(Howdy Neighbor) Happy Harvest (Summer Stock - 1950) - The
film version is the only version that features Judy solo at the
very end of the song. All other versions used a different mix with
the chorus joining in. The film version has only been on CD once

In The Valley (Where The Evening Sun Goes Down) (The Harvey
Girls - 1946) - Always a problematic track in terms of audio quality,
the song here has been remarkably restored and sounds better than
ever.
You Can Do No Wrong (The Pirate - 1948) - This is the MGM
Records version, which contains a repeat chorus not heard in the
film, in stereo for the first time. Per Richard Moore: “On closer
inspection, the long version was constructed from the shorter by
repeating a few sections in a slightly new order – a 1948 version
of an extended remix if you like! Some of the edits weren’t exactly
subtle, but this new version features an (almost) exact copy of the
single but now in stereo for the first time. I say an almost exact
copy as, where possible, the edits are a little bit smoother!”
Better Luck Next Time (Easter Parade - 1948) - A newly remixed
and remastered MGM Records version.
A Couple Of Swells (Easter Parade - 1948) - The complete film
version finally remastered and sounding great. To achieve this,
Richard Moore used a combination of the playback disc, the MGM
Records version, and the film soundtrack. Read his detailed notes
(which are fascinating) at: www.mint-audio-restoration.co.uk. This
was quite the puzzle to put together!

before, the 1990 Sony CD release of songs recorded directly from
the film’s soundtrack. Here it’s joined with the verse that’s not in
the film, creating a much better listening experience.
Here’s What I’m Here For (A Star Is Born - 1954) - This version has
been edited and remixed using both the film soundtrack and the
original mono soundtrack album.
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2017 - Soundtracks
The Man That Got Away and It’s A New World (A Star Is Born 1954) - Per Richard Moore, “Both of these songs were re-mixed from
the three channel source, with “The Man That Got Away” retaining
the clean trombone intro originally featured on the mono 1954
soundtrack album. For reasons unknown, the vocal booth Judy Garland
sang in (or perhaps more likely an echo chamber) gave the sound the
quality of her singing in a tin bath! These new mixes minimize this
effect and make the
vocal and backing track
sound like they belong
to each other.”
Gotta Have Me Go
With You (A Star Is
Born - 1954) - Here
is the album version
in stereo for the first
time! Per Richard
Moore, “For this
version, the three
channel music track
was used as the basis
of the recording, but
this only matched the
film edit, not the LP. Inserting the missing material would have
meant a jarring switch to mono. The next step was to reconstruct the
backing track, 99% of which was intact with a short section taken from
elsewhere in the song to cover the gap. Laying the mono version into
the reconstructed stereo track was still an obvious change in sound.
The mono LP mix was then filtered to reduce the backing track but keep

the vocal sounding the same as the isolated vocal track. The mono vocal
& the stereo backing were then synchronized and re-mixed creating the
first release of the effects (and on-set noise) free LP edit in stereo.”
More details on each recording and how some of the audio magic of
these tracks was accomplished, can be found here: www.mint-audiorestoration.co.uk.
Note that some of the
tracks included, while
having been on CD
before, have never been
properly remastered
until now. Those
previous CD releases
(most from the 1990s)
were poor copies of
old MGM records and
cassette tapes. Plus, we
have the film versions
of performances, again
remastered, that have
only been available in
their extended format
via the pre-recording sessions originally featured on the mono 1954
soundtrack album. For reasons unknown, the vocal booth Judy Garland
sang in (or perhaps more likely an echo chamber) gave the sound the
quality of her singing in a tin bath! These new mixes minimize this
effect and make the vocal and backing track sound like they belong to
each other.”
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2017 - Classic Duets

T

his fantastic 4-CD set, featuring 109
tracks, is the eighth Judy Garland set
released by JSP Records. This time, the
focus is on Judy’s duets ranging including
radio, movie, and studio recordings. This
is THE definitive “Garland Duets” CD set.
Judy sings with 33 partners (!!), including
Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra, Mickey Rooney,
Gene Kelly, Fred Astaire, Johnny Mercer,
Dick Haymes, Bob Hope, Al Jolson, Sophie
Tucker, Fanny Brice, and many others.

Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.
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2017 - Classic Duets
The set features 15
performances making their CD
debut, including:

The set is remastered by the
renowned U.K. audio restorer
Peter Reynolds, with the cover
and brochure designed by the
distinguished graphic artist
Raphael Geroni.

“Good Morning” - with Mickey
Rooney from the radio show
“Screen Guild Theater” version
of Babes In Arms.
“For Me And My Gal” - with
Gene Kelly from the “Screen
Guild Players” radio version of For Me And My Gal.
“You Tell Me Your Dream (And I’ll Tell You Mine)” - with Bing
Crosby from the “G.I. Journal #41” radio show.
“The Day After Forever” - with Dick Haymes from the radio show
“Everything For The Boys.”
“Embraceable You” - with Frank Sinatra from “The Frank Sinatra
Radio Show.”
“Snooky Ookums” - with Fred Astaire from “The Gulf Screen
Theater” radio version of Easter Parade.
“You’re Just In Love” - with Vic Damone from the radio show
“Hollywood Party.”
The set is notable in that many of the tracks included, while
having been on CD before, have never been properly remastered until now.
Those previous CD releases (most from the 1990s) were poor copies of aged
records and tapes.

Also featured are essays
by the award-winning
Garland historian Lawrence
Schulman, who has written extensively about her in the ARSC
Journal; journalist Randy Henderson, who has contributed
to the magazine The Garland Gazette, Emmy Magazine, and
the webzine Garlands For Judy; Randy L. Schmidt, who is
the author of “Judy Garland on Judy Garland: Interviews and
Encounters” and edited and wrote the foreword for “Judy and
I: My Life with Judy Garland by Sid Luft”; and French singer
Isabelle Georges, whose Judy Garland CD and show, called “Une
étoile et moi,” met universal acclaim.
Details about the discs and contents can be found at:
The Judy Garland Online Discography’s “Classic Duets” page.
“Judy Garland - Classic Duets” is the winner of the The 2017
Gold Bonus Disc Awards from The Second Disc!

Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.
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2018 - I Can’t Give You Anything But Love

J

asmine Records produced this wonderful CD, with lovely
cover art designed by Andrew Gibbon. From the press
release:
Based on studio, radio and live recordings made between 1938 and
1961, the anthology, featuring songs composed by many of the great
songwriters of the Great American Songbook, captures Garland’s voice
in youth, as a young lady, and as the mature artist. Both exuberant
and melancholic at the same time, Garland’s voice could take you from
the ecstatic highs of love first encountered to the mournful lows of
separation, and, above all, the in-betweens of longing that were her
specialty.
At 79 minutes 13 seconds, the single-CD 24 track set, which will
include a live “Why Was I Born?” (Oscar Hammerstein II, Jerome
Kern) that was recorded in 1946 and is new to CD, has been produced,
compiled and annotated by the award-winning Garland historian
Lawrence Schulman, who has been responsible for numerous CD sets
devoted to Garland over the past 25 years, and has also written about
her extensively for the ARSC Journal and other publications. An
audiophile who has taken pride in the fact that his releases are cuttingedge insofar as sound quality, Schulman has worked over the years
with such distinguished restorers as Robin Cherry, Gary Galo, John
H. Haley, Richard Moore, Robert Parker, Peter Rynston, and Jon
M. Samuels, and now in the case of Judy Garland: I Can’t Give You
Anything But Love with renowned audio restorer, Peter Reynolds, of
Reynolds Mastering.

Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.
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2018 - From the Heart
G

ood music released this CD of newly remastered tracks
bringing together performances most of which are not
usually included in compilations. From the press release:
Before Beyonce, before Adele, there was Judy Garland. Some of
her prettiest, most tender love songs are represented here. This
is not a cliche CD. You won’t find yet another repetition of “Over
the Rainbow,” “The Trolley Song” or “Dear Mr. Gable”. Nor is it
a cheapo multi-CD set with 100 tracks for $5 that some label has
haphazardly thrown together without regard for how the material
sounds.
What you will find instead on Judy Garland From The Heart (Good
Music label), is a shrewdly culled selection of some of Judy’s finest
vocal performances drawn from radio and studio recordings that
have recently been expertly remastered for a fuller depth of sound,
by an engineer who also does work for the National Archives.
Every track is now rich, detailed and ALIVE! What these songs
have in common is their wonderful melodic appeal covering a
range of moods and the fact that Judy is in great voice throughout.
These are indeed treasures.
Newcomers to Judy will delight in discovering how good she really
was, (especially when compared to today’s auto-tuned singers);
and veterans will find this a worthy addition to their collections
because of its superior sound quality.

Check out The Judy Garland Online Discography
pages for details about this release here.
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 2010s

DVD & Blu-ray
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2009/2010/2011 - The Wizard of Oz
After The Wizard of Oz premiered on Blu-ray in 2009, Warner Home Video
released many editions in both the Blu-ray and standard DVD formats over the
next several years. Here are some, but not all! Check out The Judy Room’s
Wizard of Oz 70th Anniversary Page here.

09-29-2009
BLU-RAY COLLECTOR’S BOX WITH AMAZON
EXCLUSIVE COLLECTOR’S CARDS

12-01-2009
BLU-RAY “EMERALD EDITION”

09-29-2009
TARGET EXCLUSIVE
BLU-RAY “EMERALD EDITION”

11-02-2010
STANDARD DVD 4-DISC
“EMERALD EDITION”

09-29-2009
WAL-MART EXCLUSIVE
BLU-RAY SINGLE DISC

03-16-2010
2-DISC STANDARD DVD

01-04-2011
SINGLE DISC BLU-RAY
“OSCARS EDITION”

09-29-2009
2-DISC DVD SET - 2 VERSIONS

03-16-2010 SINGLE DISC BLU-RAY
09-29-2009 SINGLE DVD

11-02-2010
STANDARD DVD 4-DISC
“EMERALD EDITION”

GERMAN EDITION

U.K. EDITION

RUSSIAN EDITION

09-29-2009
2-DISC DVD SET
CLAMSHELL PACKAGING #2

ITALIAN EDITION

09-29-2009
2-DISC DVD SET
CLAMSHELL
PACKAGING #1
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2010 - A STAR IS BORN
A Star Is Born had its premiere release on Blu-ray on June 22, 2010 (the
31st anniversary of Judy’s death). The film had been remastered in HD for
this release (and the premiere of the Turner Classic Movies Film Festival in
Los Angeles, California, earlier in the year). It was also released in a new
2-disc standard DVD version. Of note is the fact that it was the first film to
be digitally scanned, restored and
remastered in 6K resolution. That
restoration work began two years
earlier in 2008.

Check out The Judy Room’s Spotlight
Section on A Star Is Born here.
Check out The Judy Room’s
DVD/Blu-ray Section here.
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2011 - Meet Me in St. Louis
Released on December 13, 2011, the Blu-ray debut of the 1944 masterpiece Meet Me in
St. Louis in all of its Technicolor glory.
The film has never looked better. All of the extra information contained in the HD
transfer comes through, giving the film a lovely warmth and depth missing in previous
more flat looking transfers.
The audio is also wonderful, including the previously released orchestra-only audio
track. The rest of the extras are not in HD but transfers of the previous DVD release.
This is standard for Warner Home Video and while some may carp, at least WHV didn’t
announce extras that didn’t make it to the final product as they’ve been known to do in
the past.
The two new features of this release was the CD sampler and the digi-book. The CD is
nice, containing all four of the major songs: The title tune, “The Boy Next Door,” “The
Trolley Song,” and “Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas.” The CD was pressed by
Rhino Records for Turner Entertainment & The Warner Bros. Entertainment Company.
The question is: If they’re going to press a new CD, why not re-release the entire
soundtrack?
Also incomplete, and total garbage, is the digi-book. With the exception of “Have
Yourself a Merry Little Christmas,” the sing-along lyrics are incomplete, rendering
any sing-along futile. What kind of sing-along doesn’t include Judy’s section of “The
Trolley Song?” The presentation is nice but the contents are completely lacking in
theme, direction, and purpose. No credits are given for the digi-book, suggesting that
perhaps those involved didn’t want their names attached!
But it’s the performance (in this case, the film) that matters. The extras bells and
whistles can be fun, but it’s the enjoyment of Judy’s performances that are the real
draw. In this case it’s the entire film and the work of everyone in front of, and behind,
the camera that are as near to perfection as anyone can get. In spite of the flaws in the
extras, this is still a must-have chiefly because the film looks and sounds better than
ever though possible.
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2011 - The Judy Garland Show
Two new DVDs from Infinity Entertainment were released in 2010. I have not verified whether or not the shows have been
edited as I’m told was the case for previous volumes, although these are advertised as complete episodes. The Pioneer discs
are out of print and increasingly difficult to come by, so these are your current best bets. Judy’s series will always rank up
there as one of her greatest endeavors and has provided us hours upon hours of enjoyment, not to mention complete awe of
her incredible gifts.
VOLUME FOUR:
Catalog Number: IEG2208
Release Date: April 27, 2010

VOLUME FIVE:
Catalog Number: IEG2226
Release Date: August 31, 2010
Includes:
Show #16
Taped: 12/13/63
Aired: 1/12/64
Guests: Ethel Merman, Shelley
Berman, Peter Gennaro

Includes:
Show #11
Taped: 10/18/63
Aired: 1/5/64
Guests: Steve Allen, Mel Tormé,
Jayne Meadows

Show #17
Taped: 12/30/63
Aired: 01/19/64
Guests: Vic Damone, Chita
Rivera, Louis Nye and Ken
Murray

Show #21
Taped: 1/31/64; “Great Day”
taped 2/14/64
Aired: 2/16/64
Guests: Diahann Carroll, Mel
Tormé
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2011 - Warner Archive Releases
2011 was a good year for Garland films at the Warner Archive. We were treated to four new-to-DVD releases: Little Nellie Kelly, Thoroughbreds Don’t
Cry, Andy Hardy Meets Debutante, and Life Begins for Andy Hardy. The last two were featured in the Archive’s Andy Hardy Collection, Volume 1 (see
next page). All films look good (none were newly restored) with Thoroughbreds looking especially good, better than showings on Turner Classic Movies.
Little Nellie Kelly

Thoroughbreds Don’t Cry

DVD release date: March 15, 2011

DVD release date: March 15, 2011

Judy and Mickey’s first on-screen pairing (1937). It’s
a better film than we all remember, mainly due to the
talents of the young performers and the one and only
Sophie Tucker.

This charming 1940 film features
Judy singing such hits as “Singin’
In The Rain,” “A Pretty Girl
Milking Her Cow,” and “It’s a
Great Day For The Irish.”

Judy only sings one song “Gotta Pair of New Shoes”
but it’s a charmer. Keep an eye out, some of the stock
horse raising footage also popped up in Jean Harlow’s
final film Saratoga co-starring Clark Gable, also
released in 1937.

The film also has the distinction of
being the only time Judy played a
death scene on film. It’s a great,
vintage MGM Musical.

Andy Hardy Meets Debutante

Life Begins for Andy Hardy

Judy’s second appearance in the Andy Hardy series.
This time Betsy is in New York, with Andy visiting,
meeting, and falling for the debutante of the title.

Judy’s final appearance in the Andy Hardy series,
and the only time in the series that a guest
star (Judy) was billed above the title. This is an
indication of how much Judy’s star status had grown
since her last appearance.

DVD release date: December 1, 2011

Judy filmed her scenes between February and April
1940, while also filming Strike Up The Band.
Judy’s rendition of “I’m Nobody’s Baby” has become
a classic, and her Decca recording of the song was
one of her biggest hits.

Check out The
Judy Room’s
DVD/Bluray pages for
details about
these releases
here.

DVD release date: December 1, 2011

All of Judy’s songs recorded for the film were
deleted. In the final film she only sings a brief a
cappella version of “Happy Birthday.”
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2011 - Warner Archive Releases
The Warner Archive released The Andy Hardy Collection, Volume 1. Earlier in the year Warner Home Video re-released the Judy/Mickey musicals
as part of their Greatest Classic Legends series which were “bare bones” featuring the same movie discs as the boxed set but without the book and
extras.
Greatest Classic Legends Film
Collection - Mickey Rooney & Judy
Garland
Release Date: November 1, 2011

This release is a “bare bones” re-release
of the films included in the massive 2007
boxed set. At the low retail price of
$27.92, it’s ideal for those who don’t want
to spend the money on the boxed set with
its printed extras, wanting just the films
with the disc extras only.
Films:
Babes in Arms
Strike Up The Band
Babes on Broadway
Girl Crazy

The Andy Hardy Collection, Volume 1
Release Date: December 1, 2011

This first volume includes Judy’s two
previously-unreleased-on-DVD Hardy
titles: Andy Hardy Meets Debutante & Life
Begins for Andy Hardy. The other titles in
the collection are: You’re Only Young Once;
Judge Hardy and Son; Out West with the
Hardys; & Andy Hardy’s Private Secretary.
The first 400 copies available for order
were all signed by Mickey Rooney and sold
out within a few days.

Check out The Judy Room’s DVD/Blu-ray pages
for details about these releases here.
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T

2012 - Listen Darling
here were no new Garland Blu-ray releases, but we were treated to one
DVD re-releases and one new-to-DVD release.

On March 20, 2012, the Warner Archive released Listen Darling in their
popular MOD (Movies on Demand) format. The
following is Randy Henderson’s article as originally
printed in the premiere issue of the new Garlands for
Judy webzine published in June 2012:
March 2012 saw the welcome release of Listen,
Darling, the last of Judy’s MGM films to reach DVD,
from the Warner Brothers Archive Collection. As
young Judy’s sixth film, made just prior to and even
overlapping the production of The Wizard of Oz, it is a
charming, minor-key delight.

Pins in the Sky.” Playing MGM’s version of an average young girl, Judy
is quietly endearing in all of her scenes, though it looks as though some
experimentation with makeup and costuming is still going on to present her to
her best advantage. After Everybody Sing and her first Hardy appearance, it’s
refreshing to see Judy portray a natural kid with a slight
love interest, without an in-between or ugly-duckling line
reference in sight.
Having been off the screen for a time over contract issues,
a noticeably more teen-aged Bartholomew plays effectively
with Judy. Though this is hardly a romance, his character
is very gentle and caring with Judy throughout, providing
a much different dynamic than in the Judy-Mickey
pictures.
The strong supporting cast includes not only Astor and
Pigeon, but Gene Lockhart, Alan Hale (Sr.), a bit of “Uncle
Henry” Charles Grapewin, and little Scotty Beckett.
Adorable in some Our Gang comedies, Beckett is anythingbut as the obnoxious baby brother. Someone really needed
to take little Billie in hand.

Judy plays a small town adolescent whose widowed
mother, Mary Astor, is considering marriage to a
pompous older banker as a way to provide security
for Judy and her bratty little brother. Judy and sortof beau Freddie Bartholomew conspire to kidnap
mom in the family trailer and bring her to her senses
in the hope that the open road will turn up a more
appropriate spouse. Since we are in an MGM picture
made in 1938, all of this happens. Complications may
ensue, but once the trailer pulls up next to that of the
young Walter Pigeon, a handsome, single attorney, the
die is pretty much cast.
Listen, Darling was made at a time when there was
a Loew’s Corporation niche for gentle, 75-minute
black-and-white features. The main purpose here was to further expose and
define MGM’s new teenage star, Judy. She is given three songs in this one
that emphasize the sweet rather than swing side of her developing style:
“Zing! Went the Strings of My Heart,” “The Bumpy Road to Love,” and “Tin

Like all titles in the Warner Archive series, this is a barebones release, with no special features other than the
trailer. Advertised as a remastered edition, this 74-yearold print is perfectly crisp and watchable. Listen, Darling
is valuable not only as an example of MGM Americana in
the late 30’s but as documentation of Judy’s screen image
developing before the eyes of the audience. MGM, I’m sure,
must have been very pleased with what they saw, especially
as Oz was on the horizon.
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2012 - The Clock

n November 6th, the Warner Archive released The Clock. The film had
previously been released on standard DVD on February 6, 2007, featuring
the same poster/cover art.
The Clock is Judy’s only non-singing role for MGM,
and one of the few times she’s seen (as an adult) in a
contemporary story in contemporary clothing. And it’s
the last time she would appear in a black & white film at
MGM. She looks beautiful. Her acting is so natural that
you tend to forget that she’s acting. She’s that good.
She and Robert Walker make a great pair, but sadly this
is the only time they ever worked together.
The plot of The Clock is a beautiful, simple wartime love
story about a very impressionable young Army soldier
(Robert Walker) who meets and falls in love with a New
York City office worker (Judy) while on his 48 hour
leave before shipping out war. It’s filmed with just the
right amount of tenderness by Vincente Minnelli, who
famously makes New York a “third character,” even
though the film was shot on the MGM lot in Culver City,
California. Rear projection and other camera trickery
gives the impression that it was shot on location.
Some factoids about The Clock:
The film was released in the United Kingdom as Under
The Clock.

did not “click” (Garland wanted Minnelli all along,).
The cost of the Pennsylvania Station set on Stage 27 was $66,450. Sadly, the
original Penn Station in New York City was torn down in 1963 to make way for
what is now the Madison Square Garden complex. The
lower level tracks remain basically the same.
Producer Arthur Freed, musical director Roger Edens,
and screen writer Robert Nathan all make cameo
appearances in the film.
Moyna MacGill, who plays the “Woman in Restaurant”
was Angela Lansbury’s mother. Lansbury would costar with Judy in 1946’s hit The Harvey Girls.
MGM purchased the unpublished short story in 1943
for $50,000 at the urging of producer Arthur Freed.
Martha Green wrote an early draft of the screenplay,
but Freed did not like it so he assigned Joseph Schrank
and Robert Nathan who wrote most of what we see in
the film today.
This was producer Arthur Freed’s first dramatic film.
The unofficial theme song of the film is “If I Had You”
which is used in the underscoring. Judy recorded the
song for Decca Records on July 7, 1945.

The film was originally to be directed by Jack Conaway,
he was replaced by Fred Zinnemann after becoming ill
while shooting the location shots in New York. Zinnemann was replaced by
Vincente Minnelli after his footage was deemed unusable, and he and Garland
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2013 - Wizard of Oz 75th Anniversary
W

arner Home Video released new Blu-ray and
DVD versions of the film, capitalizing on the
new 3D version, which is only available in the Bluray format. Both the Blu-ray 3D and the regular
Blu-ray are new transfers from the version of the
film that was remastered for the 3D version. The
standard DVD is the same as the 2009 release.

S

adly, everything that was a part of the 2009
boxed set is presented here without any
upgrades to HD. It was hoped that Warner Home
Video would revamp everything for the 75th
anniversary, including adding the version of Ray
Bolger’s “If I Only Had A Brain” pre-recording that
was discovered in 2009, and upgrading his outtake dance to HD
as promised in 2009 (but not delivered). What sorely needs upgrading are all of
the
extras, which have been copied over from release to release since the 1993 “Ultimate Oz” laser disc
set. And it all looks it, especially on an HDTV. In fact, an HDTV makes it all look like old VHS tapes. The
only new feature is the highly touted “feature length documentary” that is actually just a smidge over an
hour in length. It’s not worth the money to get the collector’s set unless you absolutely must have every
Oz edition out there. The book, map, snow globe, and awards pins are nice but not “must-haves” nor is the
book with lined paper for writing. It’s doubtful any collector will actually write in it.
Check out The Judy Room’s DVD/Blu-ray pages
for details about this release here.
Above Right: Best Buy exclusive tin packaging. Below Right: Target exclusive “3D” packaging with lunch bag.
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2013 - Wizard of Oz 75th Anniversary
Right: Details of the contents of the retail
boxed set.
Below: The rare edition which included a
CD of the film’s soundtrack rather than
the flash drive. This edition was only sold
in Costco stores and for a very short time.

Check out The Judy Room’s DVD/
Blu-ray pages for details about this
release here.
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2013 - Wizard of Oz 75th Anniversary

Blu-ray combo pack
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2013 - Wizard of Oz 75th Anniversary

Blu-ray single-disc edition
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2013 - Wizard of Oz 75th Anniversary

Standard DVD single-disc edition
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2013 - Warner Archive Collection

November 19, 2013
Volume Two of the popular collection of
vintage shorts features a re-release of Judy’s
first official film, the 1936 short Every
Sunday.
I highly recommend both volumes. They
include some fun and enjoyable shorts that
feature some personalities and stars that
might surprise you!

July 9, 2013
The rest of the films in the Andy Hardy series
get their due in this 10 film collection. The
one Garland entry is 1938’s Love Finds Andy
Hardy, previously released on DVD in 2004
and long out-of-print. Volume One of the
collection was released in 2012.
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August 20, 2013
Re-release of the out-of-print 2006 DVD.

Check out The Judy Room’s DVD/Blu-ray pages
for details about these releases here.
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2013 - Greatest Classic Legends
H

ere is the first Judy Garland solo entry in Warner Home Video’s series focusing on film legends. Judy
had previously been featured in a 2011 “Mickey/Judy” edition.

Release Date: March 12, 2103
FOR ME AND MY GAL Includes: Commentary by Garland Biographer John
Fricke, Two Vintage Garland Musical Shorts, Photo Re-creations: Deleted
Finale and “Three Cheers for the Yanks” Outtake, Two Audio-Only Bonuses,
Theatrical Trailer

Check out The Judy
Room’s DVD/Blu-ray
pages for details about
this release here.

THE HARVEY GIRLS Includes: Three Deleted Musical Numbers, On the Atchison, Topeka and the Santa
Fe Sequence Remixed in Stereo, Commentary by George Sidney, Singalong Express Audio Track, Scoring
Session Cues, Theatrical Trailer
IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME Includes: Introduction by John Fricke, Two FitzPatrick Traveltalks
Shorts, Theatrical Trailers for In The Good Old Summertime; The Shop Around the Corner and You’ve Got Mail
SUMMER STOCK Includes: Featurette Summer Stock: Get Happy!, Cartoon The Cuckoo Clock, Short Did’ja
Know?, Audio-Only Bonus: Outtake Song “Fall in Love,” Teaser, Theatrical Trailer
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2013 - Easter Parade on Blu-ray

F

ebruary 19, 2013 saw the Blu-ray debut of Easter Parade, one of Judy’s all-time biggest hits
and a staple of the Easter holiday TV line-up.

The release is not in the “digi-book” format of both A Star is Born and Meet Me In St. Louis, but
rather it’s a “bare bones” Blu-ray release. This does not diminish the quality or enjoyment of the
Blu-ray as the film looks fantastic.
There was a bit of controversy when the Blu-ray was initially
released. Warner Home Video forgot to include the Judy
Garland: By Myself documentary. WHV rectified the situation by
hurriedly shipping out a DVD of the doc to customers.

Check out The Judy
Room’s DVD/Blu-ray
pages for details about
this release here.

Extras (all in standard definition format):
• Judy Garland: By Myself – The Emmy Award winning PBS American
Masters documentary (114 min)
• On The Avenue, “Making of…” documentary with retrospective interviews
and rare footage
• “Mr. Monotony”: Outtake musical number by Judy Garland
• “Mr. Monotony” dailies.
• Audio Commentary by Ava Astaire MacKenzie and John Fricke
• Theatrical Trailer
• Audio only: Fred Astaire interview with MGM’s Dick Simmons
• Audio only: Fred Astaire & Judy Garland’s Screen Guild radio version of
Easter Parade from 1951
Easter Parade was previously released on March 15, 2005 in a special edition 2-disc DVD set.
The two-disc set was also available that same date as part of the “Classic Musicals Collection
– Broadway to Hollywood” boxed set. It was then re-released (single disc only) on May 5, 2009
as part of the “TCM Greatest Classic Films Collection – American Musicals” set, then again on
February 8, 2012 as a one disc only (the first disc of the 2005 set) release.
Check out The Judy Room’s Easter Parade Section for details about the making of the film here.
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2014 - DVDs & Blu-ray
2011 was a good year for Garland films at the Warner Archive. We were treated to four new-to-DVD releases: Little Nellie Kelly, Thoroughbreds Don’t
Cry, Andy Hardy Meets Debutante, and Life Begins for Andy Hardy. The last two were featured in the Archive’s Andy Hardy Collection, Volume 1 (see
next page). All films look good (none were newly restored) with Thoroughbreds looking especially good, better than showings on Turner Classic Movies.
Gay Purr-ee

DVD release date: December 3, 2014
This is the Warner Archive re-release.

I Could Go On Singing

DVD release date: October 14, 2014
This is the MGM re-release in the standard DVD
format. It was released on Blu-ray in 2016.

A Christmas Carol

Judgment at Nuremberg

Judy’s 1937 short Silent Night in which she
sings the title song is included in the extras of
this popular adaptation of the famous Charles
Dickens novel.

Judy’s second Oscar nominated performance is a
vital part of the plot of this excellent film about
one part of the extensive Nuremberg trials.

Blu-ray release date: November 11, 2014

Blu-ray release date: November 11, 2014

Check out The Judy Room’s DVD/Blu-ray pages
for details about these releases here.
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2015 - DVDs & Blu-rays
Warner Home Video continued their budget re-releases of catalog DVDs
(minus any second “extras” discs) with these two boxed sets, both released
on December 1, 2105.

Judy is featured heavily in the That’s Entertainment! films and she steals
the show with her “(Dear Mr. Gable) You Made Me Love You” in her first
MGM feature film, Broadway Melody of 1938 (1937).
Check out The Judy Room’s DVD/Blu-ray pages for details about these releases here.

The only major Blu-ray release of the year was the
November 24, 2015 release by Kino Video of A Child Is
Waiting, Judy’s 1963 drama co-starring Burt Lancaster.
The new HD transfer allows the film to sparkle like never
before and includes an audio commentary by Tom Charity,
author of “John Cassavetes: Lifeworks.” It’s not one of
Judy’s most well known roles but it’s another of her great
performances. This was Judy’s last dramatic film.
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2016 - DVDs & Blu-ray
On May 10, 2016, Twilight Time released this
fantastic Blu-ray edition of Judy’s final film, I Could
Go On Singing (1963).
The image quality of the Blu-ray is crystal clear,
making it that much more watchable. The audio
track is a solid mono, with an additional alternate
“Isolated Score Track (with some effects)” track
mostly in stereo including the songs excepting “It
Never Was You.” Two trailers, a TV spot, and two
audio commentaries (producer Lawrence Turman
with film historians Lem Dobbs & Nick Redman;
and film historians David Del Valle & Steven Peros)
complete the extras. Produced for Twilight Time
by Brian Jamieson and Nick Redman, this is one
Blu-ray release that’s not to be missed. It’s a
limited edition with only 3,000 copies being sold
exclusively at the Twilight Time website.
For the umpteenth time, Warner Home Video (WHV) re-released two of Judy’s MGM
musicals in yet another budget boxed set, this time as the “Musicals 6-Movie Collection”
(released on September 13, 2016). When will WHV realize that no one wants
regurgitated DVDs anymore? Where are the Blu-rays of Judy’s films from the label,
newly remastered in true HD? Their “Classics Division” seems to be asleep at the wheel.
Check out The Judy Room’s DVD/Blu-ray pages for details about these releases here.
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2017 - Warner Archive Collection
It was a dry year for the Garland Blu-ray and DVD market. No new Blu-rays were released. The Warner Archive added
standard DVD copies of previous releases to its catalog. It appears as though Warner Home Video has forgotten the
Garland catalog. The last big Blu-ray release from the label was the 2013 re-release of The Wizard of Oz and that was just a
re-packaging of the 2009 release. Hopefully they’ll wake up and realize that there still is a market for these!

Check out The Judy Room’s DVD/Blu-ray pages for details about these releases here.
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2018 - Meet Me in St. Louis
T

here was only one Blu-ray release in 2018 and it was a re-release. On
April 24, 2018, the Warner Archive released a new single disc version
of Meet Me In St. Louis, which had previously been released on Blu-ray in
a special edition that included a compact disc of selections from the film’s
soundtrack.
Although the new release is from the Warner Archive, it’s not a “made on
demand” as assumed but is made on the same high-quality Blu-ray discs
as the label’s non-Archive Blu-ray releases. The contents of the disc are
the same as the original 2011 release. From the press release:
The beloved Judy Garland musical classic returns to Blu-ray with the
same sparkling 1080p HD presentation and scintillating special features,
but now wrapped up in gorgeous period artwork. Judy Garland stars in
a timeless tale of family, captured with warmth and emotion by director
Vincente Minnelli. The enduring popularity of Meet Me In St. Louis comes
from a terrific blend of music, romance and humor with co-stars Margaret
O’Brien (awarded a special Oscar® as 1944’s outstanding child actress)
and Mary Astor, and also the musical classics “Meet Me in St. Louis,
Louis,” “The Trolley Song” and “Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas.”
Special Features: Introduction by Liza Minnelli; Audio Commentary by
Garland Biographer John Fricke with Margaret O’Brien, Composer Hugh
Martin, Screenwriter Irving Brecher and Barbara Freed-Saltzman; Lux
Radio Theater Broadcast (Audio Only); Music Only Audio Track.
For details about the film, check out The Judy Room’s Extensive Spotlight
Section on Meet Me In St. Louis here.

Check out The Judy Room’s DVD/Blu-ray pages for
details about this release here.
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 2010s

BOOKS
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2011 - Two Deluxe Coffee Table Books
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2011 - Judy - A Legendary Film Career
Garland hagiographer John Fricke’s latest book was a disappointment. The
following is my original review as published in the 2011 Year in Review:
Visually, the book is stunning. For their work, the designers should get
every graphics award there is. The color scheme, the
layout and the overall look is a visual delight. The
photos, many new-to-print, are stunningly displayed
on the highest quality paper. Plus it’s hardbound
covered by an equally delightful dust jacket. All of
this serves to make the book seem much more than
it really is.
Once you get past the photos and actually read the
text, it’s akin to looking at pond scum: Pretty from
a distance, but on closer inspection it’s not what it
seems to be and lacks substance. For example, the
entries for the films are inconsistent in content.
The cast and crew lists are incomplete, as though
Fricke freeze-framed the films and copied down
the opening and closing credits. In light of Fricke’s
online obsession for complete and total accuracy,
this is surprising. Also surprising is the fact that
each film’s entry provides a plethora of fun photos,
until you get to Valley of the Dolls which glaringly
features zero. Information about each film is kept to
a minimum, the focus being more on quotes (again)
and reviews (again) than anything else. A few trips
to the various film archives around the country would have provided real
data. Perhaps that’s the difference between “historian” and “researcher.”
The film shorts section is also incomplete, but as it’s titled “Selected

Shorts” this isn’t surprising. And therein lies the book’s biggest fault:
Space that could have been used for complete data is wasted. For
example, it makes no sense to follow the opening biography with radio,
concert and TV “sub-sections” instead of beginning Garland’s actual
filmography. This breaks the flow and theme of the
book. The book is titled a “legendary FILM career”
not “a legendary SHOW BIZ career.” Discussion
about the other aspects of Garland’s career should
have been covered in the introductory biography.
The result is that these sub-sections are too brief
to be interesting, yet long enough to get in the way.
The impression is that there was no clear vision
for the book other than to compile photos, quotes
(again), and reviews (again) only this time with a
film theme. You can almost hear someone in the
background saying: “We should throw something in
there about her other work, I have pictures!” The
casual reader might want more information about
Garland’s non-film achievements, but with the lack
of a bibliography they’re on their own. Perhaps
Fricke assumes that readers will simply Google for
more information. The absence of a bibliography,
or even footnotes, renders the book useless for any
serious study of Garland’s film career. This fact
makes it just another pretty picture book compiled
by a fan.
Fricke is known for being savant-like with his impressive knowledge
of Garland factoids, but even he can’t remember every word verbatim
off the top of his head, unless he has hyperthymesia. The question
is: Where does this information come from? Without a bibliography,
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2011 - Judy - A Legendary Film Career
Fricke’s declarative assumptions on events he didn’t witness (i.e. “…
were instantly, gleefully added”) come off as just that: declarative
assumptions.
Fricke also rewrites history. He claims that the well known quote from
director Charles Walters about Summer Stock: “How dare this look like a
happy picture!” was said in jest whereas previous accounts have relayed
the quote as being said by Walters in anger out of his frustration over
the film’s difficult shoot. Which is true? Another example, also from the
Summer Stock entry, is Fricke’s implication that Garland opted out of the
hillbilly number in favor of performing “Get Happy.” The reality is that
filming on Summer Stock was completed before “Get Happy” was even
thought of. This is well documented, including Fricke’s 1992 overview of
Garland’s career (highly recommended, and still his best book to date).
This gloss job comes off as an attempt to bolster Garland’s well known
natural show biz instincts. Her genius doesn’t need this help. Again,
without a bibliography or footnotes it’s impossible to know where this
information comes from, aside from the author’s view of Garland through
rose colored glasses.
More space is wasted on the additional biographical introductions to
the main sections. All of this information could have, and should have,
been part of the biography at the beginning of the book. Reducing
these adjective ridden introductions into a few paragraphs, or better
yet deleting them completely, would have allowed for more filmography
details. However, the publisher did trumpet the book as having “a
concise, definitive biography” so there you have it. Didn’t we already get
the “definitive biography” in Fricke’s previous coffee table compilation or
his 1992 tome? Or was that the Gerold Frank book, or...

There ARE some nuggets of information, the book isn’t ALL empty
calories. You just have to look hard, as those nuggets could be in one of
the biographical sections or a filmography entry. It takes some digging.
In radio interviews prior to the book’s release, Fricke noted with salacious
glee his newfound ability to “set the record straight” about the true
actions and motives of people in Garland’s life who had passed away since
his last two books, and there is some of that - but not enough to get that
excited about.
In the end, I shouldn’t be disappointed. A coffee table book is, by
definition, a compilation of large photos and large text meant to attract
the casual browser. Almost epistolary. In other words: Big on imagery,
small on content. After all of the hoopla and high expectations, a great
opportunity to finally present a definitive, comprehensive, and exhaustive
(as the author might say) serious study of Judy Garland’s film career has
been sadly missed.
Prior to this book’s release, a prolific and well known contributor to the
Garland discussion forums noted about another author’s project: “[He]
keeps coming up with new ways to put out product utilizing the legacy of
Ms. Garland.” That statement is apropos here as well. I hear the distinct
sound of Fricke scraping of the bottom of his Judy Garland barrel.
Still, the book IS pretty. If you’re looking for details about Garland’s
films that offer more than a passing glance, this is not the book for you.
If you’re looking for a pretty picture book, this is it.
-- © 2011 Scott Brogan
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T

2011 - Hollywood’s Greatest Backlot

his fantastic book by Steven Bingen, Stephen X. Sylvester & Michael Troyan (introduction by Debbie Reynolds)
is required reading for any serious film student, film buff, or anyone who’s curious about those fabled backlots
of classic Hollywood.
MGM had what is still considered to be the greatest backlot in all of Hollywood. A quick glance at this book shows
the reader why. Once you browse through the multitude of photos (many previously unpublished) and delve into the
expertly researched text, you’ll have an even greater appreciation for the wonderfully artificial fantasy world that
MGM created. The meticulous attention to detail that went into the creation and building of these backlots shines
through. The authors took similar care in presenting the history and stories behind each lot, including the rarely
seen (except in films) early version of Lot 1.
Most of Judy’s films are associated with the backlot. Most iconic is the St. Louis Street built specifically for Meet
Me in St. Louis. A look at an overhead shot of Lot 3 reveals the St. Louis Street almost hidden, as if living in its own
world. Judy and Mickey spent countless hours on the New England Street set, which became known as the Andy
Hardy Street, among other wonderful delights.

L to R: Judy and company film the fantasy section of “Swing Mr. Mendelssohn” for Everybody Sing on what became the Esther Williams Swimming Pool on Lot 1; Judy and Mickey Rooney bid farewell to Ann Shoemaker and
June Preisser on the studio’s durable train depot set in Strike Up The Band.; Filming the opening of the “Spring 1904” sequence for Meet Me in St. Louis on the newly completed St. Louis Street on Lot 3.
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2013 - Judy on the Backlot
With the book “MGM - Hollywood’s Greatest Backlot” as inspiration, I created a “Judy on the Backlot” article for the 2013
holiday edition of “Garlands for Judy” which was also published as a stand-alone “mini-mag.” The following are a few pages from
that edition, which can be downloaded here (PDF).
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2013 - Judy on the Backlot

Download
the PDF
here.
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2013 - Judy on the Backlot

Download
the PDF
here.
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2013 - Judy on the Backlot

Download
the PDF
here.
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2013 - Judy on the Backlot

Download
the PDF
here.
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2013 - Official 75th Anniversary Companion
Wonderful. Fantastic. Brilliant. Gorgeous.

I

could go on and on listing every descriptive and positive adjective in
the English language to describe “The Wizard of Oz – The Official 75th
Anniversary Companion” and still not convey just how fabulous this new book
is. Authors and Oz Gurus Jay Scarfone and William Stillman (courtesy of
Harper Design - an imprint of HarperCollins Publishers) have given fans (of Oz,
Judy Garland, Movie Musicals…) the perfect companion to the upcoming 75th
anniversary year of MGM’s Technicolor masterpiece The Wizard of Oz (1939).
Scarfone and Stillman previously coauthored the 50th Anniversary Companion
book in 1989, as well as “The Wizardry of Oz” in 1999 (reprinted in 2004). If
you’re a fan of those books, as I am, then it’s a no-brainer that you’ll want to
add this new book to your library. As noted in the headline, it’s the perfect
holiday gift. It’s also the perfect gift for any occasion.
I remember when the 1989 book was released. It was a real eye-opener. Never
before had we been given such a comprehensive and lavishly illustrated tome
about the making of The Wizard of Oz. I, like my fellow Oz fans, read and reread every word and inspected every inch of every photo. It was the “making
of” book until “The Wizardry of Oz” came along and gave us even more
information and rare photos. Contrary to popular belief, there were (and are)
still many unseen photos and untold stories to be shared. Now, with this new
75th Anniversary Companion, we have – dare I say it – the best of the bunch.
At 176 pages, hardbound, with a gorgeous dust jacket, “The Wizard of Oz – The
Official 75th Anniversary Companion” tells the oft-told story of the making
of The Wizard of Oz in a fresh way. Sure, it’s filled with new, previously unseen
photos, all housed in graphics that are, in a word, amazing. But it’s more than
that.
It’s hard to believe, but even after 75 years there are still unseen photos and
untold stories related to the film. That’s what makes books like this so relevant
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2013 - Official 75th Anniversary Companion
and enjoyable. Some might say “ANOTHER book???” But if it’s done with the
panache and informative manner as “The Wizard of Oz – The Official 75th
Anniversary Companion,” it’s well worth the efforts of all involved. Here
and nowhere else will you find rare Technicolor test frames, costume and set
illustrations, and the ONLY known color photograph of the blonde Judy Garland
as Dorothy on the set prior to the complete overhaul of the film in 1938. The
photo was leaked online and spread like wildfire, and here in the book we have
the high resolution version. And that’s just one of the book’s many highlights.

the facts speak for themselves, Scarfone and Stillman bring the making of the
film alive.
The book is separated into four main chapters:
Dreams That You Dare To Dream: Casting a Spell
We’re Off To See The Wizard: The Great Wizard of Oz Revealed
If Ever A Wiz There Was: “The Wizard of Oz” Returns to Stay
Looking For Our Heart’s Desire: Forever Oz

The book is more than images. A photo compilation
book about The Wizard of Oz is nothing new. We’ve
seen dozens. “The Wizard of Oz – The Official
75th Anniversary Companion” has the text to back
up the images with real substance. This is because
Scarfone and Stillman are excellent writers. They
don’t overuse adjectives or subject readers to oddly
worded paragraphs that other authors on the same
subject use as a crutch to hide the lack of real writing
talent.

Each chapter features sub-sections focusing on a
wide variety of subjects, from the original book’s
author L. Frank Baum to the enduring legacy of the
film 75 years later. In-between we’re treated to tons
of fascinating information and photos. There’s even
a page about one of the most overlooked “supporting
players” in the film: The raven named “Jimmy” that
gets his star turn in the Cornfield scenes.

Among Scarfone and Stillman’s achievements here
is their ability to clearly present the facts. This is
probably due to their love and passion for all things
Oz. They have a real respect for the film and the
work of the filmmakers. This is no “book of worship.”
The work of everyone involved in the film shines
through, as it should. That’s one of the book’s chief pleasures. From chapter
to chapter, and with the help of the gorgeous illustrations & photos (and those
amazing graphics), the reader gets a real sense of what it took to make the film.
It was no picnic, that’s for sure. But here it flows so smoothly that when you get
to the end of the book, you might be surprised, as I did, that you’re done and yet
so much was covered. What I’m trying to say is that never is anything thrown at
the reader, nor is it like some endless diatribe or overdone adulation. By letting

A few more highlights for me that I’m sure will be
highlights for others:
1) Set reference stills. I never tire of admiring the
amazing sets.
2) The previously unpublished scene still of Jack
Haley, Judy Garland, and Ray Bolger in dress
rehearsal on the Lion’s Forest set. That set is one of my favorites in the film for
its lavishness and beauty.
3) The hair, makeup, and wardrobe test photos of Judy Garland as Dorothy. Most
are previously unpublished, including the April 29, 1938 initial hair and makeup
tests done by Max Factor . All never fail to amaze me in reflecting the care and
time it too to get it “just right.”
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2013 - Official 75th Anniversary Companion
4) The Technicolor test frames, notably those of the Wizard’s head used in the
Wizard’s Throne Room scenes.
5) The section about “Over the Rainbow.”
As noted earlier, the amazing look and feel of the book, thanks to the talents of
the graphics designers.
Last, but most certainly not least: Inside the book is an envelope of printed
treasures. This envelope includes the following:
1) A faux “Oz Herald” newspaper clipping proclaiming the death of the Wicked
Witch of the East.

founded, and the “No. 1060” references the production number of the film.
The graphic on the back of the envelope that houses the printed extras has the
same design as the part of the Emerald City Gates (door) that the knocker hits.
The typography on the Wizard’s certificates is in the same style as the
typography on the side of Professor Marvel’s wagon to “subtly recall his Kansas
character.”
“The decorative border elements on the cover of the book and a few places
throughout reference that amazing art deco design seen on the doors to the
Wizard’s chambers.” Thanks to one of the graphics artists for the book, Raphael
Geroni, for pointing these out. There are more…can you find them???

2) Reprint of a 1939 herald advertisement.
3) Copy of the “Certificate of Death” as shown by the Munchkin Coroner to prove
that the Witch of the East is “most sincerely dead.”
4) A handy new Oz bookmark.
5) Lobby card and poster reprints.
6) A nifty Ozzy “frame” with separate insertable images of the main characters.
7) “Gifts Presented By The Wizard Of Oz.” Frameable certificates of awards for
Brains, Heart, Courage, and Home.
Eagle eyed fans might notice that these printed inserts, the envelope that houses
them, and various graphics on and in the book itself, are inspired by the various
designs in the film. The little details include:
The “Oz Herald” newspaper’s volume number is “1924” – the year MGM was
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2013 - Official 75th Anniversary Companion
In the end, this is by far the book to get this year or any year. It’s the perfect
holiday gift, birthday gift, or gift for any occasion. Oz fans, Garland fans, MGM
fans, musicals fans, and so on, will enjoy this book for years to come.
© 2013 Scott Brogan, The Judy Room
Unless otherwise noted, all images
in this article from the Scarfone/
Stillman Collection – used with
permission.
The Wizard of Oz: The Official
75th Anniversary Companion by
William Stillman and Jay Scarfone.
Published by Harper Design,
an imprint of HarperCollins
Publishers;
© 2013 by Author.
Jay Scarfone and William Stillman
are the authors of several books
on the creation and legacy of the
motion picture The Wizard of Oz.
Historians and collectors since
the 1970s, they have amassed
one of the world’s largest and
most comprehensive archives of
memorabilia from Metro-GoldwynMayer’s (MGM) The Wizard of
Oz, the holdings of which include
rare photographic images and
authentic costumes and props from the film’s production. Additionally, they
have been contributors and advisors to countless other books, periodicals,

and documentaries on Hollywood history, memorabilia, and collectibles. They
have appraised rare The Wizard of Oz material for auction houses and have
lectured audiences about the classic film through numerous venues. They live in
Pennsylvania.
Copyright © 2013 Turner
Entertainment Co.
THE WIZARD OF OZ and all
related characters and elements
are trademarks of and © Turner
Entertainment Co.
“Judy Garland as Dorothy from
THE WIZARD OF OZ”
WB SHIELD: ™ & © Warner Bros.
Entertainment Inc.
THE WIZARD OF OZ
The Official 75th Anniversary
Companion
By Jay Scarfone and William
Stillman
October 29, 2013/Harper Design,
an imprint of HarperCollins
Hardcover Nonfiction
ISBN
9780062278012/$40.00/176
pages
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2013 - Official 75th Anniversary Companion
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2013 - Official 75th Anniversary Companion
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2013 - Official 75th Anniversary Companion
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2014 - Three New Books
Randy L. Schmidt’s wonderful compilation of Judy speaking for herself (a kind of pseudo-autobiography) is thoroughly enjoyable. Joan Beck
Coulson’s memoirs of Judy are sweetly rendered. Brent Phillips’s biography on Charles Walters, while obviously written by several people, is a
good read. Amazingly it’s the first biography on Walters - even though he was one of MGM’s most prolific director/choreographers, and a major
influence on Judy’s career and image. All three are great additions to one’s always-expanding rows o Garland and Garland-related books!
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2017 - Two New Books
The major book release of 2017 was the long awaited publication of Sid Luft’s memoirs. Randy L. Schmidt, author of the criticallyacclaimed Little Girl Blue: The Life of Karen Carpenter and Judy Garland on Judy Garland: Interviews and Encounters, provided
the forward and, because Sid’s memoirs end in 1960, he compiled and edited material from several interviews Sid gave during the
1990s to complete Sid’s life story. “Judy and I” is a great read and provides a new dimension to Judy’s life story that could only
be told by Sid. It’s a “must have.” Luft is at times controversial to Garland fans because of his often times shady business dealings
and alleged money mismanagement. However, there’s no denying that he truly loved Judy and wanted only the best for her.
Schmidt also wrote the wonderful children’s
book, “Becoming Judy Garland.” The
book is available on Amazon and a limitededition hardcover book/CD set is available
on Schmidt’s website. “I wrote this book
because I feel Judy Garland is still relevant
to children, even after all these years,” said
Schmidt, a longtime music educator. “The
timeless appeal of The Wizard of Oz speaks to
today’s kids in the same way it has for nearly
80 years. The Library of Congress says it’s ‘the
most watched film ever,” so most kids know
Dorothy’s story, but not necessarily Judy’s.”
The book is a charming way for kids to learn
more about who “Dorothy” was why she was
so special.
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2018 - Two New Books

T

wo new books about Judy’s two biggest films were released in 2018.

Jay Scarfone and William Stillman (who are the most knowledgeable and best authors
on all things pertaining to The Wizard of Oz) released “The Road to Oz - The Evolution,
Creation, and Legacy of a Motion Picture Masterpiece.” If you thought you knew
everything about the making of the film, think
again. And get this book! It’s full of amazing
tidbits of information never-before-seen facts
and photos. It’s the new, and best, “go-to”
reference book for details about the film. These
guys are the greatest!
TCM Books release “A Star Is Born - Judy
Garland and the Film that Got Away” cowritten by Judy’s daughter, Lorna Luft,
and author Jeffrey Vance. Timed to take
advantage of the release of the latest remake
starring Bradley Cooper and Lady Gaga, the
book is best in the chapters about the other versions of the film (obviously written by
Vance) rather than Lorna’s relaying the story of the making of her mom’s film with
second or third-hand information. Still, it’s worth getting if only or the details
about the other versions.
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2010 & 2011 - Judy in Hollywood & New York
Jan Glazier, publisher of the e-mail newsletter “Judy’s Family,” spearheaded a new event called “Judy in
Hollywood.” The event centered around the gathering of Garland fans in Hollywood over the weekend of April
22 - 24, 2010.
Attendees were treated to tours of notable Los Angeles locations that were part of Judy’s life there, including
some of her homes, the MGM studios (what’s left of it - luckily the schoolhouse and recording stage are still
there), CBS (where Judy taped her series) and more.
Distinguished guests included Joe Luft and Margaret O’Brien. From all accounts everyone had a blast.
“Judy in Hollywood” was such a success that it prompted a New York edition, which coincided with the
50th anniversary of Judy at Carnegie Hall. From all accounts, the event was another success and a
testament to Jan’s ability to organize
and work with people from all around
the globe.
Events included:
“ Welcome to Judy in New York” at
Steinway Hall
Tour of Carnegie Hall
Party and Dinner at Sardi’s
“Judy Garland & Liza Minnelli Live At Mama’s!”
Starring Tommy Femia & Rick Skye
Tour of Ferncliff (Judy’s final resting place)
A Conversation with Philip J. Smith, hosted by Albert Poland
Tour of the Palace Theatre
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2010 - The Judy Garland Club
I

n 2010 The International Judy Garland Club came back from near death. They
had gone through personnel changes, ended their “Rainbow Review,” and finally
updated their website. The biggest change was the replacement of the “Rainbow
Review” with a new publication titled “Judy Garland - A Celebration.” The soft-cover
publication was printed on high quality paper allowing the photographs to shine.
“A Celebration” was planned to be a bi-annual publication, but 2010 only saw one
with the promise of the second coming soon. The updated website stated: “Each
year members will receive two copies of the new magazine that will cover 44 pages
and feature over 80 rare and glorious photographs of Judy.” Unfortunately the new
regime operating the club has turned it into a scam. The promised two publications
a year that members paid for wasn’t met. The last issue was published in 2014 yet
they continue to bilk people with empty promises, lots of excuses, and the claim that
they’re the same club Judy blessed in the 1960s (they’re not).

I

n 2013 I wrote an article about their shady practices. Since then it’s only gotten
worse. It appears they spend more time in half-hearted faux Judy Garland
“events” and hanging out with D-list celebrities in England than running the club.
They’ve changed their subscription model enough times to keep people confused,
still promising those magazines that have yet to materialize. In 2018 I subscribed
to the club and paid my dues. I wanted to begin updating that article. I also wanted
to find out exactly what members received because in all outward appearances it
looked like nothing but email newsletters. I waited. Then waited and waited some
more. After many months I got a response that they had been busy. Then nothing.
Later they expressed their concern in allowing me to have a membership due to my
2013 article and that they were going to deny my subscription and refund my dues.
Much more time went by. I had to contact them again for a status update. They
apologized and finally refunded my money. By that point, over a year had gone by
from the time I subscribed and paid the dues. My update to the article will be done
without them.
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2011 - Judy at Carnegie Hall
50th Anniversary of
The Greatest Night in Show Business History!
The Judy Room’s Tribute Video celebrating
the 50th anniversary of Judy at Carnegie Hall

Click on image above to play the video.
The video should play in recent versions of Adobe Acrobat Reader.
If it does not, click:
YouTube.com/TheJudyRoomVideos
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2011 marked a milestone anniversary in Judy Garland’s career: The 50th anniversary of her
history making concert at New York’s Carnegie Hall. The concert, held on Sunday, April 23rd,
had critics scrambling to find new adjectives to describe Garland live. Those in attendance
that night, including many top celebrities, were on that same hunt. The night was a triumph
and has become the solo female pop concert by which all others are judged.
Luckily, Capitol Records was on hand to record the complete concert. Released that July, the
double LP “Judy at Carnegie Hall” was an instant hit, zooming to the top of the charts. It
would go on to win five Grammy Awards, including Album of the Year (the first for a solo female
performance) and Best Female Solo Album. The album has never been out of print, being
released in all audio formats: records, cassettes,
8-tracks, CDs, and digital download.
Oddly enough, nothing much was done for the
50th anniversary. Strange, considering the
concert is so revered and loved by so many. The
only “official” event was a tribute concert in March
2011 at Carnegie Hall. The concert featured
Judy’s daughter Lorna along with Broadway
performers Ashley Brown, Heather Headley, and
Karen Olivo and quickly passed into obscurity.
Capitol Records didn’t release anything new on
CD, having already released the complete concert
in 2001. An opportunity was missed here. Capitol
could have put together a deluxe 50th anniversary
set featuring newly remastered versions of both
the original album and the expanded CD, with a
detailed book about the concert and its legacy. Capitol doesn’t seem interested in the Garland
catalog at all these days, so much so that the producer of the recent “Judy Garland - The London
Studio Sessions” had to go to another label to get that project realized.
Although the lack of attention and celebration was disappointing, the legacy of the concert
will live on. There’s no denying the power of the recording and Judy’s incredible performance.
Whatever format one uses to listen to the concert, the magic will never diminish nor will it
ever lose its proven ability to enthrall and engage the listener, Garland fan or not.
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2011 - Lincoln Center Film Festival
New Yorkers and anyone visiting were treated to the Lincoln Center’s Garland film retrospective “All Singing, All Dancing, All Judy!”
at the Walter Reade Theater from July 26 through August 9, 2011. The event featured 35mm prints of most of the films,
plus HD prints of The Wizard of Oz and A Star is Born.
Tuesday, July 26
1:45PM          ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
4:00PM          THE PIRATE
6:15PM          MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS
9:00PM          THE CLOCK

Tuesday, August 2
1:30PM          FOR ME AND MY GAL
3:45PM          GIRL CRAZY
6:00PM          ANDY HARDY MEETS DEBUTANTE
8:00PM          LIFE BEGINS FOR ANDY HARDY

Wednesday, July 27
1:30PM          LOVE FINDS ANDY HARDY
3:30PM          LISTEN, DARLING

Wednesday, August 3
1:30PM          STRIKE UP THE BAND
4:00PM          THE WIZARD OF OZ
6:15PM          PRESENTING LILY MARS
8:30PM          ZIEGFELD GIRL

Thursday, July 28
1:00PM          BABES IN ARMS
3:00PM          BABES ON BROADWAY
Friday, July 29
12:30PM        THE CLOCK
2:30PM          MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS
5:00PM          STRIKE UP THE BAND
7:30PM          Short Films and Rarities
Presented by John Fricke
9:45PM          LITTLE NELLIE KELLY
Saturday, July 30
10:30AM        THE WIZARD OF OZ (Sing-along version)
1:00PM          BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938
3:15PM          PIGSKIN PARADE
5:30PM          THE PIRATE
8:00PM          ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
Sunday, July 31
12:00PM        LISTEN, DARLING
1:45PM          THOROUGHBREDS DON’T CRY
3:30PM          LOVE FINDS ANDY HARDY
5:30PM          EVERYBODY SING
7:30PM          A STAR IS BORN
Monday, August 1
2:00PM          EVERYBODY SING
4:00PM          THE HARVEY GIRLS
6:15PM          BABES IN ARMS
8:15PM          BABES ON BROADWAY

Thursday, August 4
2:30PM          JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG
6:15PM          FOR ME AND MY GAL
8:30PM          THE HARVEY GIRLS
Friday, August 5
2:15PM          A STAR IS BORN
6:00PM          EASTER PARADE
8:30PM          TILL THE CLOUDS ROLL BY
Saturday, August 6
6:10PM          SUMMER STOCK
8:30PM          IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME
Sunday, August 7
10:00AM        GAY PURR-EE
12:30PM        GIRL CRAZY
2:45PM          JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG
6:30PM          I COULD GO ON SINGING
8:40PM          A CHILD IS WAITING
Monday, August 8
2:00PM          EASTER PARADE
4:15PM          A CHILD IS WAITING
Tuesday, August 9
1:30PM          SUMMER STOCK
3:45PM          I COULD GO ON SINGING
6:00PM          MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS
8:15PM          A STAR IS BORN
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2011 - Paley Center Event
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2011 - Two Vincente Minnelli Retrospectives
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2011 - Swiss Film Archives Minnelli Retrospective
August 29 through September 20: The Swiss Film Archive, based in Lausanne,
Switzerland kicked off its new season with a major retrospective dedicated to the
work Vincente Minnelli. The Archive screened all of Minnelli’s films, proving (as if
there were any doubt) that his talents ranged from musicals to comedies to dramas.
The retrospective was produced in collaboration with the International Film Festival
Locarno. www.cinematheque.ch
Alphabetical Listing of scheduled films
A Matter of Time
An American in Paris
Bad and the Beautiful
Band Wagon
Brigadoon
Cabin in the Sky
Clock (The)
Cobweb
Designing Woman
Father of the Bride
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse
Gigi
Home from the Hill
I Dood It
Long, long trailer
Lust for Life
Madame Bovary
Meet Me in St. Louis
On a Clear Day You Can See Forever
Pirate (The)
Reluctant Debutante
Sandpiper
Some Came Running
Tea and Sympathy
Two Weeks in Another Town
Undercurrent
Yolanda and the Thief
Ziegfeld Follies
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2011 - BAMcinematek Minnelli Retrospective
September 23 - November 2: The BAMcinématek presented The Complete Vincente Minnelli - the first full New York retrospective of Minnelli’s films in more than
20 years. After the two Garland retrospectives of the summer, here was another chance to see some of Judy’s films (and more) on the big screen.
Friday, Sep 23
2, 4:30, 6:50, 9:15pm: Cabin in the Sky

Thursday, Oct 13
7:20, 9:40pm: The Sandpiper

Saturday, Sep 24
2, 4:30, 7, 9:30pm: The Bad and the Beautiful

Friday, Oct 14
2, 4:30, 9:15pm: Kismet 6:50pm: I Dood It

Sunday, Sep 25
2, 4:30, 6:50, 9:15pm: Two Weeks in Another Town

Saturday, Oct 15
6:30, 9:30pm: Home from the Hill

Thursday, Sep 29
4:30, 6:50, 9:15pm: The Clock

Sunday, Oct 16
2, 4:30, 6:50, 9:15pm: The Pirate

Friday, Sep 30
2, 4:30, 6:50, 9:15pm: The Band Wagon

Monday, Oct 17
6:50, 9:15pm: Goodbye Charlie

Saturday, Oct 1
2, 4:30, 6:50, 9:15pm: Meet Me in St. Louis

Tuesday, Oct 18
4:30, 7, 9:30pm: The Story of Three Loves

Sunday, Oct 2
3, 6, 9pm: Some Came Running

Wednesday, Oct 19
4:30, 6:50, 9:15pm: Tea and Sympathy

Monday, Oct 3
4:30, 6:50, 9:15pm: Yolanda and the Thief

Monday, Oct 24

Tuesday, Oct 4
7pm: Undercurrent

6:50, 9:30pm: On a Clear Day You Can See Forever
Tuesday, Oct 25
6:50, 9:15pm: A Matter of Time

Wednesday, Oct 5
4:30, 6:50, 9:15pm: Designing Woman

Wednesday, Oct 26
7:30pm: The Cobweb *Cinemachat with Elliott Stein

Thursday, Oct 6
7:20, 9:30pm: The Long, Long Trailer

Thursday, Oct 27
4:30, 6:50, 9:15pm: The Seventh Sin

Friday, Oct 7
3, 6, 9pm: Madame Bovary

Thursday, Oct 28
2, 6:50pm: The Courtship of Eddie’s Father
4:30, 9:15pm: The Reluctant Debutante

Saturday, Oct 8
2, 4:30, 6:50, 9:15pm: An American in Paris

Friday, Oct 29
6:50, 9:30pm: Bells are Ringing

Sunday, Oct 9
2, 4:30, 7, 9:30pm: Lust for Life

Saturday, Oct 30
2, 4:30, 6:50, 9:15pm: Gigi

Monday, Oct 10
4:30, 6:50, 9:15pm: Ziegfeld Follies

Tuesday, Nov 1
6:30, 9:30pm: The 4 Horsemen of the Apocalypse

Tuesday, Oct 11
7pm: Father of the Bride screening with Father’s Little Dividend—Double Feature

Wednesday, Nov 2
6:50, 9:15pm: Brigadoon
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2011 - 75 Years of Magic Photo Exhibit
The Big Eye Gallery in New York (www.bigeyegallery.com) presented a month-long exhibit of Garland photos from August 1 through 31. Per the Press Release: An
exhibition presenting the iconic images and portraits of Judy Garland in her major roles as film and Broadway star can be viewed online at Big Eye Gallery. Running
in conjunction with the Film Society of Lincoln Center’s Judy Garland film series, Judy Garland: 75 Years of Magic honors the brilliantly rich body of work this
astoundingly short life contributed to cinema, acting, and music.
In collaboration with The Kobal Collection, Big Eye Gallery presents Garland’s work in For Me and My Gal, Meet Me in St. Louis, Strike Up the Band, Ziegfeld Girl, Words
and Music, A Star is Born, and of course, The Wizard of Oz. Photographers Eric Carpenter, Clarence Sinclair Bull, and Frank Cronenweth among others capture Garland on stage and behind the scenes with the famed and talented of her time such as Lana Turner, Mickey Rooney, and Vincente Minnelli.
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2012 - Garlands for Judy Webzine
n June 2012, The Judy Room premiered the new
“Garlands for Judy” webzine.

It had been three years since Scott Schechter’s untimely death.
At that time, he was working on several projects, including
the latest edition of his “Garlands for Judy” magazine. The
magazine was a pet project for Scott and something that he
was very proud of.
Aside from carrying on Scott’s tradition, there were two other
factors that helped prompt me to re-boot “Garlands for Judy”:
1: There are so many photos and so much information available
online, whether through Facebook or other outlets, it seems
ridiculous to charge fans for something they can easily access
through these outlets whether before or after publication. 2: Having an online
“webzine” that’s also available in a printable downloadable version erases
the limits of a fixed length (number of pages) print publication, and it can be
as colorful as we want it. Finally, I think that something like this should be
shared freely among fans regardless of monetary resources.
Each edition of the “Garlands for Judy” is available for download in PDF
format at The Judy Room. The webzine features guest writers, articles,
commentaries, reviews, games, and reprints of past fan magazine articles.
They also feature embedded media and links to further information online.
And true to the tag line, the webzine if “By the Fans, for the Fans.”
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2013 - The Wizard of Oz in 3D

arner Bros. got a head start on the 75th anniversary of The Wizard
of Oz in 2013 (the actual anniversary was, of course, 2014), when
they released the film in select IMAX theaters in a newly remastered 3D
edition on Friday, September 20th It played for one week only yet still
managed to make the top ten for that weekend in the #9 spot. That’s no
small feat considering that it was playing
in only 318 theaters while the rest of the
top ten (save one) were playing in over two
or three thousand theaters. I don’t think
any other 74 year old film could achieve
that, not even Gone With The Wind! The
placement surprised everyone, but in
hindsight maybe it shouldn’t have come
as a surprise. Its timelessness has been
proven again and again, with every new
format that comes along. Why not in 3D
too?

This is a traditional 3D image.
To view it in 3D, you must use
“blue & red“ 3D glasses, easily
obtainable online. Glasses from
modern 3D films won’t work.

M

ore than a few fans, including myself,
were leery of anyone tinkering with
the film and converting it to a format
that was a fad. But they did it right!
After a full year of work, and over five
million dollars, they achieved a minor
miracle. The 3D format enhanced the film
without losing any of its magic, charm, or
brilliance. Everything simply looked three dimensional. No gimmicks, no
fakery, and no changes to the film were anywhere in sight. It was simply
amazing.
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2014 - The Wizard of Oz 75th Anniversary

T

he big event of 2014 was the 75th anniversary of The
Wizard of Oz. Such a milestone! Who in 1938/1939
would have known that the film would still be popular, let
alone celebrated, 75 years later? It’s save to say that it’s even
eclipsed that other big movie of 1939, Gone With The Wind, at
least in popularity and adoration This was evident when the
Oscars gave a tribute to the film during the awards telecast no other 1939 film was given this special treatment.

T

he Judy Room’s “Garlands for Judy” webzine paid special
tribute to the film with a double issue that was all Oz (see
a few examples on the next pages). It’s the least I could do to
honor a film that I believe holds a most special place in all our
hearts.
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2014 - The Wizard of Oz 75th Anniversary
Download the entire webzine here (PDF)
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2014 - The Wizard of Oz 75th Anniversary
Download the entire webzine here (PDF)
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2014 - The Wizard of Oz 75th Anniversary
Download the entire webzine here (PDF)
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2014 - The Wizard of Oz 75th Anniversary
Download the entire webzine here (PDF)
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2014 - The Wizard of Oz 75th Anniversary
Download the entire webzine here (PDF)
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2015 - The Judy Garland Wars
In 2015 I began my new blog series “The Judy Garland
Wars - or - How I survived the wacky world of Judy
Garland Fandom.” It premiered on March 2nd at
The Judy Garland News & Events blog. The series is
a semi-satirical look at my observations and wacky
experiences ever since becoming a part of the online
“community” of Garfans and Garfreaks in 1995.
I had hoped to get a new chapter out each month,
but that didn’t pan out. The series is still ongoing,
and as of this publication is chronologically up to
2010. The more things change online, the more
things seem to remain the same. There is a lot to
cover, so each chapter takes time to put together.
It’s fun, enlightening, informative, and sometimes
controversial. But there’s one thing that it’s not, and
that’s dull!
Check out the series here.
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T

2016 - “Lose That Long Face”

he biggest news and biggest media release of 2016 was the world
premiere of the newly restored and remastered complete version of
“Lose That Long Face” from A Star Is Born, after having been lost for 62
years!

“

Lose That Long Face” was originally filmed in
March 1954 by uncredited A Star Is Born director
Jack Donohue. The film’s principal director, George
Cukor, re-shot the sequence in May 1954. The intent
was to show the filming of a typical movie musical
number, with star “Vicki Lester” (Judy Garland)
lip-syncing to a studio playback record. Jazz singer
Monette Moore provided a quick vocal in a section
of the number that was deleted prior to the film’s
premiere.

R

estored and remastered by John H. Haley in 2015, this rare acetate
gives us a brand new, previously unheard, “extended cut” of the
number. Not only are we treated to a new Garland vocal, but we’re
also treated to new Gershwin lyrics and an almost completely different
musical number we can enjoy both aurally and visually. The number

A

lthough most the film footage of the 28 seconds
of cut material survived, the audio was thought
to be lost. Until now. Garland collector Rick Smith
purchased a set of A Star Is Born acetate playback
discs, one of which turned out to be the original
version of the song complete with the missing 28
seconds. This is the only known version of the complete recording to
have survived. Read the interview with Mr. Smith at The Judy Garland
News & Events blog.

G

arland expert and CD producer Lawrence Schulman was able to
broker the release of the disc in time to include it in the new 2-CD
set from JSP Records, “Judy Garland Sings Harold Arlen.”

Contact sheet photos provided by Kim Lundgreen.

is pleasantly longer, and one wonders why it was trimmed. Perhaps it
was because the focus on Judy is pulled, however brief, to Ms. Moore.
Perhaps Cukor simply thought the number was too long. Whatever the
case, it’s a joy to be able to hear the vocals to the surviving silent film
outtakes synced to that footage.
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2016 - “Lose That Long Face”
T

he complete video premiered on The Judy Room’s YouTube channel as well at the Judy Garland News & Events Blog on February 10, 2016, promptly
creating a sensation. It was such a sensation that a certain nasty Garfreak Internet troll reported it to Warner Bros., apparently jealous that
something was released without his involvement. Lucky for us, Warner Bros. Entertainment, Inc. was very pleasant to work with and allowed the video
to be re-edited and re-posted. If only those Garfreaks could realize how much better it is for all of us when you work with someone rather than against
them. Petty is as petty does! Click here to learn more about the making of the film at The Judy Room’s Extensive Spotlight on A Star Is Born.

CLICK HERE or on the image above to see the complete number as it was originally intended to appear in the film.
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2017 - Previously Unreleased Recordings

G

arland fans were treated to no less than seven previously
unreleased Judy Garland recordings (plus a remastered alternate
of “The Balboa”) that run the gamut from her first appearances on
the Jack Oakie radio show in 1937 to her 1969 Copenhagen performances
and all were premiered on The Judy Room’s YouTube Channel.
Disc collector John Newton collects rare discs primarily from the 1920s,
30s, and 40s focusing on the Great American Songbook. Among
his vast collection are some Judy Garland recordings that
were though to be lost all these decades later. In fact, it
was unknown if any of these performances were even
recorded. Lucky for us they were and they ended up in
the hands of a collector who knows how to take care of
them.
In 1937 Judy became a weekly regular on the Jack
Oakie radio show, “Jack Oakie’s
College.” Her first
appearance was on
January 5, 1937,
during which
she sang two
songs, “Hold That
Bulldog” and “Pennies
From Heaven.” “Hold That
Bulldog” is notable as it’s the only
known surviving recording of
Judy singing the song which was
prerecorded for, and cut from, her
1936 feature film debut Pigskin
Parade. That prerecording remains
lost but thanks to this previously
unreleased radio performance we get an
idea of how the song sounded in the film.

Later in this same broadcast Oakie brought
Judy back on to sing “Pennies From Heaven”
with a new verse most likely written by
her new musical mentor, Roger Edens.
These recordings are the only extant
versions of Judy performing both
songs.
#1) CLICK HERE
to listen to, and
watch, “Hold That
Bulldog.”
#2) CLICK HERE
to listen to, and
watch, “Pennies From
Heaven.”
Judy returned to the Oakie show on April 20, 1937,
and sang gave a stunning rendition of “Johnny One
Note.” The performance is most likely the first coastto-coast broadcast of the song as it had just premiered in
the Broadway show “Babes in Arms” a few days before. Judy
reprised the song on the April 20th edition of the Oakie show,
presumably the same arrangement. No recording of that show is
known to exist.
#3) CLICK HERE to listen to, and watch, “Johnny One Note.”
Newton also shared the pre-recording of “The Balboa,” also from Pigskin
Parade, which features alternate lyrics that were changed prior to the
film’s release most likely because the lyric “truck” sounds more like the
F bomb. The recording was originally released on the 1993 CD set “Judy
Garland on Radio 1936 - 1944 Volume One - All The Things You Are.”
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2017 - Previously Unreleased Recordings
Funny enough, none of us thought to sync the recording with the film
before now because the recording flew under the radar in 1993 and the
set has been out of print for over 20 years. This new transfer from John
Newton’s original disc is sonically superior.
#4) CLICK HERE to watch, and listen to, “The Balboa.”
Newton also shared a very fun previously unreleased recording that Judy
taped for a 1962 UPA (United Productions of America) sales meeting
promoting their
upcoming release
of the animated
film Gay Purree (1962) and
the Friskies cat
food tie-in. Judy
was reading
from a script
but humorously
goes off that
script when she
comments “It’ll
increase the sales
of Friskies, too!,”
resulting in some
giggles in the
background (maybe daughter Liza?) before she stops the tape recorder.
#5) CLICK HERE to watch, and listen to, the “Gay Purr-ee Sales Meeting”
recording.

In January 2017, Michael Feinstein quietly
premiered a previously unreleased radio
performance of “Dinah” which was also
from the CBS Radio “Jake Oakie’s
College” show, this time from the
June 1, 1937. Judy had previously
recorded part of the song on March
29, 1935, when she made several
test records for the Decca Records
label. “Dinah” was part of a medley
that also included “On The Good
Ship Lollipop” and “The Object Of
My Affection.” This is the only known
recording of Judy singing the entire
song.
#6) CLICK HERE to watch, and listen to, “Dinah.”
Finally, from audio engineer John H. Haley, we were treated to two
previously unreleased recordings from March 25, 1969, made when Judy
was in Copenhagen for the final concerts of her life. She was recorded
singing “Am I Blue?” and “Till The Clouds Roll By.” A 1993 CD release
contains similar duets with Johnny Ray, taken from other performances.
“Am I Blue” on that set is identified as being from a rehearsal when in
fact it was an impromptu performance by Garland and Ray at a piano with
friends. “Till The Clouds Roll By” on that set is from the March 23, 1969,
performance on the same tour in Malmö, Sweden. “Am I Blue” is especially
poignant, much more than the previously released edition.
#7) CLICK HERE to watch, and listen to, “Am I Blue?”
#8) CLICK HERE to watch, and listen to, “Till The Clouds Roll By.”
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2018 - Two More Unreleased Recordings
Two more previously unknown and unreleased early radio performances made their debut in 2018. As expected,
they’re knockouts and are the only known recordings of Judy singing these two wonderful standards.

These videos play in the online interactive version as well as most PDF viewers. If either of those don’t work, simply click on
YouTube icons here or the links in the pages above to go to The Judy Room’s YouTube Page to view them.
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2018
The Ruby Slippers
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2018 - The Ruby Slippers
Thirteen years after a pair of Ruby Slippers were stolen from The Judy
Garland Museum in Grand Rapids, Minnesota, the FBI announced
their recovery. The announcement came out of the blue. By that point
in August 2018, most fans had given up hope of any recovery of the
slippers. After all, It had been thirteen years and the general consensus
was that if they still survived they would be in really poor shape having
presumably not been properly taken care of. They’re very fragile, to say
the least.
In the early morning hours of August 28, 2005, the slippers were
stolen from the museum at 2:00 a.m. The news hit the fan community
hard. Rumors began to fly as fast as a Flying Monkey on a mission.
Garfans, Garfreaks, and other fans of the slippers and/or The Wizard of
Oz in general began to speculate. That speculation turned into finger
pointing. Everyone had a theory. The Grand Rapids police department
was inundated with calls from Garfreaks blaming each other for the
theft. The most popular theory was insurance fraud. Michael Shaw
was the owner of the stolen pair, having owned them for decades. The
shoes were insured for $1 million or $1.5 million depending on which
article you believe. One of the initial investigators on the case, Gene
Bennett, confirmed that Shaw was initially a suspect and that his
behavior during the investigation was “eccentric.”
Shaw came by his pair when he worked as an assistant for Debbie
Reynolds. Reynolds lost out on the bidding for the one pair put up for
auction at the infamous MGM auction in 1970. Ken Warner curated
most of the items for the auction and found at least four pairs of the
slippers. The pair auctioned in 1970 (eventually becoming the pair at
the Smithsonian in Washington, D.C.) were not the nicest pair, which

Warner secretly kept. He did sell the “Arabian Test Pair” to Reynolds
and had planned on selling that nice pair to her. Shaw bought them
with his own money and kept them for himself. In the intervening
decades, Shaw was generous in sharing the pair on display at various
events, most notably the Judy Garland Festival in Grand Rapids.
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2018 - The Ruby Slippers
Regardless of his eccentricities, the spotlight on Shaw as the thief faded.
About a year after the theft Shaw reached a non-disclosed settlement
with the insurance company (allegedly $800,000). One of the early
leads was an unnamed “local punk” whom the investigators thought
was a prime suspect. The guy refused to take a polygraph test and there
was not enough evidence to arrest him. A few years later the statute of
limitations expired meaning the thief,
if found, could only be prosecuted for
possession.

preserve them to last for hopefully decades to come. The Smithsonian
started a “Keep the Ruby” Kickstarter campaign seeking donations to
help with the conservation, raising close to $350,000.
Not long after, the FBI received a tip. Per the FBI’s website:
In the summer of 2017, 12 years after
the theft, an individual approached
the company that insured the slippers,
saying he had information about the
shoes and how they could be returned.
“When it became apparent that those
involved were in reality attempting
to extort the owners of the slippers,”
[Special Agent Christopher] Dudley
explained, Grand Rapids police requested
the FBI’s assistance. After nearly a
yearlong investigation—with invaluable
assistance from the FBI’s Art Crime
Team, the FBI Laboratory, and field
offices in Chicago, Atlanta, and Miami—
the slippers were recovered during an
undercover operation in Minneapolis.

From there, the trail seemed to go cold.
There wasn’t much activity. On June 11,
2015, the clues and evidence (perhaps
that “local punk”?) led a team to literally
deep dive for the slippers in a mine pit
seven miles west of the Judy Garland
Museum. The local rumors held that
the slippers were put in a Tupperwaretype contain and throw into the Tioga
Mine Pit. The Itasca County Dive Team
searched the murky waters fro two days
but nothing was recovered.
In the interim, in 2016 the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D.C.
embarked on an 18 month project to conserve the slippers. There is a
distinction between conserving and restoring. The Smithsonian stated
they were not restoring the slippers as that meant restoring them to
their original state. Conserving them meant they would clean them and

Agents from the FBI’s Minneapolis Field Office transported the recovered
slippers to the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of American
History in Washington, D.C.- where another pair of the ruby slippers has
been on display since 1979 - for analysis and comparison.
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2018 - The Ruby Slippers
Dawn Wallace, a Smithsonian conservator who has been working for
the past two years to conserve the museum’s ruby slippers, which are
nearly 80 years old, said a careful analysis led to the conclusion that the
recovered shoes were similar in construction, materials, and condition to
the museum’s pair. And it turns out the recovered shoes and the pair in
the museum’s collection are mismatched twins.
This news was kept under wraps until September 2018. The news of the
recovery was a bombshell. Not only were the slippers found but they
were still in good shape. And, unknown to most, if anyone, the two

pairs were actually mismatched pairs that matched when put together.
It was common knowledge that the Smithsonian pair were mismatched
but no one realized that the mates were the Shaw pair. Now we know!
To date, the identity of the person (or persons) who had the stolen
slippers recovered by the FBI remains unknown. There are rumors,
just as there were rumors when the theft first happened. We might
likely never know. The fate of the pair now are assumed to still be
in the possession of the Smithsonian. The FBI has not divulged that
information.
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2018 - The Ruby Slippers
The Smithsonian pair, still mismatched (the recovered pair have not
undergone the same preservation), are back on display in a climate
controlled case, as is the hat worn by Ray Bolger as the Scarecrow and
the wand used by Billie Burke as Glinda the Witch of the North.
The slippers continue to cast their magic on the imaginations of fans
everywhere, and lucky for us the theft of the “traveling pair” has a happy
ending.
From the Smithsonian:
An estimated tens of millions of people have viewed the Ruby Slippers
at the American History Museum since an
undisclosed donor gave them to the institution
in 1979 … Prior to their recent conservation, the
shoes had been away from the public for only short
periods. “Any time that we take the Ruby Slippers
off display we immediately hear about it from
guests,” he says. “When people see them in person
they’re so surprised to see that they’re small, but
it brings home the fact that Judy Garland was
16 years old when making the film. . . . It’s a very
recognizable and understandable object.”
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Auctions

There were quite a lot of auctions over the past decade. The following pages feature a small sampling of the many amazing
Judy Garland items sold at auction, including the fabled Ruby Slippers! If you want to see more, go to The Judy Room’s Year
in Review Page and check out the reviews for each year - there are some amazing and quite beautiful items.

June 18, 2011: Tassel costume from Meet Me in St. Louis sold for $16,000
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2011 - Auctions
June 18, 2011: This red
Winter costume from
Meet Me in St. Louis sold
for $10,000.
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2011 - Auctions

A total of three rare Dorothy costumes were put to auction in 2011.
The first came from the Debbie Reynolds Collection. This costume (above, far left) was the “Thorpe Era”
costume that Judy wore during the first two weeks of shooting The Wizard of Oz under the direction of
Richard Thorpe. Dorothy was still a blond. When filming was halted and Thorpe fired, director George Cukor
came in for a few days, completely changing Judy’s hair, make-up and costume to what we see in the final film.
This “Thorpe Era” dress was sold on June 18th for $910,000.
Two more Dorothy dresses were auctioned on December 16th:
The first was an unused test costume (above, middle) showing a different idea for Dorothy’s “look.” This
costume was tested on October 31, 1938 by George Cukor during his brief time on the project. It was not
used for any filming. I find it amazing that it’s all this time and still looks good. The high bid did not meet
the reserve price, resulting in the costume being returned to the original owner.
The second Dorothy costume to be auctioned on December 16th was an actual “screen used” dress worn by Judy and seen in the film (above, far right). This costume sold for $230,000.
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2011 - Auctions

June 18, 2011: “Arabian” test pair of Ruby Slippers sells for $510,000
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2011 - Auctions
From the Profiles in History catalog: [This pair] are Kent Warner’s prized size 5B slippers. They are marked on the inside lining, “#7 Judy Garland” and the leather
soles are painted red on the bottom. The lack of felt, in addition to light, circular scuffs evident on the soles indicate their use in the extra-close-up or “insert” shots
when Judy Garland taps her heels together at the film’s climax. The condition of these Ruby Slippers is excellent, further supporting the notion that these were used
for the close-up “insert” shots and then boxed to maintain their condition.

December 16, 2011: Size 5B
screen used “close-up” Ruby
Slippers - Unsold
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2011 - Auctions

June 3, 2011: Presenting Lily Mars costume sold for $3,000; December 3, 2011: Wedding dress from The Pirate sold for $22,500
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2011 - Auctions
Many Garland photos were
auctioned off in 2011,
including these previously
unseen photos from Annie
Get Your Gun, which were
sold on December 15th
for $1,600.

June 16, 2011: “Annie Oakley” costume sold for $7,000
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2014 - Auctions
Turner Classic Movies partnered with Bonham & Butterfield’s Auctions to present the
“There’s No Place Like Hollywood - The Definitive Classic Movie Memorabilia Auction in New
York on November 24, 2014.
This gorgeous gown that Judy wore in Easter Parade sold for $11,875.
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2014 - Auctions
October 17, 2014: This wonderful
matte painting made for use
in The Wizard of Oz (but went
unused) was auctioned for
$19,000.
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2014 - Auctions
These two wonderful concept sketches by MGM’s brilliant Jack Martin Smith were auctioned on August 23, 2014. The
sketch on the right sold for $32,500, the sketch below sold for $13,500.
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2015 - Auctions
Two more wonderful concept sketches by MGM’s brilliant Jack Martin Smith were auctioned on April 19, 2015. The sketch
on the right sold for $35,700, the sketch below sold for $15,000.
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2015 - Auctions
Bonham’s partnered with Turner Classic Movies to again provide a
fantastic auction filled with film memorabilia treasures of all kinds.
The big item of the auction was this rare screen-used Dorothy dress
from The Wizard of Oz (1939).
Catalog description: Comprising a blue and white gingham pinafore
with a fitted bodice and a full skirt, two mother-of-pearl buttons
on the front and two on the back, with a hook-and-eye closure at
the back, bearing a bias label inscribed in script, “Judy Garland,”
and a short cream-colored cotton blouse with a high neck, pale blue
rickrack trim at the cuffs and neck, hook-and-eye and snap closure
at the back, reinforced shoulders, and a bias label inscribed, “Judy
Garland/4461.” Provenance: Christie’s New York, Collectibles,
September 30-October 1, 1981, lot 742, accompanied by a copy of the
catalog.

This blouse and pinafore were retained by Kent Warner, the costume
collector employed by David Weisz Co. to help organize the 1970
MGM Auction who subsequently cherry-picked many of the best
pieces for himself. He also took home a pair of the Ruby Slippers
which were sold in the same 1981 Christie’s auction and subsequently
resold in 2012 to the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
One of the very few complete Dorothy costumes still in existence, and
a true icon of classic Hollywood.
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2015 - Auctions
Judy’s costume as “Hannah Brown” in the “It Only Happens When I Dance With You” number and
sequence from Easter Parade sold for $10,625.00. It was originally auctioned in 2011 but went
unsold (!).
Catalog description: Crepe evening gown with a pink v-neck bodice with ruched shoulders and fauxpearl embroidery at the waist, with gathered panels of pink crepe extending over a long orange
skirt. The dress bears a green-lettered Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer label inscribed, “Ex. 3,” a bias label
with the typed inscription, “1418-4791 J. Garland,” and an MGM cleaning tag. Accompanied by a
copy of the film. Garland, playing Hannah Brown, wears this dress when Don Hewes (Fred Astaire)
invites her to his apartment for dinner and she sings “It Only Happens When I Dance with You.”
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2016 - Auctions
The “Thorpe Era” Dorothy dress and blouse went back up for auction in 2016. It was
originally auctioned in 2011 as part of the first auction of items from the amazing
collection of the late Debbie Reynolds. At that time, it sold for $910,000. This time
it was listed at $100,000 - $150,000 but did not sell. Perhaps collectors noticed that
between 2011 and this past November, the felt “bow” was apparently lost?

Click here or on the image above to see
the original 2011 auction info in The Judy
Room’s 2011 Year in Review.
Click here to see more from this auction at
the Bonhams website.
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2017 - Auctions
The big auction news of the year was the announcement that Michael
Siewert would be putting his amazing collection up for auction on
November 17th followed by an Internet auction on November 26th.
The following are some of the highlights. For a complete listing of
all the items check out the Julien’s website here:
Nov 17 Auction | Nov 26 Auction
THE MICHAEL SIEWERT
JUDY GARLAND COLLECTION
Michael Siewert has been collecting Judy Garland memorabilia since he was six years old. A poor kid from
Kentucky, he would frequent flea markets, purchasing what he could afford — items such as records, postcards,
and photographs.

As an adult, his passion for Garland’s legacy continued to grow, and his hobby became more serious as he began
collecting her personal mementos and stage and screen costumes. He became well known for his efforts while
traveling with original Munchkins from The Wizard of Oz and Garland’s family and colleagues to exhibitions of
his collection that received rave reviews.

Turner Classic Movies hired Siewert to exhibit his collection at its inaugural TCM Classic Film Festival in

Included were these amazing
home movies, in color, featuring
great footage of Judy at home in
the late 1940s! Sold for $2,880.

Hollywood. In 2016, the London Palladium hired him to exhibit there, where Garland had several career
triumphs. Two of Garland’s husbands called on Siewert to include their Garland possessions in his collection so
he could share them with the world.

The boy from Kentucky never dreamed his hobby would become world renowned or provide him with
the thrilling opportunities that it has. While Siewert has savored preserving Garland’s legacy and sharing
his collection, he has decided it is time for others to own these artifacts of show business history from the
legendary Judy Garland.
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2017 - Auctions
Here is the iconic “Have Yourself A
Merry Little Christmas” costume from
Meet Me In St. Louis (1944) that sold
for $11,520.
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2017 - Auctions

The Blackglama “What becomes
a Legend most”? fur coat sold
for $5,120.
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2017 - Auctions

Left: The “I Don’t Care” costume
from In The Good Old
Summertime (1949).
Sold for $12,500.

Right: This
fabulous costume
from The Pirate
(1948) sold for
$11,520.
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2017 - Auctions
Judy’s makeup case. “Contained in the case are a thin barrel curling
iron, an Inui travel iron, a container of Revlon Ultima II gold lamé face
powder, Revlon Clean and Clear cleansing lotion, and a tab of Peacock
snap fasteners, of which one has been used. The case has assorted travel
tags including one luggage tag that reads ‘From Garland 144 S Mapleton
LA24, Calif ’ and ‘To Loew’s Capitol Theatre Washington DC c/o Joe
Margoli’ that probably dates from September 1957 when Garland had
a concert engagement at that theatre. Other tags include a Railway
Express Agency lot Collect sticker dated June 27, 1957, with a declared
value on the case of $600; a customs inspection stamp; and a Cunard
Line First Class sticker.” Sold for $2,880.
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2017 - Auctions

Two items from A Star Is Born (1954).
Left: A deep turquoise waistcoat worn by Judy in
the “Born in a Trunk” sequence, specifically the
“Swanee” number, along with a navy blue necktie
“that may or may not be original to the costume.
Sold for $6,400.
Right: Another costume from the “Born in a Trunk”
sequence, worn during the “You Took Advantage Of
Me” section. Sold for $11,250.

Check out The Judy Room’s
Extensive Spotlight Section on
A Star Is Born here.
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2017 - Auctions
Another iconic costume, the finale gown from Easter Parade (1948).
Sold for $3,840.

Check out The Judy Room’s Extensive Spotlight Section on Easter Parade here.
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2017 - Auctions
Judy’s lovely gown worn in the Presenting Lily Mars (1943) finale. Judy was
photographed extensively in the gown and with good reason, she’s at her most
lovely. Sold for $7,500.

Check out The Judy Room’s Extensive Spotlight Section on
Presenting Lily Mars here.
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2017 - Auctions
Another costume for another iconic Garland number,
“Friendly Star” in Summer Stock (1950). The costume is
actually a deep navy blue, not black as it looks in the film and
in photos. The number is one of the best ballads Judy ever
filmed. Sold for $7,500.00.

Check out The Judy Room’s Filmography Pages on
Summer Stock here.
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2017 - Auctions
This red and white cotton gingham day dress was worn by Judy Garland in Life
Begins for Andy Hardy (1941) and to her niece’s birthday party at her Bel Air home.
Sold for $7,680.
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2018 - Auctions
The big auction of 2018 the year was the “Love Liza” auction that
took place on July 30 & 31 and August 1.
The auction was nothing short of incredible. Liza auctioned
what seemed like almost everything in her possession, including
items going all the way back to her father’s (Vincente Minnelli)
childhood, and early career plus Liza’s incredible collection of
gowns, costumes, pantsuits and more mostly from the brilliant
designer Halston. Naturally the auction included many Judy
Garland treasures.
The following pages are a small sampling of the many incredible
items. Check out the catalog here to see everything!
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2018 - Auctions

The blonde wig that Judy wore for the ultimately deleted
first few weeks of filming on The Wizard of Oz sold for
$14,000.00 plus the $3,920 buyer’s premium.
Check out the catalog here to see everything!
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2018 - Auctions

Just some of the many amazing outfits (most by Halston) that were also auctioned during
the two-day “Love Liza” auction. Check out the catalog here to see everything!
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Interviews
Over the past decade The Judy Garland News & Events blog has featured interviews with a wide array of
notable people, from Will Friedwald to Hugh Fordin to Judy’s only son, Joe Luft. Here are links to those
interviews:
Nick Dellow – Audio Engineer -March 3, 2019
Joe Luft and John Kimble, by Bill Biss – March 13, 2017
Ray Rackham – Writer-Director of “Through The Mill”
– October 23, 2016
Randy L. Schmidt, author of “Judy Garland on Judy Garland: Interviews and Encounters” – March 11, 2016
Rick Smith, owner of the lost A Star Is Born Playback Disc – and
more! – December 14, 2015
Stevie Phillips, author of “Judy & Liza & Robert & Freddie & David
& Sue & Me…: A Memoir” – July 19, 2015
Darren Stewart-Jones, author of “The Judy Monologues” - April
17, 2015
John H. Haley – Audio Restorer for the CD set “Judy Garland –
Swan Songs, First Flights” – December 14, 2014
Jay Scarfone & William Stillman (authors of “The Wizard of Oz –
The Official 75th Anniversary Companion” book)
- December 25, 2013

Jan Glazier (mastermind behind the “Judy in…” events)
- June 30, 2013
Steve Hoffman - May 9, 2012
Charles (Charlie) Cochran - May 5, 2012
Elliot Tiber - February 9, 2012
Isabelle Georges - January 31, 2012
Hugh Fordin - September 1, 2011
Scott Brogan - July 22, 2011
John Meyer - June 26, 2011
Will Friedwald - January 8, 2011
Michael Freedland - December 18, 2010
Peter Quilter - November 30, 2010
Michelle Russell - August 24, 2010
Lawrence Schulman - July 13, 2010
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2019 - Analytics

Traffic to The Judy Room website increased in 2019 to 86k visit which is 60k more than last year. Safari was the most used browser
followed by Chrome (it was the opposite last year), with Firefox, Edge, and Explorer rounding out the top five. Last year the majority
of visits came from mobile devices then desktop browsers whereas in 2019 visits came from desktops first, then tablets, then mobile
devices.
Visits to the JudyGarlandNews.com blog increased 136,000 page views to 179,000. This was most likely due to the daily series “On This
Day In Judy Garland’s Life And Career...” which was completed in 2019 (and was the most viewed page/post), as well as the film reviews
and the always popular post “Dorothy Costumes Through the Years.”
The Judy Room’s Facebook Page stayed at just above 28k “likes” which was the same as 2018. The Judy Room’s Twitter Account mirrors
the Facebook Page in numbers of mentions and re-tweets, overall.
The Judy Room’s YouTube Channel grew from 331k in 2018 to 459k views in 2019. The channel has 3,163 subscribers which is way up
from just 628 in 2018. The top video was “Judy Garland on the Tonight Show - December 17, 1968 - Part 1” with 33k views.

Visits to the main site, TheJudyRoom.com, covered the globe in 2019. The darker the blue the
more visits to the site came from that country.

Visits to the blog (JudyGarlandNews.com) also covered the globe in 2019. The darker the
pink the more visits to the blog came from that country.
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Thank You!

No one does any of this alone. I have so much respect and gratitude for everyone listed here.
Without you and your support & help none of this would have been possible. Thank you!
In alphabetical order:
Aaron Pacentine
Bernie Slokov
Bobby Waters
Brian Stamp
Bruce Jasman
D.J. Schaeffer
David Alp
David Plotkin
Deb Anderson
Doug Brogan
Fred Hough
Jay Scarfone
Joe Luft
Joe Marchese
John H. Haley
John Newton
JSP Records
Kim Lundgreen
Kurt Raymond
Lawrence Schulman
Les Hill
Liza Minnelli
Michael Siewert
Mark Milano
Nolan McCormick
Peter Mac
Raphael Geroni
Randy Henderson
Randy L. Schmidt
Rick Smith
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Sara Maraffino
The Second Disc
Sharon Ray
Stan Heck
Steve & Rick
Turner Classic Movies
Warner Home Video
William Stillman
WordPress
The members of:
The Judy Room’s Facebook Page
The Judy Room’s Facebook Group
And
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